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Notice

While reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the
information in this document is complete and accurate at the time of
printing, Avaya assumes no liability for any errors. Avaya reserves the
right to make changes and corrections to the information in this
document without the obligation to notify any person or organization of
such changes.

Documentation disclaimer

“Documentation” means information published by Avaya in varying
mediums which may include product information, operating instructions
and performance specifications that Avaya generally makes available
to users of its products. Documentation does not include marketing
materials. Avaya shall not be responsible for any modifications,
additions, or deletions to the original published version of
documentation unless such modifications, additions, or deletions were
performed by Avaya. End User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
Avaya, Avaya's agents, servants and employees against all claims,
lawsuits, demands and judgments arising out of, or in connection with,
subsequent modifications, additions or deletions to this documentation,
to the extent made by End User.

Link disclaimer

Avaya is not responsible for the contents or reliability of any linked
websites referenced within this site or documentation provided by
Avaya. Avaya is not responsible for the accuracy of any information,
statement or content provided on these sites and does not necessarily
endorse the products, services, or information described or offered
within them. Avaya does not guarantee that these links will work all the
time and has no control over the availability of the linked pages.

Warranty

Avaya provides a limited warranty on its hardware and Software
(“Product(s)”). Refer to your sales agreement to establish the terms of
the limited warranty. In addition, Avaya’s standard warranty language,
as well as information regarding support for this Product while under
warranty is available to Avaya customers and other parties through the
Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com. Please note that if
you acquired the Product(s) from an authorized Avaya reseller outside
of the United States and Canada, the warranty is provided to you by
said Avaya reseller and not by Avaya. “Software” means computer
programs in object code, provided by Avaya or an Avaya Channel
Partner, whether as stand-alone products or pre-installed on hardware
products, and any upgrades, updates, bug fixes, or modified versions.

Licenses

THE SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS AVAILABLE ON THE AVAYA
WEBSITE, HTTP://SUPPORT.AVAYA.COM/LICENSEINFO ARE
APPLICABLE TO ANYONE WHO DOWNLOADS, USES AND/OR
INSTALLS AVAYA SOFTWARE, PURCHASED FROM AVAYA INC.,
ANY AVAYA AFFILIATE, OR AN AUTHORIZED AVAYA RESELLER
(AS APPLICABLE) UNDER A COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
AVAYA OR AN AUTHORIZED AVAYA RESELLER. UNLESS
OTHERWISE AGREED TO BY AVAYA IN WRITING, AVAYA DOES
NOT EXTEND THIS LICENSE IF THE SOFTWARE WAS OBTAINED
FROM ANYONE OTHER THAN AVAYA, AN AVAYA AFFILIATE OR
AN AVAYA AUTHORIZED RESELLER; AVAYA RESERVES THE
RIGHT TO TAKE LEGAL ACTION AGAINST YOU AND ANYONE
ELSE USING OR SELLING THE SOFTWARE WITHOUT A LICENSE.
BY INSTALLING, DOWNLOADING OR USING THE SOFTWARE, OR
AUTHORIZING OTHERS TO DO SO, YOU, ON BEHALF OF
YOURSELF AND THE ENTITY FOR WHOM YOU ARE INSTALLING,
DOWNLOADING OR USING THE SOFTWARE (HEREINAFTER
REFERRED TO INTERCHANGEABLY AS “YOU” AND “END USER”),
AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND CREATE A
BINDING CONTRACT BETWEEN YOU AND AVAYA INC. OR THE
APPLICABLE AVAYA AFFILIATE (“AVAYA”).

Avaya grants you a license within the scope of the license types
described below, with the exception of Heritage Nortel Software, for
which the scope of the license is detailed below. Where the order
documentation does not expressly identify a license type, the
applicable license will be a Designated System License. The applicable
number of licenses and units of capacity for which the license is granted
will be one (1), unless a different number of licenses or units of capacity
is specified in the documentation or other materials available to you.
“Designated Processor” means a single stand-alone computing device.
“Server” means a Designated Processor that hosts a software
application to be accessed by multiple users.

Copyright

Except where expressly stated otherwise, no use should be made of
materials on this site, the Documentation, Software, or hardware
provided by Avaya. All content on this site, the documentation and the
Product provided by Avaya including the selection, arrangement and
design of the content is owned either by Avaya or its licensors and is
protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws including the
sui generis rights relating to the protection of databases. You may not
modify, copy, reproduce, republish, upload, post, transmit or distribute
in any way any content, in whole or in part, including any code and
software unless expressly authorized by Avaya. Unauthorized
reproduction, transmission, dissemination, storage, and or use without
the express written consent of Avaya can be a criminal, as well as a
civil offense under the applicable law.

Third Party Components

“Third Party Components” mean certain software programs or portions
thereof included in the Software that may contain software (including
open source software) distributed under third party agreements (“Third
Party Components”), which contain terms regarding the rights to use
certain portions of the Software (“Third Party Terms”). Information
regarding distributed Linux OS source code (for those Products that
have distributed Linux OS source code) and identifying the copyright
holders of the Third Party Components and the Third Party Terms that
apply is available in the Documentation or on Avaya’s website at: http://
support.avaya.com/Copyright. You agree to the Third Party Terms for
any such Third Party Components.

Preventing Toll Fraud

“Toll Fraud” is the unauthorized use of your telecommunications
system by an unauthorized party (for example, a person who is not a
corporate employee, agent, subcontractor, or is not working on your
company's behalf). Be aware that there can be a risk of Toll Fraud
associated with your system and that, if Toll Fraud occurs, it can result
in substantial additional charges for your telecommunications services.

Avaya Toll Fraud intervention

If you suspect that you are being victimized by Toll Fraud and you need
technical assistance or support, call Technical Service Center Toll
Fraud Intervention Hotline at +1-800-643-2353 for the United States
and Canada. For additional support telephone numbers, see the Avaya
Support website: http://support.avaya.com. Suspected security
vulnerabilities with Avaya products should be reported to Avaya by
sending mail to: securityalerts@avaya.com.

Trademarks

The trademarks, logos and service marks (“Marks”) displayed in this
site, the Documentation and Product(s) provided by Avaya are the
registered or unregistered Marks of Avaya, its affiliates, or other third
parties. Users are not permitted to use such Marks without prior written
consent from Avaya or such third party which may own the Mark.
Nothing contained in this site, the Documentation and Product(s)
should be construed as granting, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise,
any license or right in and to the Marks without the express written
permission of Avaya or the applicable third party.

Avaya is a registered trademark of Avaya Inc.

All non-Avaya trademarks are the property of their respective owners,
and “Linux” is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds.
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Downloading Documentation

For the most current versions of Documentation, see the Avaya
Support website: http://support.avaya.com.

Contact Avaya Support

See the Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com for product
notices and articles, or to report a problem with your Avaya product.
For a list of support telephone numbers and contact addresses, go to
the Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com, scroll to the
bottom of the page, and select Contact Avaya Support.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Purpose of this document
This guide describes security features and how to configure security services for the Avaya
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

This document does not include all security features available with the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 software. Table 1: Security features and documentation on page 13 lists
additional security features and the document where they are described.

Table 1: Security features and documentation
Security feature Document

Changing passwords Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Administration, NN46205-605

Configuring access policies Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Administration, NN46205-605

Configuring SNMP traps Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Troubleshooting, NN46205-703

IP filters Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Configuration – IP Routing, NN46205-523

OSPF and RIP route policies Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Configuration – OSPF and RIP, NN46205-522

IP route policies Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Configuration – IP Routing, NN46205-523

Distance Vector Multicast Routing
Protocol (DVMRP) route policies

Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Configuration – IP Multicast Routing Protocols,
NN46205-501

Internet Packet Exchange (IPX)
route policies

Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Configuration – IPX Routing, NN46205-505

Route update protection using MD5 Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Configuration — IP Routing, NN46205-523

Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP) for User
Authentication (IGAP)

Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Configuration – IGAP, NN46205-512

For information about how to navigate the command line interface (CLI) and the Avaya
command line interface (ACLI), how to use the Web management interface, and how to install
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and start the Enterprise Device Manager software on a Windows or UNIX platform, see Avaya
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 User Interface Fundamentals, NN46205-308.

Related resources

Documentation
See the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Documentation Roadmap, NN46205-103,
for a list of the documentation for this product.

Training
Ongoing product training is available. For more information or to register, you can access the
website at http://avaya-learning.com/.

Avaya Mentor videos
Avaya Mentor is an Avaya-run channel on YouTube that includes technical content on how to
install, configure, and troubleshoot Avaya products.

Go to http://www.youtube.com/AvayaMentor and perform one of the following actions:

• Enter a key word or key words in the Search Channel to search for a specific product
or topic.

• Scroll down Playlists, and click the name of a topic to see the available list of videos
posted on the site.

Support
Visit the Avaya Support website at http://support.avaya.com for the most up-to-date
documentation, product notices, and knowledge articles. You can also search for release
notes, downloads, and resolutions to issues. Use the online service request system to create
a service request. Chat with live agents to get answers to questions, or request an agent to
connect you to a support team if an issue requires additional expertise.

Introduction
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Chapter 2: New in this release

There are no new updates to Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Security, NN46205-601 for
Release 7.2.
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Chapter 3: Security fundamentals

This chapter provides conceptual content to help you configure and customize the security services on
the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Security overview
Security is a critical attribute of networking devices such as the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600. Security features are split into two main areas:

• Control path—protects the access to the device from a management perspective.

• Data path—protects the network from malicious users by controlling access authorization
to the network resources (servers, stations, and so on). This protection is primarily
accomplished using filters or access lists.

You can protect the control path using

• login and passwords

• access policies, in which you specify the network and address that can use a service or
daemon

• secure protocols, for example, Secure Shell (SSH), Secure Copy (SCP), and the Simple
Network Management Protocol version 3 (SNMPv3)

• the Message Digest 5 Algorithm (MD5), which protects routing updates, for example,
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

You can protect the data path using

• Media Access Control (MAC) address filtering

• Layer 3 filtering [for example, Internet Protocol (IP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP)/
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) filtering]

• routing policies, which prevent users from accessing restricted areas of the network

• mechanisms to prevent denial-of-service (DOS) attacks

CLI and ACLI passwords
The Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 ships with default passwords set for access to
the CLI and ACLI through a console or Telnet session. If you have read/write/all access
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authority, and you are using SNMPv3, you can change passwords that are in encrypted format.
If you are using the Enterprise Device Manager, you can also specify the number of available
Telnet sessions and rlogin sessions.

 Important:
The default passwords and community strings are documented and well known. Avaya
strongly recommends that you change the default passwords and community strings
immediately after you first log on.

For security purposes, if you fail to log on correctly on the Master Switch Fabric/Central
Processing Unit (SF/CPU) in three consecutive instances, the SF/CPU locks for 60 seconds.

In the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 software Release 4.1 and later, passwords are
stored in encrypted format and are no longer stored in the configuration file.

 Caution:
For security reasons, Avaya recommends that you set the passwords to values other than
the factory defaults.

Port Lock feature
You can use the Port Lock feature to administratively lock a port or ports to prevent other users
from changing port parameters or modifying port action. You cannot modify locked ports until
the ports are first unlocked.

Access policies for services
You can control access to the switch by creating an access policy. An access policy specifies
the hosts or networks that can access the device through various services, such as Telnet,
SNMP, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Remote Shell (RSH), and remote login (rlogin).
You can enable or disable access services by setting flags either from the Boot Monitor CLI
or from the Run-Time CLI.

You can define network stations that can explicitly access the switch or stations that cannot
access the switch. For each service you can also specify the level of access, such as read-
only or read/write/all.

 Important:
A third party security scan will show the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 service ports
open and in the listen state. Note that no connections will be accepted on these ports unless
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the particular daemon is enabled. Avaya does not dynamically start and stop the daemons
at runtime and needs to keep them running from system startup.

For information about configuring access policies on IPv6, see Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 Configuration – IPv6 Routing, NN46205-504.

For information about configuring access policies, see Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 Administration, NN46205-605.

SNMPv3
Use the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to remotely collect management data
and configure devices. An SNMP agent is a software process that monitors the UDP port 161
for SNMP messages. Each SNMP message sent to the agent contains a list of management
objects to retrieve or modify.

SNMP version 3 (v3) is the third version of the Internet-Standard Management Framework and
is derived from and builds upon both the original Internet-Standard Management Framework
SNMP Version 1 (v1) and the second Internet Standard Management Framework SNMP
version 2 (v2).

SNMPv3 is not a stand-alone replacement for SNMPv1 or SNMv2. SNMPv3 defines security
capabilities you must use in conjunction with SNMPv2 (preferred) or SNMPv1. As shown in 
Figure 1: SNMPv3 USM on page 20, SNMPv3 specifies a user-based security model (USM)
that uses a payload of either an SNMPv1 or an SNMPv2 Protocol Data Unit (PDU).

SNMPv3
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Figure 1: SNMPv3 USM

SNMPv3 is an SNMP framework that supplements SNMPv2 by supporting the following:

• new SNMP message formats
• security for messages
• access control
• remote configuration of SNMP parameters

The recipient of a message can use authentication within the USM to verify the message
sender and to detect if the message is altered. According to RFC 2574, if you use
authentication, the USM checks the entire message for integrity.

An SNMP entity is an implementation of this architecture. Each SNMP entity consists of an
SNMP engine and one or more associated applications.

SNMP engine
An SNMP engine provides services for sending and receiving messages, authenticating and
encrypting messages, and controlling access to managed objects. A one-to-one association
exists between an SNMP engine and the SNMP entity, which contains the SNMP engine.

EngineID

Within an administrative domain, an EngineID is the unique identifier of an SNMP engine.
Because there is a one-to-one association between SNMP engines and SNMP entities, the ID
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also uniquely and unambiguously identifies the SNMP entity within that administrative domain.
The EngineID is generated during the boot process. The SNMP engine contains a

• Dispatcher on page 21

• Message processing subsystem on page 21

• Security subsystem on page 21

• Access control subsystem on page 22

Dispatcher

There is one dispatcher in an SNMP engine. You can use the dispatcher for concurrent support
of multiple versions of SNMP messages in the SNMP engine through the following ways:

• to send and receive SNMP messages to and from the network.

• to determine the SNMP message version and interact with the corresponding message
processing model.

• to provide an abstract interface to SNMP applications for delivery of a PDU to an
application.

• to provide an abstract interface for SNMP applications to send a PDU to a remote SNMP
entity.

Message processing subsystem

The message processing subsystem prepares messages for sending and extracts data from
received messages. The subsystem can contain multiple message processing models.

Security subsystem

The security subsystem provides the following features

• authentication

• privacy

• security

Authentication

You can use authentication within the SNMPv3 to verify the message sender and whether the
message is altered. If you use authentication, the integrity of the message is verified. The
supported SNMPv3 authentication protocols are HMAC-MD5 and HMAC-SHA-96.

SNMPv3
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Privacy

SNMPv3 is an encryption protocol for privacy. Only the data portion of a message is encrypted;
the header and the security parameters are not. The privacy protocol that SNMPv3 supports
is CBC-DES Symmetric Encryption Protocol.

Security

SNMPv3 security protects against the following

• Modification of information—protects against altering information in transit

• Masquerade—protects against an unauthorized entity assuming the identity of an
authorized entity

• Message Stream Modification—protection against delaying or replaying messages

• Disclosure—protects against eavesdropping

• Discovery procedure—finds the EngineID of a SNMP entity for a given transport address
or transport endpoint address.

• Time synchronization procedure—facilitates authenticated communication between
entities

SNMPv3 does not protect against

• denial-of-service—prevention of exchanges between manager and agent

• traffic analysis—general pattern of traffic between managers and agents

Access control subsystem

SNMPv3 provides a group option for access policies.

The access policy feature in the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 determines the
access level for the users connecting to the device with different services like File Transfer
Protocol (FTP), Trivial FTP (TFTP), Telnet, and rlogin. The system access policy feature is
based on the user access levels and network address. This feature covers services, such as
TFTP, HTTP, SSH, rlogin, and SNMP. However, with the SNMPv3 engine, the community
names do not map to an access level. The View-based Access Control Model (VACM)
determines the access privileges.

Use the configuration feature to specify groups for the SNMP access policy. You can use the
access policy services to cover SNMP. Because the access restriction is based on groups
defined through the VACM model, the synchronization is made using the SNMPv3 VACM
configuration. The administrator uses this feature to create SNMP users (USM community)
and associate them to groups. You can configure the access policy for each group and
network.
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The following are feature specifications for the group options:

• After you enable SNMP service, this policy covers all users associated with the groups
configured under the access policy. The access privileges are based on access allow or deny.
If you select allow, the VACM configuration determines the management information base
(MIB)-views for access.

• The SNMP service is disabled by default for all access policies.

• The access level configured under access-policy policy <id> does not affect SNMP
service. The VACM configuration determines the SNMP access rights.

User-based security model

In a USM system, the security model uses a defined set of user identities for any authorized
user on a particular SNMP engine. A user with authority on one SNMP engine must also have
authorization on any SNMP engine with which the original SNMP engine communicates.

The USM provides the following levels of communication:

• NoAuthNoPriv

Communication without authentication and privacy

• AuthNoPriv

Communication with authentication and without privacy

• AuthPriv

Communication with authentication and privacy.

Figure 2: USM association with VACM on page 24 shows the relationship between USM and
VACM.

SNMPv3
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Figure 2: USM association with VACM

View-based Access Control

View-based Access Control (VACM) provides group access, group security levels, and context
based on a predefined subset of management information base (MIB) objects. These MIB
objects define a set of managed objects and instances.

VACM is the standard access control mechanism for SNMPv3, and it provides:

• Authorization service to control access to MIB objects at the PDU level
• Alternative access control subsystems

The access is based on principal, security level, MIB context, object instance, and type of
access requested (read/write). You can use the VACM MIB to define the policy and control
remote management.

SNMPv3 encryption
USM for SNMPv3 is defined as a security subsystem within an SNMP engine. Currently the
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 USM uses HMAC-MD5-96 and HMAC-SHA-96 as the
authentication protocols, and CBC-DES as the privacy protocol. USM, however, allows you to
use other protocols instead of, or concurrently with, these protocols. CFB256-AES-256, an
AES-based Symmetric Encryption Protocol, is an alternative privacy protocol for the USM.

The AES standard is the current encryption standard (FIPS-197) intended to be used by the
U.S. Government organizations to protect sensitive information. It is also becoming a global
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standard for commercial software and hardware that uses encryption or other security
features.

 Important:
Due to export restrictions, the SNMPv3 encryption capability is separate from the main
image. For information about downloading and enabling the SNMPv3 encryption image, see
Downloading the SNMPv3 encryption software on page 319 and Loading the SNMPv3
encryption modules on page 160. SNMPv3 does not function properly without the use of
this image.

The AES-based Symmetric Encryption Protocol

This symmetric encryption protocol provides support for data confidentiality. The designated
portion of the SNMP message is encrypted and included as part of the transmitted
message.

The USM specifies that the scoped PDU is the portion of the message that requires encryption.
A SNMP engine that can legitimately originate messages on behalf of the appropriate user
share a secret value, in combination with a timeliness value and a 64-bit integer, used to create
the (localized) encryption/decryption key and the initialization vector.

The AES encryption key and Initialization Vector

The AES encryption key uses the first 256 bits of the localized key. The 256-bit Initialization
Vector (IV) is the combination of the authoritative SNMP engine 64-bit snmpEngineBoot, the
SNMP engine 64-bit snmpEngineTime, and a local 128-bit integer. The 128-bit integer is
initialized to a pseudo-random value at the boot time.

Data encryption

The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 handles data encryption in the following manner:

1. The data is treated as a sequence of octets.

2. The plaintext is divided into 256-bit blocks.

The first input block is the IV, and the forward cipher operation is applied to the IV
to produce the first output block.

3. The first cipher text block is produced by exclusive-ORing the first plaintext block
with the first output block.

4. The cipher text block is used as the input block for the subsequent forward cipher
operation.

SNMPv3
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5. The forward cipher operation is repeated with the successive input blocks until a
cipher text segment is produced from every plaintext segment.

6. The last cipher text block is produced by exclusive-ORing the last plain text segment
of r bits (r is less than or equal to 256) with the segment of the r most significant bits
of the last output block.

Data decryption

The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 handles data decryption in the following manner:

1. In CFB decryption, the IV is the first input block, the first cipher text is used for the
second input block, the second cipher text is used for the third input block, and so
on.

2. The forward cipher function is applied to each input block to produce the output
blocks.

3. The output blocks are exclusive-ORed with the corresponding cipher text blocks to
recover the plaintext blocks.

4. The last cipher text block (whose size r is less than or equal to 256) is exclusive-
ORed with the segment of the r most significant bits of the last output block to
recover the last plaintext block of r bits.

Trap notifications
You configure traps by creating SNMPv3 trap notifications, creating a target address to which
you want to send the notifications, and specifying target parameters. For information about
how to configure trap notifications, see Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Troubleshooting, NN46205-703.

SNMP community strings
For security reasons, the SNMP agent validates each request from an SNMP manager before
responding to the request by verifying that the manager belongs to a valid SNMP community.
An SNMP community is a logical relationship between an SNMP agent and one or more SNMP
managers (the manager software implements the protocols used to exchange data with SNMP
agents). You define communities locally at the agent.

The agent establishes one community for each combination of authentication and access
control characteristics that you choose. You assign each community a unique name
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(community string), and all members of a community have the same access privileges, either
read-only or read-write:

• Read-only: members can view configuration and performance information.

• Read-write: members can view configuration and performance information, and change
the configuration.

By defining a community, an agent limits access to its MIB to a selected set of management
stations. By using more than one community, the agent can provide different levels of MIB
access to different management stations.

SNMP community strings are used when a user logs on to the device over SNMP, for example,
using Enterprise Device Manager or other SNMP-based management software. You set the
SNMP community strings using the CLI and ACLI . For instructions, see SNMP configuration
using the CLI on page 157 and SNMP configuration using the ACLI on page 245. If you have
read/write/all access authority, you can modify the SNMP community strings for access to the
device through Enterprise Device Manager. For instructions, see SNMP configuration using
Enterprise Device Manager on page 87.

The following table lists the SNMP community string default values:

Table 2: SNMP community string default values

Access level Default community string
ro (read-only) Public

L1Layer 1 read/write Private

L2Layer 2 read/write Private

L3Layer 3 read/write Private

rw read/write Private

rwa (read/write/all) Private

 Caution:
Security risk

For security reasons, Avaya recommends that you set the community strings to values other
than the factory defaults.

The Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 handles community string encryption in the
following manner:

• When the device boots, community strings are restored from the hidden file.

• When the SNMP community strings are modified, the modifications are updated to the
hidden file.

SNMP community strings
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Secure Shell
Secure Shell (SSH) is a client and server protocol that specifies the way to conduct secure
communications over a network. Secure CoPy (SCP) is a secure file transfer protocol. SCP is
off by default, but you turn it on when you enable SSH using the config bootconfig flags
command. The traffic these utilities generate is not encrypted when using other methods of
remote access such as Telnet or FTP. Anyone that can see the network traffic can see all data,
including passwords and user names. SSH can replace Telnet and other remote .login utilities.
SCP can replace FTP with an encrypted alternative.

SSH supports a variety of the many different public/private key encryption schemes available.
Using the public key of the host server, the client and server negotiate to generate a session
key known only to the client and the server. This one-time key encrypts all traffic between the
client and the server.

Figure 3: Overview of the SSH protocol on page 28 gives an overview of the SSH
protocol.

Figure 3: Overview of the SSH protocol

Using a combination of host, server, and session keys, the SSH protocol can provide strong
authentication and secure communication over an insecure network, offering protection from
the following security risks:

• IP spoofing
• IP source routing
• Domain name server (DNS) spoofing
• Man-in-the-middle/TCP hijacking attacks
• Eavesdropping/Password sniffing
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Even if network security is compromised, traffic cannot be played back or decrypted, and the
connection cannot be hijacked.

The SSH secure channel of communication does not provide protection against break-in
attempts or denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.

The SSH protocol supports the following security features:

• Authentication. This feature determines, in a reliable way, the SSH client. During the login
process, the SSH client is queried for a digital proof of identity.

Supported authentications are RSA (SSH-1), DSA (SSH-2), and passwords (both SSH-1
and SSH-2).

• Encryption. The SSH server uses encryption algorithms to scramble data and render it
unintelligible except to the receiver.

Supported encryption is 3DES only.
• Integrity. This feature guarantees that the data is transmitted from the sender to the

receiver without any alteration. If any third party captures and modifies the traffic, the SSH
server detects this alteration.

 Important:
Due to export restrictions, the encryption capability is separate from the main image. For
information about downloading and enabling the 3DES encryption image, see Downloading
the SSH encryption software on page 321 and Enabling the SSH server on page 172. The
SSH server does not function properly without the use of this image.

The implementation of the SSH server in the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 enables the
SSH client to make a secure connection to an Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 and works
with commercially available SSH clients. SeeTable 3: Third party SSH and SCP client
software on page 32 for a list of supported clients.

You must use the CLI or ACLI to initially configure SSH. You can use Enterprise Device
Manager to change the SSH configuration parameters. However, Avaya recommends that you
use the CLI or ACLI. Avaya also recommends that you use the console port to configure the
SSH parameters.

 Important:
Do not enable SSH secure mode using Enterprise Device Manager. Enabling secure mode
disables SNMP. Enable SSH secure mode using the CLI or ACLI.

 Note:
The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 does not support the –f option with SSH non
interactive commands.

Secure Shell
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SSH version 2
SSH protocol, version 2 (SSH-2) is a complete rewrite of the SSH-1 protocol. While SSH-1
contains multiple functions in a single protocol, in SSH-2 the functions are divided among three
layers:

• SSH Transport Layer (SSH-TRANS)

The SSH Transport Layer manages the server authentication and provides the initial
connection between the client and the server. Established, the transport layer provides a
secure, full-duplex connection between the client and server.

• SSH Authentication Protocol (SSH-AUTH)

The SSH Authentication Protocol runs on top of the SSH transport layer and authenticates
the client-side user to the server. SSH-AUTH defines three authentication methods: public
key, host-based, and password. SSH-AUTH provides a single authenticated tunnel for
the SSH connection protocol.

• SSH Connection Protocol (SSH-CONN)

The SSH Connection Protocol runs on top of the SSH transport layer and user
authentication protocols. SSH-CONN provides interactive login sessions, remote
execution of commands, forwarded TCP/IP connections, and forwarded X11 connections.
These services are multiplexed into the single encrypted tunnel provided by the SSH
transport layer.

Figure 4: Separate SSH version 2 protocols on page 31 shows the three layers of the SSH-2
protocol.
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Figure 4: Separate SSH version 2 protocols

The modular approach of SSH-2 improves on the security, performance, and portability of the
SSH-1 protocol.

 Important:
The SSH-1 and SSH-2 protocols are not compatible. While the SSH implementation in the
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 supports both versions of SSH, Avaya recommends
that you use the more secure version, the SSH-2 protocol.

Secure Shell
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Logging the user ID of an SSH session established by SCP client
The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 logs the user ID of an SSH session initiated by the
SCP client. If an SCP client establishes an SSH session, the message is displayed in the
following format:

CPU5 [01/02/03 03:28:04] SSH INFO SSH: User rwa login /pty/sshd1 from 198.202.188.178

• rwa is the user name.

Supported SSH and SCP clients
Table 3: Third party SSH and SCP client software on page 32 describes the third-party SSH
and SCP client software that has been tested but is not included with this release.

Third party SSH and SCP client software

Table 3: Third party SSH and SCP client software

SSH Client Secure Shell (SSH) Secure Copy (SCP)
Tera Term Pro with
TTSSH extension
Windows 2000

• Supports SSH-1 client only.

• Authentication:
- RSA
- Password

• Does not include a keygen
tool.

• A separate key generation
tool such as PuTTYgen must
be used to generate an RSA
key in SSHv1 format.

•
 Important:

The Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600 does
not generate a log
message when a RSA
key is manually
generated.

• Client distribution does not
include SCP client.

• Tested on the 8800/8600 with the
following applications:
- Pageant (authentication agent
holding private keys in memory)
- PSCP (secure copy client)
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SSH Client Secure Shell (SSH) Secure Copy (SCP)
Secure Shell Client
Windows 2000

• Supports SSH-2 client.

• Authentication:
- DSA
- Password

• Provides a keygen tool.

• It creates a DSA key in
SSHv2 format.

• The Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 generates a log
message stating that a DSA
key has been generated.

• Client distribution includes a SCP
client which is not compatible with
the 8800/8600.

OpenSSH
Unix Solaris 2.5 / 2.6

• Supports SSH-1 and SSH-2
clients.

• Authentication:
- RSA
- DSA
- Password

• Provides a keygen tool.

• It creates both RSA and DSA
keys in SSH v1 format.

• Client distribution includes a SCP
client which is supported on the
8800/8600.

After you install one of the SSH clients you must generate a client and server key using the
RSA or DSA algorithms

 Important:
Authentication keys are not saved to the secondary SF/CPU, if one is present. Use TFTP
or FTP to copy the keys to the secondary SF/CPU.

The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 generates a DSA public and private server key pair.
The public part of the key for DSA is stored in /flash/.ssh/dsa_pub.key. If a DSA key pair does
not exist, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 automatically generates one when the SSH
server is enabled. To authenticate a client using DSA, the administrator must copy the public
part of the client DSA key to the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

DSA authentication access level and file name

Table 4: DSA authentication access level and file name

Client key format or WSM Access Level File name
Client key in IETF format (SSHv2) RWA /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rwa_ietf
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Client key format or WSM Access Level File name
RW /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rw_ietf

RO /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_ro_ietf

L3 /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rwl3_ietf

L2 /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rwl2_ietf

L1 /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rwl1_ietf

Client key in non IETF format

RWA /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rwa

RW /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rw

RO /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_ro

L3 /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rwl3

L2 /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rwl2

L1 /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_rwl1

WSM

14admin /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_14admin

slbadmin /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_slbadmin

oper /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_oper

14oper /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_14_oper

slboper /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_slboper

ssladmin /flash/.ssh/dsa_key_ssladmin

The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 generates an RSA public and private server key pair.
The public part of the key for RSA is stored in /flash/.ssh/ssh_key_rsa_pub.key. If an RSA key
pair does not exist, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 automatically generates one when
the SSH server is enabled. To authenticate a client using RSA, the administrator must copy
the public part of the client RSA key to the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

The table Table 5: RSA authentication access level and file name on page 34describes the
access level and file name used for storing the SSH client authentication information using
RSA.

RSA authentication access level and file name

Table 5: RSA authentication access level and file name

Client key format or WSM Access level File name

Client key in IETF format
RWA /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_rwa

RW /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_rw
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Client key format or WSM Access level File name
RO /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_ro

L3 /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_rwl3

L2 /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_rwl2

L1 /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_rwl1

WSM

14admin /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_14admin

slbadmin /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_slbadmin

oper /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_oper

14oper /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_14_oper

slboper /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_slboper

ssladmin /flash/.ssh/rsa_key_ssladmin

RADIUS
Remote Access Dial-In User Services (RADIUS) is a distributed client/server system that
assists in securing networks against unauthorized access, allowing a number of
communication servers and clients to authenticate users identity through a central database.
The database within the RADIUS server stores information about clients, users, passwords,
and access privileges including the use of shared secret.

RADIUS is a fully open and standard protocol, defined by Requests for Comments (RFC)
(Authentication: 2865, Accounting 2866). With the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600, you
use RADIUS authentication to secure access to the switch (console/Telnet/SSH), and RADIUS
accounting to track the management sessions (CLI and ACLI only).

RADIUS over IPv6 provides management of remote and local users to access a device through
the following management channels:

• local console (RS232/Modem)
• Telnet
• rlogin
• SSH pass-auth

The following table lists and describes the RADIUS Access-Priority levels.
Table 6: RADIUS Access-Priority levels

Access level Description RADIUS Access-
Priority level

None-Access No access to any commands. None-Access 0

RADIUS
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Read-only Permits view only configuration and status
information. This access level is equivalent to
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
read-only community access.

RO-Access 1

Layer 1 read-write View most switch configuration and status
information and change physical port settings.

L1-Access 2

Layer 2 read-write View and change configuration and status
information for Layer 2 (bridging and switching)
functions.

L2-Access 3

Layer 3 read-write View and change configuration and status
information for Layer 2 and Layer 3 (routing)
functions.

L3-Access 4

Read-write View and change configuration and status
information across the switch. Does not allow
changing security and password settings. This
access level is similar to Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) read-write
community access.

RW-Access 5

Read-write-all Permits all the rights of read-write access and
the ability to change security settings, including
Avaya command line interface (ACLI), Web-
based management user names and passwords
and Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) community strings.

RWA-Access 6

How RADIUS works
A RADIUS application has two components:

• RADIUS server A computer equipped with server software (for
example, a UNIX workstation) that is located at a
central office or campus. The server has
authentication and access information in a form that is
compatible with the client. Typically, the database in
the RADIUS server stores client information, user
information, password, and access privileges,
including the use of shared secret. A network can have
one server for both authentication and accounting, or
one server for each service.

• RADIUS client A device, router, or a remote access server, equipped
with client software, that typically resides on the same
local area network (LAN) segment as the server. The
client is the network access point between the remote
users and the server.
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The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600, until Release 5.1, supported only the RADIUS server
connected to the IPv4 network. Now, the RADIUS over IPv6 enhances the functionality of the
switch to interact with the RADIUS server over an IPv6 network. Additionally, the inclusion of
the IPv6 specific attributes enhances the RADIUS authentication activity.

The RADIUS consists of the following two processes:

• RADIUS authentication—Identifies remote users before you give them access to a central
network site.

• RADIUS accounting—Performs data collection on the server during a remote user's dial-
in session with the client.

The IPv6 attributes are sent along with IPv4 related attributes when a Network Address Server
(NAS) sends a RADIUS Access-Request.

RFC 3162 describes the following attributes:

• Framed-interface-id

• Framed-IPv6-Prefix

• Login-IPv6-Host

• Framed-IPv6-Route

• Framed-IPv6-Pool

NAS-IPv6-Attribute is the only supported attribute in this release.

RADIUS over IPv6 limitations
The limitations and restrictions for RADIUS over IPv6 on Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
are as follows:

• RADIUS over IPv6 supports the following L2-access levels:

- l1
- l2
- l3
- l4admin
- l4oper
- oper
- ro
- rw
- rwa
- slbadmin
- slboper
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- ssladmin
• The user names ro, L1, L2, L3, rw, rwa are supported.
• RADIUS virualization is not supported in this release.
• Maximum number of sessions allowed is 100.
• The implementation of IPv6 is similar to IPv4.
• RADIUS over IPv6 needs either the 8692 SF/CPU with SuperMezz card or the 8895 SF/

CPU.

Configuring the RADIUS server and client
For complete information about configuring a RADIUS server, refer to the documentation that
came with the server software.

The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 software supports BaySecure Access Control (BSAC)
and the Merit Network servers. To use these servers, you must first obtain the software for the
server you will use. Also, you must make changes to one or more configuration files for these
servers.

RADIUS authentication
RADIUS authentication allows a remote server to authenticate logins. The RADIUS server also
provides access authority. RADIUS assists network security and authorization by managing a
database of users. The device uses this database to verify user names and passwords as well
as information about the type of access priority available to the user.

 Important:
Direct Radius Authentication is supported on secondary SF/CPU or HA .

When the RADIUS client sends an authentication request requesting additional information
such as a SecurID number, it is sent as a challenge-response. Along with the challenge-
response, it sends a reply-message attribute. The reply-message is a text string, such as
"Please enter the next number on your SecurID card:". The RFC defines the maximum length
of each reply-message attribute is 253 characters. If you have multiple instances of reply-
message attributes that together form a large message that displays to the user, the maximum
length is 2000 characters.

Features of the RADIUS software include:

Additional user names You can use additional user names to access the device, in
addition to the six existing user names of ro, L1, L2, L3, rw, and
rwa. The RADIUS server authenticates the user name and
assigns one of the existing access priorities to that name.
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Unauthenticated user names are denied access to the device.
User names ro, L1, L2, L3, rw, and rwa must be added to the
RADIUS server if authentication is enabled. Users not added to
the server are denied access.

User configurable • Up to 10 RADIUS servers in each device for fault tolerance
(each server is assigned a priority and is contacted in that
order).

• A secret key for each server to authenticate the RADIUS client

• The server UDP port

• Maximum retries allowed

• Time-out period for each attempt

Modifying user access to RADIUS CLI commands
The network administrator can override the access to CLI commands given to the user
according to the access level for the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600. This override is done
by configuring the Radius Server for user authentication. The network administrator must give
access based on the already existing six access levels in the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600. With this feature, the network administrator can allow or disallow a user access to
certain CLI commands in addition to what the user can execute based on the access level.

RADIUS accounting
RADIUS accounting logs all of the activity of each remote user in a session on the centralized
RADIUS accounting server.

Session-IDs for each RADIUS account generate as 12-character strings. The first four
characters in the string form a random number in hexadecimal format. The last eight characters
in the string indicate the number of user sessions started since reboot, in hexadecimal
format.

 Note:
With RADIUS accounting of SNMP, when the switch sends start, interim, and stop requests,
the packets do not contain the SNMP community string value.

The Network Address Server (NAS) IP Address for a session is the address of the device
interface to which the remote session is connected over the network. For a console session,
modem session, and sessions running on debug ports, this value is set to 0.0.0.0, as is the
case with RADIUS authentication.

Table 7: Accounting events and logged information on page 40 summarizes the events and
associated accounting information logged at the RADIUS accounting server.
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Table 7: Accounting events and logged information

Event Accounting information logged at server
Accounting is turned on at router • Accounting on request:NAS

• IP address.

Accounting is turned off at router • Accounting off request: NAS IP address.

User logs in • Accounting start request:NAS IP address

• Session Id

• User Name

More than 40 CLI commands are
executed

• Accounting Interim request:NAS IP address

• Session Id

• CLI commands

• User Name.

User logs off • Accounting Stop request:NAS IP Address

• Session Id

• Session duration

• User Name

• number of input octets for session

• number of octets output for session

• number of packets input for session

• number of packets output for session

• CLI commands.

When the device communicates with the RADIUS accounting server, the following actions
occur:

1. If the server sends an invalid response the response is silently discarded and the
server does not make any attempt to resend the request.

2. User-specified number of attempts are made if the server does not respond within
the user-configured timeout interval. If a server does not respond to any of the
retries, requests are sent to the next priority server (if configured). You can configure
up to 10 RADIUS servers for redundancy.

Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN
Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPoL) is a port-based network access control
protocol. EAPoL provides security in that it prevents users from accessing network resources
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before they are authenticated. Without this authentication, users could access a network to
assume a valid identity and access confidential material or launch denial-of-service attacks.

You can use EAPoL to set up network access control on internal LANs and to exchange
authentication information between any end station or server connected to the Ethernet
Routing Switch 8800/8600 and an authentication server (such as a RADIUS server). This
security feature extends the benefits of remote authentication to internal LAN clients. For
example, if a new client PC fails the authentication process, EAPoL prevents it from accessing
the network.

 Important:
This release supports only one EAP supplicant for each port. The port is disabled if the
device receives frames from different MAC addresses on the same port. Avaya is currently
working on a solution to support multiple supplicants. For more information about multiple
supplicants, contact your local representative . For more information about EAPoL
configuration limitations, see EAPoL configuration limitations on page 46.

This section includes the following topics:

• EAPoL terminology on page 41
• Configuration process on page 41
• EAPoL dynamic VLAN assignment on page 46
• RADIUS configuration prerequisites for EAPoL on page 48
• System requirements on page 46
• RADIUS accounting for EAPoL on page 48

EAPoL terminology
Some components and terms used with EAPoL-based security are:

• Supplicant—a device, such as a PC, that applies for access to the network.
• Authenticator—software on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 that authorizes or

rejects a Supplicant attached to the other end of a LAN segment.

- Port Access Entity (PAE)—software that controls each port on the device. The PAE,
which resides on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600, supports the Authenticator
functionality.

- Controlled Port—any port on the device with EAPoL enabled.
• Authentication Server—a RADIUS server that provides authorization services to the

Authenticator.

Configuration process
The Authenticator facilitates the authentication exchanges that occur between the Supplicant
and the Authentication Server. The Authenticator Physical Address Extension encapsulates
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the EAPoL message into a RADIUS packet and then sends the packet to the Authentication
Server.

The Authenticator also determines each controlled port's operational state. At system
initialization, or when a Supplicant initially connects to one of the device's controlled ports, the
controlled port's state is set to Blocking. After the Authentication Server notifies the
Authenticator PAE about the success or failure of the authentication, the Authenticator
changes the controlled port's operational state accordingly.

The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 transmits and receives EAPoL frames regardless of
whether the port is authorized or unauthorized. NonEAPoL frames transmit according to the
following rules:

• If authentication succeeds, the controlled port's operational state sets to Forwarding. This
means that all the incoming and outgoing traffic is allowed through the port.

• If authentication fails, the controlled port forwards traffic according to how you configure
the port's traffic control. The traffic control command can have one of the following two
values:

- Incoming and Outgoing—All nonEAPoL frames received on the controlled port are
discarded, and the controlled port's state sets to Blocking.

- Incoming—All nonEAPoL frames received on the port are discarded, but transmit
frames are forwarded through the port.

Figure 5: EAPoL configuration example on page 43 illustrates how the Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600, configured with EAPoL, reacts to a new network connection.
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Figure 5: EAPoL configuration example

In Figure 5: EAPoL configuration example on page 43, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
uses the following steps to authenticate a new client:

1. The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 detects a new connection on one of its
EAPoL-enabled ports and requests a user ID from the new client PC.

2. The new client sends its user ID to the device.

3. The device uses RADIUS to forward the user ID to the RADIUS server.

4. The RADIUS server responds with a request for the user's password.

5. The device forwards the RADIUS server's request to the new client.

6. The new client sends an encrypted password to the device, within the EAPoL
packet.

7. The device forwards the EAPoL packet to the RADIUS server.

8. The RADIUS server authenticates the password

9. The device grants the new client access to the network.

10. The new client accesses the network.
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If the RADIUS server cannot authenticate the new client, it denies the new client access to the
network.

Figure 6: 802.1x Ethernet Frame on page 44 shows the Ethernet frames and the
corresponding codes for EAPoL as specified by 802.1x.

Figure 6: 802.1x Ethernet Frame

Figure 7: Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 EAPoL flow diagram on page 45 shows the
flow diagram for EAPoL on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.
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Figure 7: Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 EAPoL flow diagram
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System requirements
The following are the minimum system requirements for EAPoL:

• Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 running software Release 3.7 or later

 Note:

You require Release 3.7 software or later for EAPoL functionality, but you may not be
able to upgrade your switch from Release 3.7 directly to the current release. If you are
running Release 3.7 software, Avaya recommends that you first upgrade to a software
release from which you can upgrade to the current software release before configuring
EAPoL. See Upgrades(NN46205–400) for information about releases from which you can
upgrade directly to the current release.

• RADIUS server (Microsoft Windows 2000 IAS server)
• Client software that supports EAPoL (Microsoft Windows XP Client)

You must specify the Microsoft 2000 IAS server (or any generic RADIUS server that supports
EAP) as the primary RADIUS server for these devices. You must configure your device for
VLANs and EAPoL security.

EAPoL configuration limitations

The following limitations apply for configuring EAPoL on a port:

• You cannot enable EAPoL on tagged ports.

• You cannot enable EAPoL on ports belonging to an MLT group.

• You cannot enable Tagging on EAPoL enabled ports.

• You cannot add EAPoL enabled ports to an MLT group.

• You can only configure one supplicant per EAPoL-enabled port.

EAPoL dynamic VLAN assignment
If you configure a RADIUS server to send a VLAN Id in Access-Accept response, the EAPoL
feature dynamically changes the VLAN configuration of the port by moving it to the VLAN
specified.

EAPoL dynamic VLAN assignment affects the following VLAN configuration values::

• Port membership

• Port priority
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When you EAPoL disable on a port that was previously authorized, the port's VLAN
configuration values are restored directly from the non-volatile random access memory
(NVRAM) of the device.

The following exception applies to dynamic VLAN assignments:

• The dynamic VLAN configuration values assigned by EAPoL are not stored in the device's
NVRAM.

You set up your Authentication Server (RADIUS server) for EAPoL dynamic VLAN
assignments. The Authentication Server allows you to configure user-specific settings for
VLAN memberships and port priority.

When you log on to a system that is configured for EAPoL authentication, the Authentication
Server recognizes your user ID and notifies the device to assign preconfigured (user-specific)
VLAN membership and port priorities to the device. The configuration settings are based on
configuration parameters that were customized for your user ID and previously stored on the
Authentication Server.

RADIUS Return Attributes Supported for EAPoL
The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 uses the RADIUS tunnel attributes to place a port into
a particular VLAN. This allows the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 to support dynamic
VLAN switching based on authentication.

The RADIUS server indicates the desired VLAN by including the tunnel attribute within the
Access-Accept message. RADIUS uses the following tunnel attributes:

• Tunnel-Type = VLAN (13)

• Tunnel-Medium-Type = 802

• Tunnel-Private-Group-ID = VLAN ID

The VLAN ID is 12 bits, uses a value from 1 to 4096, and is encoded as a string.

In addition, you can set up the RADIUS server to send a vendor-specific attribute to configure
port priority. You can assign the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 supplicant port a QoS
value from 0 to 7.

Figure 8: RADIUS vendor-specific frame format

Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Port Priority frame format:

• Vendor specific type = 26

• length = 12
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• vendor-id = 0562

• string = vendor type = 1 + vendor length = 6 + attribute specific = priority

Figure 9: Port priority frame format

RADIUS configuration prerequisites for EAPoL
Connect the RADIUS server to a force-authorized port. This ensures that the port is always
available and not tied to whether or not the device is EAPoL-enabled. To set up the
Authentication Server, set the following "Return List" attributes for all user configurations (refer
to your Authentication Server documentation):

• VLAN membership attributes

- Tunnel-Type: value 13, Tunnel-Type-VLAN

- Tunnel-Medium-Type: value 6, Tunnel-Medium-Type-802

- Tunnel-Private-Group-Id: ASCII value 1 to 4094 (this value identifies the specified
VLAN).

• Port priority (vendor-specific) attributes

- Vendor Id: value 562, Avaya Vendor Id and value 1584, Bay Networks Vendor Id

- Attribute Number: value 1, Port Priority

- Attribute Value: value 0 (zero) to 7 (this value indicates the port priority value
assigned to the specified user)

 Important:
You need to configure these attributes only if Dynamic VLAN membership or Dynamic Port
priority is required.

RADIUS accounting for EAPoL
The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 provides the ability to account EAPoL sessions using
the RADIUS accounting protocol. A user session is defined as the interval between the instance
at which a user is successfully authenticated (port moves to authorized state) and the instance
at which the port moves out of the authorized state.

Table 8: Summary of accounting events and information logged on page 49 summarizes the
accounting events and information logged.
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Table 8: Summary of accounting events and information logged

Event Radius Attributes Description
User is authenticated by
EAPoL and port enters
authorized state

Acct-Status-Type start

Nas-IP-Address IP address to represent the
Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600

Nas-Port Port number on which the user is
EAPoL authorized

Acct-Session-Id Unique string representing the
session

User-Name EAPoL user name

User logs off and port
enters unauthorized
state

Acct-Status-Type stop

Nas-IP-Address IP address to represent the
Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600

Nas-Port Port number on which the user is
EAPoL unauthorized

Acct-Session-Id Unique string representing the
session

User-Name EAPoL user name

Acct-Input-Octets Number of octets input to the port
during the session

Acct-Output-Octets Number of octets output to the port
during the session

Acct-Terminate-Cause Reason for terminating user
session. Please see Table 9:
802.1x session termination
mapping on page 49 for the
mapping of 802.1x session
termination cause to RADIUS
accounting attribute.

Acct-Session-Time Session interval

Table 9: 802.1x session termination mapping on page 49 describes the mapping of the
causes of 802.1x session terminations to the corresponding RADIUS accounting attributes.

Table 9: 802.1x session termination mapping

IEEE 802.1Xdot1xAuthSessionTerminateCause
Value

RADIUSAcct-Terminate-Cause
Value

supplicantLogoff(1) User Request (1)
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IEEE 802.1Xdot1xAuthSessionTerminateCause
Value

RADIUSAcct-Terminate-Cause
Value

portFailure(2) Lost Carrier (2)

supplicantRestart(3) Supplicant Restart (19)

reauthFailed(4) Reauthentication Failure (20)

authControlForceUnauth(5) Admin Reset (6)

portReInit(6) Port Reinitialized (21)

portAdminDisabled(7) Port Administratively Disabled (22)

notTerminatedYet(999) N/A

User-based policy support
You can set up a user-based policy (UBP) system by using Avaya Enterprise Policy Manager
(EPM), a RADIUS server, and an Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 with EAP enabled.

EPM is an application designed to manage the traffic prioritization and network access security
for business applications. It provides centralized control of advanced packet classification and
the ability to priority mark, police, meter, or block traffic.

EPM supports user-based policies (UBP), which allow security administrators to establish and
enforce roles and conditions on a per-user basis for any access port in the network. The UBP
feature in EPM works in conjunction with Extensible Access Protocol (EAP) technology to
enhance the security of the network. Users log in to the networks and are authenticated as the
network connection is established.

The UBP feature works as an extension to the Roles feature in EPM. In a UBP environment,
role objects are linked directly to specific users (as RADIUS attributes), as opposed to being
linked simply to device interfaces. The role object then links the user to specific policies that
control the user's access to the network.

When the RADIUS server successfully authenticates a user, the device sends an EAP session
start event to the EPM policy server. The policy server then sends user-based policy
configuration information for the new user roles to the interface, based on the role attribute that
was assigned to that user on the RADIUS server.

Reverse path checking
The reverse path checking feature, when enabled, prevents packet forwarding for incoming IP
packets that have incorrect or forged (spoofed) IP addresses. Reverse path checking
guarantees that traffic received on one interface was sent by a station from this interface, which
prevents address spoofing. With this mode enabled, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
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performs a reverse path check to determine if the packet IP address is verifiable. If the address
is not verifiable, the packet is discarded.

You configure reverse path checking on a per-IP interface basis. When reverse path checking
is enabled, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 checks all routing packets which come
through that interface. It ensures that the source address and source interface appear in the
routing table, and that it matches the interface on which the packet was received.

You can use one of two modes for reverse path checking:

• Exist-only mode: In this mode, reverse path checking checks whether the incoming
packet's source IP address exists in the routing table. If the source IP entry is found, the
packet is forwarded as usual; otherwise, the packet is discarded.

• Strict mode: In this mode, reverse path checking checks whether the incoming packet's
source IP address exists in the routing table. If the source IP entry is not found, reverse
path checking further checks if the source IP interface matches the packet's incoming
interface. If they match, the packet is forwarded as usual, otherwise, the packet is
discarded.

Reverse path checking operational example

The following example illustrates how strict mode reverse path checking works.

Figure 10: Reverse path checking network configuration

Consider the following parameters:

• A router (Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600) connects a server (32.57.5.10) to a client
(192.32.45.10).

• The router has reverse path checking enabled.

• The router has the following routing table entries, seeTable 10: Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 example routing table on page 52:
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Table 10: Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 example routing table

Destination address Next hop address Forward through port
32.57.5.10 173.56.42.2 3/7

192.32.45.10 145.34.87.2 7/2

192.32.46.10 145.34.88.2 7/1

When a legitimate packet is sent, the following actions occur:

1. The client sends a packet to the server. The packet has a source IP address of
192.32.45.10 and a destination IP address of 32.57.5.10.

2. The packet arrives at router port 7/2 (brouter); the routing engine performs a
destination IP address lookup and finds the destination port is 3/7.

3. Reverse path checking operations begin. The routing engine performs a lookup for
the source IP address of 192.32.45.10. It finds an entry in the routing table that
specifies that the next hop port is 7/2, which matches the packet's incoming port.
Because the address and port information matches, the packet is forwarded as
usual.

When a spoofed packet is sent, the following actions occur:

• The client sends a packet to the server with a forged IP address of 192.32.46.10 through
port 7/2.

• Reverse path checking finds that the source IP address next hop port is 7/1, which does
not match the packet's incoming port of 7/2. In this case, the packet is discarded.

You can also think of reverse path checking as follows. If A sends packets to B through route
X ingress port Y, then B sends the return packets to A through egress X through the same port
Y. . If returning packets take a different path, they are dropped.

Denial of service attack prevention (hsecure)
To protect the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 against IP packets with an illegal source
address of 255.255.255.255 from being routed (per RFC 1812 Section 4.2.2.11 and RFC 971
Section 3.2), the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 supports a configurable flag, called high
secure (hsecure). High secure mode introduces a protection mechanism to filter certain IP
addresses, and two restrictions on passwords: 10-character enforcement and aging time.

If the device boots in hsecure mode with default factory settings without any password
previously configured, you can use a default password to log on, but will be prompted to change
the password. The new password must follow the rules mandated by high secure mode. When
you enable hsecure and reboot the device, any user with an invalid-length password is
prompted to change their password.
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The following table describes the new default passwords.

Table 11: New default setting passwords

User ID New default password
rwa rwarwarwar

rw rwrwrwrwrw

ro rororororo

l3 l3l3l3l3l3

l2 l2l2l2l2l2

l1 l1l1l1l1l1

l4admin l4adminl4a

slbadmin slbadminsl

oper operoperop

l4oper l4operl4op

slboper slboperslb

ssladmin ssladminss

The following table describes the new default community strings.

Table 12: New default community strings

User ID New default password
ro publiconly

l1 privateonly

l2 privateonly

l3 privateonly

rw privateonly

Note the following information about hsecure mode operations:

• When you enable the hsecure flag, after a certain duration you are asked to change your
password. If not configured, the aging parameter defaults to 90 days.

• For SNMP and FTP, access is denied when a password expires. You must change the
community strings to a new string made up of more than eight characters before
accessing the system.

• You cannot enable the Web server at any time.
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• You cannot enable the SSH password-authentication feature at any time.

• Incorrect IP source addresses as network or broadcast addresses are filtered at the virtual
router interface. Source addresses 192.168.168.0 and 192.168.168.255 are discarded.

 Note:
When the hsecure feature is enabled, switch access is limited to SSH only. All other remote
access methods including SNMP are disabled.

An alternate method to limit access to the switch is to use boot flags to individually disable
undesired access methods such as telnet, ftp, and rlogin. To block SNMP, enable
the block-snmp boot flag. To limit SNMP access to SNMPv3 users, the switch
administrator must delete the default community strings.

Hsecure is disabled by default. Note that when you enable hsecure, the desired behavior (not
routing source packets with an IP address of 255.255.255.255) is applied on all ports. See 
Mappings between OctaPIDs and ports on page 323 for the mapping between OctaPIDs and
ports. For information about how to configure hsecure, see Enabling hsecure on page 148.

NSNA
NSNA is a network access control solution that enables security policy compliance on all
endpoint devices such as PCs and IP Phones. NSNA coordinates access controllers and policy
servers to enforce security policy compliance on all devices that access network computing
resources. NSNA allows network access only to compliant and trusted endpoint devices and
can restrict the access of noncompliant devices.

NSNA has the following network access levels:

• Green access, which is a full (or with certain restriction per policy) access based on user
groups

• Yellow access that allows traffic to only remedial networks.

• Red access that restricts access to only authentication, DHCP and DNS traffic to the
Secure Network Access Switch (SNAS), DHCP and DNS servers.

• VoIP access that restricts VoIP traffic to VoIP controllers and authenticated IP phone
peers.

SNMPv3 support for VRF Lite
Use VRF Lite to offer networking capabilities and traffic isolation to customers that operate
over the same node (router). Each virtual router emulates the behavior of a dedicated hardware
router and is treated by the network as a separate physical router. In effect, you can use VRF
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Lite to perform the functions of many routers using a single router running VRF Lite. This
substantially reduces the cost associated with providing routing and traffic isolation for multiple
clients.

Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Release 7.1 supports this function for SNMPv3
configuration.

Terminal Access Controller Access Control System plus
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Series supports the Terminal Access Controller Access
Control System plus (TACACS+) client. TACACS+ is a security application implemented as a
client/server-based protocol that provides centralized validation of users attempting to gain
access to a router or network access server.

TACACS+ differs from RADIUS in two important ways:

• TACACS+ is a TCP-based protocol.
• TACACS+ uses full packet encryption, rather than just encrypting the password (RADIUS

authentication request).

 Important:
TACACS+ encrypts the entire body of the packet but uses a standard TACACS+ header.

TACACS+ provides separate authorization and accounting services. This means that you can
selectively implement one or more TACACS+ services.

TACACS+ provides management of users who access the switch through Telnet, console,
rlogin, SSH, and PPP connections.

PPP is a basic protocol at the data link layer that provides its own authentication protocols,
with no authorization stage. TACACS+ supports PPP authentication protocols, but moves the
authentication from the local router to the TACACS+ server.

The TACACS+ protocol is a draft standard available at:
ftp://ietf.org/internetdrafts/draft-grant-tacacs-02
.

 Important:
TACACS+ is not compatible with any previous versions of TACACS.

The following table lists and describes the TACACS+ authorization levels.
Table 13: TACACS+ authorization levels

Access level Description TACACS+
authorization level

Terminal Access Controller Access Control System plus
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Read-only Permits view only configuration and status
information. This access level is equivalent to
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
read-only community access.

1

Layer 1 read-write View most switch configuration and status
information and change physical port settings.

2

Layer 2 read-write View and change configuration and status
information for Layer 2 (bridging and switching)
functions.

3

Layer 3 read-write View and change configuration and status
information for Layer 2 and Layer 3 (routing)
functions.

4

Read-write View and change configuration and status
information across the switch. Does not allow
changing security and password settings. This
access level is similar to Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) read-write
community access.

5

Read-write-all Permits all the rights of read-write access and
the ability to change security settings, including
Avaya command line interface (ACLI), Web-
based management user names and passwords
and Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) community strings.

6

Architecture
You can configure TACACS+ on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Series using the
following methods:

• Connect the TACACS+ server through a local interface. Management PCs can reside on
an out-of-band management port or console port, or on the corporate network. Place the
TACACS+ server on the corporate network so you can be route it to the Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600 Series.

• Connect the TACACS+ server through the management interface using an out-of-band
management network.

You can configure a secondary TACACS+ server for backup authentication. You specify the
primary authentication server when you configure the switch for TACACS+.

Operation
During the log on process, the TACACS+ client initiates the TACACS+ authorization session
with the server. After successful authentication, if TACACS+ authorization is enabled, the
TACACS+ client initiates the TACACS+ authorization session with the server. After successful
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authorization, if TACACS+ accounting is enabled, the TACACS+ client sends accounting
information to the TACACS+ server.

Operation navigation

• TACACS+ authentication on page 57
• TACACS+ authorization on page 57
• Changing privilege levels at runtime on page 57
• TACACS+ accounting on page 58

TACACS+ authentication

TACACS + authentication offers complete control of authentication through log on or password
dialog and response. The authentication session provides user name or password
functionality.

You cannot enable both RADIUS and TACACS+ authentication on the same interface.
However, you can enable RADIUS and TACACS+ on different interfaces; for example,
RADIUS on the console connection and TACACS+ on the Telnet connection.

 Important:
Prompts for log on and password occur prior to the authentication process. If TACACS+ fails
because there are no valid servers, then the user name and password are used from the
local database. If TACACS+ or the local database return an access denied packet, then the
authentication process stops. No other authentication methods are attempted.

TACACS+ authorization

The transition from TACACS+ authentication to the authorization phase is transparent to the
user. Upon successful completion of the authentication session, an authorization session starts
with the authenticated user name. The authorization session provides access level
functionality.

Changing privilege levels at runtime

Users can change their privilege levels at runtime by using the following ACLI command:

(config)# tacacs switch level [<level>]
OR

by using the following CLI command:

config tacacs switch level [<level>]

Terminal Access Controller Access Control System plus
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<level> is the privilege level the user wants to access. The user is prompted to provide the
required password. If the user does not specify a level in the command, the administration
level (15) is selected by default.

To return to the original privilege level, the user uses the following ACLI command:

(config)# tacacs switch back
OR

by using the following CLI command:

config tacacs switch back
To support runtime switching of users to a particular privilege level, you must preconfigure a
dummy user for that level on the daemon. The format of the user name for the dummy user is
$enab<n>$, where <n> is the privilege level to which you want to allow access.

TACACS+ accounting

TACACS+ accounting enables you to track

• the services accessed by users
• the amount of network resources consumed by users

After enabling accounting, the NAS reports user activity to the TACACS+ server in the form of
accounting records. Each accounting record contains accounting AV pairs. The accounting
records are stored on the security server. The accounting data can then be analyzed for
network management and auditing.

TACACS+ accounting provides information about user sessions using the following connection
types:

• Telnet
• console
• rlogin
• SSH
• PPP
• Web-based management

The accounting record includes the following information:

• user name
• date
• start/stop/elapsed time
• access server IP address
• reason
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You cannot customize the set of events that are monitored and logged by TACACS+
accounting. TACACS+ accounting logs the following events:

• user logon and logoff
• logoff generated because of activity timeout
• unauthorized command
• Telnet session closed (not logged off)

TACACS+ limitations
The following features are not supported in the current implementation of TACACS+ in the
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Series:

• S/KEY (One Time Password) authentication.
• PAP/CHAP/MSCHAP authentication methods.
• The FOLLOW response of a TACACS+ server, in which the AAA services are redirected

to another server. The response is interpreted as an authentication failure.
• User capability to change passwords at runtime over the network. The system

administrator must change user passwords locally, on the server.
• TACACS+ authorization with the ability to limit the switch commands available to a user

is not supported. An alternative solution is to use RADIUS cli profiling.

DHCP snooping
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) snooping provides security to the network by
preventing DHCP spoofing. DHCP spoofing refers to an attacker’s ability to respond to DHCP
requests with false IP information. DHCP snooping acts like a firewall between untrusted hosts
and the DHCP servers so that DHCP spoofing cannot occur.

DHCP snooping classifies ports into two types:

• Untrusted: ports that are configured to receive messages from outside the network or
firewall. Only DHCP requests are allowed.

• Trusted: ports, such as switch-to-switch and DHCP server ports, that are configured to
receive messages only from within the network. All types of DHCP messages are
allowed.

DHCP snooping
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DHCP snooping operates as follows to eliminate the capability to set up rogue DHCP servers
on untrusted ports:

• To eliminate the capability to set up rogue DHCP servers on untrusted ports, the untrusted
ports allow DHCP request packets only. DHCP replies and all other types of DHCP
messages from untrusted ports are dropped.

• DHCP snooping verifies the source of DHCP packets.

- When the switch receives a DHCP request on an untrusted port, DHCP snooping
compares the source MAC address and the DHCP client hardware address. If the
addresses match, the switch forwards the packet. If the addresses do not match, the
switch drops the packet.

- When the switch receives a DHCP release or DHCP decline broadcast message
from a client, DHCP snooping verifies that the port on which the message was
received matches the port information for the client MAC address in the DHCP
binding table. If the port information matches, the switch forwards the DHCP
packet.

DHCP binding table
DHCP snooping dynamically creates and maintains a binding table. The DHCP binding table
includes the following information about DHCP leases on untrusted interfaces:

• source MAC address
• IP address
• lease duration
• time to expiry
• VLAN ID
• port

If a DHCP request is received on a trusted port, the trusted port accepts the DHCP request,
but DHCP Snooping does not add a binding entry for this request.

DHCP static binding entries
In addition to the dynamically created DHCP snooping entries, you can configure static binding
entries to manually add an IP-to-MAC binding entry in the DHCP snooping binding table.

DHCP snooping static binding entries take precedence over a dynamically learned entry. If the
MAC address or IP address of an existing DHCP snooping dynamic entry is the same as the
static entry being created, the dynamic entry is deleted. Note that there is no warning to indicate
such action has been taken. You can use the show ip dhcp-snooping binding (CLI) or
show ip dhcp snooping binding (ACLI) command to check for a duplicate entry before
creating the static entry.
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DHCP snooping configuration and management
Configure and manage DHCP snooping using Enterprise Device Manager, the command line
interface (CLI), or the Avaya Command Line Interface (ACLI). For more information about
configuring DHCP snooping, see DHCP snooping configuration using Enterprise Device
Manager on page 133, DHCP snooping configuration using CLI on page 213, and DHCP
snooping configuration using ACLI on page 293.

 Important:
You must enable DHCP snooping globally before you configure and manage DHCP
snooping on a VLAN or port.

DHCP snooping Global Configuration
DHCP snooping global configuration enables or disables DHCP snooping for the entire switch.
If you enable DHCP snooping globally, the agent determines whether the DHCP reply packets
are forwarded based on the DHCP snooping mode (enable or disable) of the VLAN and the
untrusted or trusted state of the port. You must enable DHCP snooping globally before you
use DHCP snooping on a VLAN. If you disable DHCP snooping globally, the switch forwards
DHCP reply packets to all required ports, regardless of whether the port is configured as trusted
or untrusted.

DHCP snooping feature limitations
The following DHCP snooping feature limitations exist with the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600:

• DHCP snooping does not support MLT on the access side. In other words, untrusted ports
must not be members of an MLT.

• All dynamic binding entries are lost after a reboot.
• The maximum size of the DHCP binding table is 2000 entries.
• DHCP snooping is not supported on VRRP interfaces.
• On any switch configured with both DHCP Relay and DHCP snooping enabled, you must

ensure that the routing interfaces where the DHCP offer is received are configured as
DHCP snooping trusted ports. This applies to any and all return paths; that is, primary
and backup routing interfaces.

DHCP snooping
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Dynamic ARP inspection
Dynamic Address Resolution Protocol (Dynamic ARP) inspection is a security feature that
validates ARP packets in the network.

Without Dynamic ARP inspection, a malicious user can attack hosts, switches, and routers
connected to the Layer 2 network by poisoning the ARP caches of systems connected to the
subnet and by intercepting traffic intended for other hosts on the subnet. Dynamic ARP
inspection prevents this type of attack. It intercepts, logs, and discards ARP packets with invalid
IP-to-MAC address bindings.

The address binding table is dynamically built from information gathered in the DHCP request
and reply when you enable DHCP snooping. The MAC address from the DHCP request is
paired with the IP address from the DHCP reply to create an entry in the DHCP binding table.
For more information about the DHCP binding table, see DHCP binding table on page 60.

When you enable Dynamic ARP inspection, ARP packets on untrusted ports are filtered based
on the source MAC and IP addresses on the switch port. The switch forwards an ARP packet
when the source MAC and IP address matches an entry in the address binding table.
Otherwise, the ARP packet is dropped.

Dynamic ARP Inspection classifies ports into two types:

• Untrusted: ports that are configured to have ARP packets inspected and allow only ARP
Requests.

• Trusted: ports that allow ARP Request and Reply packets without inspection. All ports on
which ARP Reply packets may be received must be configured as trusted.

By default, ports are Dynamic ARP Inspection untrusted.

 Important:
For Dynamic ARP inspection to function, you must configure both untrusted and trusted
ports. In addition, you must globally enable DHCP snooping.

For more information about configuring Dynamic ARP inspection, see Dynamic ARP inspection
configuration using Enterprise Device Manager on page 137, Dynamic ARP inspection
configuration using CLI on page 221, and Dynamic ARP inspection configuration using
ACLI on page 303.
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Dynamic ARP inspection feature limitations
The following Dynamic ARP inspection feature limitations exist with the Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600:

• Dynamic ARP inspection does not support MLT on the access side. In other words, untrusted
ports must not be members of an MLT.

IP Source Guard
IP Source Guard provides security to the network by filtering clients with invalid IP addresses.
IP Source Guard is a Layer 2, port-to-port feature that works closely with information in the
Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) snooping binding table. For more information about
DHCP snooping, see DHCP snooping on page 59. When you enable IP Source guard on an
untrusted port, only IP packets that have matching DHCP snooping binding information are
allowed. If the IP packet source MAC address and IP address does not match an entry in the
binding table, the packet is discarded.

The following are the configuration requirements to enable IP Source Guard on a port:

• DHCP Snooping must be globally enabled
• VLANs to which the port belongs must all have DHCP Snooping enabled
• VLANs to which the port belongs must all have Dynamic ARP Inspection enabled
• The port must be configured as an untrusted port in DHCP Snooping.
• The port must be configured as an untrusted port in Dynamic ARP Inspection.

For more information about configuring IP Source Guard, see IP Source Guard configuration
using Enterprise Device Manager on page 139, IP Source Guard configuration using the
CLI on page 225, and IP Source Guard configuration using the ACLI on page 309.

IP Source Guard
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IP Source Guard feature limitations
The following IP Source Guard feature limitations exist with the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600:

• Dynamic ARP inspection does not support MLT on the access side. In other words, untrusted
ports must not be members of an MLT

Configuration considerations
Use the information in this section to understand the limitations of some security functions such
as BSAC RADIUS servers and Layer 2 protocols before you attempt to configure security.

Single profile enhancement for BSAC RADIUS servers
Before enabling Remote Authentication Dial-In User Server/Service (RADIUS) accounting on
the device, you must configure at least one RADIUS server.

The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 software supports BSAC and the Merit Network
servers. To use these servers, you must first obtain the software for the server. You must also
make changes to one or more configuration files for these servers.

Single Profile is a feature that is specific to BSAC RADIUS servers. In a BSAC RADIUS server,
when you create a client profile, you can specify all the returnable attributes. When you use
the same profile for different products (the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 and Baystack
450, for example) you specify all the returnable attributes in the single profile. The Ethernet
Routing Switch 8800/8600 formerly rejected a user if non8000 Series vendor-specific attributes
occurred in the server authentication response. The single profile enhancement removes the
limitation.

Attribute format for a third-party RADIUS server
If you use a third-party RADIUS server and need to modify the dictionary files, you must use
the following vendor-specific attribute format for CLI and ACLI commands:

1    1         2                          2+x +----+----+----------------
+----------------------------------------+ |type|len | Vendor-Id      
|        value (string)                  | |    |    |                
|                                        | +----+----+----------------
+----------------------------------------
+                                               
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|                                               |                            
1    1            v   x                            +----+----
+------------------------------+                            |type|len |     
value (cli-command)      |                            |    |    
|                              |                            +----+----
+------------------------------+

RADIUS on management ports
The management port supports the RADIUS protocol. When RADIUS packets are sent out of
the management port, the SRC-IP address is properly entered in the RADIUS header. You
can hold and synchronize the status of the UDP SRC by virtual IP flag.

Refer to your RADIUS documentation for a list of supported RADIUS servers.

SSH considerations
The following sections describe the operating limitations for Secure Shell (SSH).

Key generation and removal

Generating keys requires that you have free space on the flash. A typical configuration requires
less than 2 KB of free space. Before you generate a key, verify that you have sufficient space
on the flash, using the dir command. If the flash is full when you attempt to generate a key,
an error message appears and the key is not generated. You must delete some unused files
and regenerate the key.

If you remove only the public keys, enabling the SSH does not create new public keys.

Block SNMP

The boot flag setting for block-snmp (config bootconfig flags block-snmp) and the runtime
configuration of SSH secure (config sys set ssh enable secure) each modifies the block-snmp
boot flag. If you enable SSH secure, the system automatically sets the block-snmp boot flag
to true; the change takes effect immediately. After enabling SSH in secure mode, you can
manually change the block-snmp flag to false to allow both SSH and SNMP access.

 Important:
The block flag setting for block-snmp blocks Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP)v1, SNMPv2, and SNMPv3.
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SSHv1 clients

If SSHv1 clients (both Unix and PC) are connected to the device and SSH is disabled, the
following error message appears before the logout message:

SwitchC:5# [09/24/02 13:41:16] ERROR Task=sshdSession Write failed: 
S_iosLib_INVALID_FILE_DESCRIPTOR

SCP command

Avaya recommends that you use short filenames with the Secure CoPy (SCP) command. The
entire SCP command, including all options, usernames, and filenames must not exceed 80
characters.

SNMP cloned user considerations
If the user from which you are cloning has authentication, you can choose for the new user to
either have the same authentication protocol as the user from which it was cloned, or no
authentication. If you choose authentication for the new user, you must provide a password
for that user. If you want a new user to have authentication, you must indicate that at the time
you create the new user. You can assign a privacy protocol only to a user that has
authentication.

If the user from which you are cloning has no authentication, then the new user has no
authentication.

Layer 2 redundancy and HA-CPU clarification
Layer 2 (L2) redundancy supports the synchronization of VLAN and QoS software parameters.
HA-CPU, which is an extension to and includes the Layer 2 redundancy software feature,
supports the synchronization of VLAN and QoS software parameters, static and default route
records, ARP entries, and LAN virtual interfaces. Specifically, HA-CPU passes table
information and Layer 3 protocol-specific control packets to the standby SF/CPU.

L2 redundancy and HA-CPU saves the bootconfig file onto both the Master and the Standby
SF/CPUs. The standby SF/CPU resets automatically. You must manually reset the Master SF/
CPU.
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HA-CPU limitations and considerations

The following are the limitations and considerations of the HA-CPU (High Availability or HA-
CPU) feature:

• HA-CPU is not compatible with PCAP. Be sure to disable HA-CPU before using PCAP.

• HA-CPU allows redundant ARP and IP static route tables.

• Enabling HA-CPU disables the brouter port capability; you cannot assign IP addresses
to Ethernet ports. To assign an IP address, you must create a VLAN, add ports to that
VLAN, and then assign the IP address to it.

• HA-CPU does not currently support the following protocols:

- Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM)

- Internet Packet Exchange (IPX) RIP/SAP

- WDM

CLI and ACLI SNMP configuration
The following list describes CLI and ACLI SNMP configuration.

When you switch to ACLI mode, the following message is shown: "Some SNMP commands
may not be saved".

• Target-address names are modified when the mode is changed from CLI to ACLI.
• You cannot modify Community entries in the ACLI.
• The community table Transport tag cannot be configured or modified in the ACLI.

However, entries are retained when the mode is changed from CLI to ACLI.
• Notify-filter mask entries in the notify-filter table are not saved when the mode is changed

from CLI to ACLI.
• The Type and Mask parameters are not supported in the ACLI.
• SNMPv3 group membership cannot be changed in the ACLI.
• SNMP IPv6 configurations are not saved when you save a configuration and reboot.
• The SNMPv1 option is not supported for the default command.
• The port option is not mandatory for when you create an snmp-server host.
• In ACLI, you cannot modify the SNMPv1 timeout, retries, or MMS target-address

parameters.
• However, you can modify these parameters for SNMPv2 and SNMPv3.
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Chapter 4: Interoperability configuration

Use the information in this section to configure security functions for third party products before you
configure security on the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Modifying configuration attributes on a BSAC RADIUS
server

You must make changes to one or more configuration files for the BSAC server to use it as a
RADIUS server for the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Procedure steps

1. Add the following lines to vendor.ini:
vendor-product = Avaya Ethernet Routing 
Switch 8600 dictionary = ers8600ignore-ports = 
noport-number-usage = per-port-typehelp-id = 0

2. Add the following lines to radius.dct and ers8600.dct:
ATTRIBUTE   Access-Priority     26    [vid=1584 type1=192 
len1=+2 data=integer]RVALUE     Access-Priority     
None-Access             0VALUE     Access-Priority     Read-Only-
Access        
1VALUE     Access-Priority     L1-Read-Write-Access    
2VALUE     Access-Priority     L2-Read-Write-Access    
3VALUE     Access-Priority     L3-Read-Write-Access    
4VALUE     Access-Priority     Read-Write-Access       5VALUE     
Access-Priority     Read-Write-All-Access   6
ATTRIBUTE Cli-Command 26 [vid=1584 type1=193 len1=+2 data=string]

3. Add the following entry to account.ini:

Cli-Command=
4. In account.ini, ensure that the following lines are present:

User-Name=Acct-Input-Octets=Acct-Output-Octets=Acct-Session-Id=Acct-
Session-Time=Acct-Input-Packets=Acct-Output-Packets=
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Modifying the dictionary file for a Merit Network server

You must modify the dictionary file to include specific information for the Avaya Ethernet
Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Procedures steps

Add the following lines to the dictionary file:
VENDOR          Avaya  1584
ATTRIBUTE       Access-Priority 192 integer  Avaya
VALUE   Access-Priority       None-Access            0VALUE   Access-
Priority       Read-Only-Access        1VALUE   Access-Priority       L1-Read-
Write-Access    2VALUE   Access-Priority       L2-Read-Write-Access    
3VALUE   Access-Priority       L3-Read-Write-Access    4VALUE   Access-
Priority       Read-Write-Access       5VALUE   Access-Priority       Read-
Write-All-Access   6
ATTRIBUTE       Cli-Command     192 string  Avaya

Changing user access using a BSAC server
As a network administrator, you can override access to CLI commands by configuring the
RADIUS server for user authentication. You must still provide access based on the existing
six access levels in the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600, but you can customize user
access by allowing and disallowing specific CLI commands.

You must configure the following three returnable attributes for each user:

• Access priority (single instance) - the access levels currently available on the Avaya
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600: ro, l1, l2, l3, rw, rwa.

• Command access (single instance) - indicates whether the CLI commands configured on
the RADIUS server are allowed or disallowed for the user.

• CLI commands (multiple instances) - the list of commands that the user can/cannot
use.

Configure the BSAC server to enable RADIUS server settings.
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Procedure steps

1. Create a new file (for example, ersl2l3.dct) and update the following information:
ATTRIBUTE Radlinx-Vendor-Specific 26 [vid=648 data=string] RATTRIBUTE 
Access-Priority 26[vid=1584 type1=192 len1=+2 data=integer]rATTRIBUTE 
Command-Access 26[vid=1584 type1=194 len1=+2 data=integer]rATTRIBUTE Cli-
Commands 26[vid=1584 type1=195 len1=+2 data=string]R

The default values are 192, 194, and 195. You can change these values on the
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 and you must change them here.

You can assign the following access levels to a user:
VALUE Access-Priority RWA-Access 6 VALUE Access-Priority RW-Access 5 VALUE 
Access-Priority RO-Access 1 VALUE Access-Priority L3-Access 4 VALUE 
Access-Priority L2-Access 3 VALUE Access-Priority L1-Access 2 VALUE 
Access-Priority None-Access 0

The following values are valid for the Command-Access Attribute:
VALUE Command-Access TRUE 1 VALUE Command-Access FALSE 0

2. In the file dictiona.ini, add the new file ersl2l2.dct
@ersl2l3.dct

3. Update the file vendor.ini as follows:

vendor-product = Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
L2L3Switchesdictionary = ersl2l3ignore-ports = nohelp-id = 0

4. Change the configuration of the Free Radius Server by creating a new file
dictionary.Ethernet Routing Switch and include it in the dictionary file.

5. Add the following to the file:
VENDOR Ethernet Routing Switch 1584ATTRIBUTE
Access-Priority 192 integer Ethernet Routing
SwitchATTRIBUTE Cli-Commands 195 string Ethernet 
Routing SwitchATTRIBUTE Command-Access 194 integer
Ethernet Routing Switch

The default values are 192 and 193. You can change these values on the Avaya
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 and you must change them here.

You can assign the following access levels to a user:
VALUE Access-Priority RWA-Access 6
VALUE Access-Priority RW-Access 5 
VALUE Access-Priority RO-Access 1
VALUE Access-Priority L3-Access 4
VALUE Access-Priority L2-Access 3
VALUE Access-Priority L1-Access 2
VALUE Access-Priority None-Access 0

Changing user access using a BSAC server
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The following values are valid for the Command-Access Attribute.
VALUE Command-Access FALSE 0VALUE Command-Access TRUE 1

6. Modify the file clients to provide access to the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600.

x.x.x.x mysecret
7. Configure the access for the file users with the following :

rwa Auth-Type:= Local, Password == rwa
Access-Priority = RWA-Access,

The user must be configured like rwa, and the password you must keep and the
Access-Priority must be among the step 5 values in the dictionary.

8. If a user displays help, the system displays help for only those commands the user
can access.

 Important:
If you disallow any command, only the lowest option in the command tree is
disallowed.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to complete the BASC server configuration.

Variable Value
mysecret Specifies the secret configured while

creating the RADIUS server.

x.x.x.x Specifies the IP address of the Ethernet
Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Enabling EAP for Windows Supplicant Clients
Prior to enabling the EAP on an Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 port, the Windows
Supplicant client connects to a Windows domain to cache the user's credentials. This can be
accomplished by configuring the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 port EAP status to
authenticated.

To enable EAP on a Windows client, complete the following steps.
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Enabling EAP on Windows XP
Enable EAP for the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 ports on a Windows supplicant client
running Windows XP

Procedure steps

1. With a PC/Laptop running Windows XP, select Control Panel.

2. Double click on the Network Connections icon.

3. Right click and select Properties off the LAN Connection Icon.

The Local Area Connection Properties screen appears with the General tab
visible.

Figure 11: Local Area Connection Properties screen, General tab

4. Under the General tab, check the Show icon in notification area when connected
box.

This enables the popup window on the desktop notifying you to login to the network
after XP completes the start up.

5. Click on the Authentication tab.

The Authentication tab appears, see Figure 12: Local Area Connection Properties,
Authentication tab on page 74.

6. Select the Enable network access control using IEEE 802.1X check box.

Enabling EAP for Windows Supplicant Clients
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There is no need to check other boxes for EAP authentication unless support for
connection to non-EAP enabled switch ports is required.

Figure 12: Local Area Connection Properties, Authentication tab

Enabling EAP on Windows 2000
Enable EAP for the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 ports on a Windows supplicant client
running Windows 2000.

Procedure steps

1. If you are using a Supplicant client on a pre Service Pack 3 Windows 2000 client,
download an 802.1x patch at http://www.microsoft.com/en/us/default.aspx601.

2. Install the patch.

3. Enable 802.1x by either manually or automatically starting the Wireless
Configuration.

a. Go to Start, Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools,
Services.

The Services screen opens, seeFigure 13: Services screen on
page 75.

b. Scroll down and right-click Wireless Configuration.
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Figure 13: Services screen

4. Right-click the desktop My Network Places.

5. Select properties or go to Start, Setting, Network, Dial-up Connections, Local
Adapter, properties.

The Local Area Connection Properties screen appears with the General tab
visible.

6. Click on the Authentication tab.

The Authentication tab appears, see Figure 14: Local Area Connection Properties
screen on page 75.

7. Select the Enable network access control using IEEE 802.1x check box.

Figure 14: Local Area Connection Properties screen

Funk Steel-Belted Enterprise setup
This section shows how to set up the Funk Steel-Belted Radius Enterprise Edition to allow for
EAP-MD5 authentication from an Avaya device. The configuration example shows the steps
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required to add a Radius client and users. Although this example only shows how to add an
Funk native user, Funk also supports Microsoft Domain and SecureID authentication.

Set up includes the following steps:

• Modify the Funk eap.ini file on page 76
• Modify the Funk radius.dct file on page 77
• Add the RADIUS client on page 78
• Add new Funk Native RADIUS Clients on page 78

Modify the Funk eap.ini file
Modify the funk eap.ini file.

Procedure steps

1. From the desk top, clickStart, Run, and type explorer.
2. Select the Radius folder (c:\Radius by default), double-click Service, and double-

click funk.ini.
3. To enable Funk Steel-belted Radius Enterprise Edition native users for EAP-MD5,

remove the semicolon as shown in Job aid on page 76.
4. You must stop and start the Funk Steel Belt after you modify the following eap.ini

file
5. Configure authentication methods for EAP support.

Job aid
Use the following the file to configure authentication methods for EAP support.

Table 14: EAP.INI file - 4.71

[Native-User]EAP-Only = 0First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0;EAP-
Type = LEAPEAP-Type = MD5-Challenge;EAP-Type = LEAP, MD5-
Challenge; or;EAP-Only = 1;EAP-Type = TLS;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 1
[NT-Domain];EAP-Only = 0;EAP-Type = LEAP;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 1
[NT-Host];EAP-Only = 0;EAP-Type = LEAP;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 1
[SecurID];EAP-Only = 0;EAP-Type = Generic-Token;First-
Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0
[ldapauth];EAP-Type = LEAP, MD5-Challenge;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 0
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[sqlauth]; Comment: For Windows Only;EAP-Type = LEAP, MD5-
Challenge;First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0
[radsql]; Comment: For Solaris Only;EAP-Type = LEAP, MD5-
Challenge;First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0
[winauth];EAP-Only = 0;EAP-Type = LEAP;EAP-Type = MS-CHAP-
V2;EAP-Type = MS-CHAP-V2, LEAP;First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP =
1[tlsauth];EAP-Only = 1;EAP-Type = TLS;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 0
[ttlsauth];EAP-Only = 1;EAP-Type = TTLS;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 0
[peapauth];EAP-Only = 1;EAP-Type = PEAP
;First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0 The settings shown above are
for native Funk clients. If you are using NT domain login,
you will have to modify the settings under NT-Domain.

Modify the Funk radius.dct file
Modify the Funk radius.dct file.

Procedure steps

1. Open the radius.dct file, click Start, Run, and type explorer.
2. Select the Radius folder to expand it, and double-click Service,
3. Double-click radius.dct, and open the file with either Notepad or WordPad.
4. Add an r after t for ATTRIBUTE Tunnel-Type and the appropriate tunnel attributes

as shown in the Tunnel attributes.
You must stop and start the Funk SteelBelt after you modify the eap.ini file

Tunnel attributes
ATTRIBUTE Tunnel-Type 64 [tag=0 data=integer] tr

ATTRIBUTE Tunnel-Medium-Type 65 [tag=0 data=integer] tr

#VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type IP 1

#VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type X.25 2

#VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type ATM 3

#VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type Frame-Relay 4

 Important:
The preceding values are listed for backwards compatibility of this product line. The
following commented-out values are according to RFC2868. To enable the following
values, uncomment them, and comment-out the preceding values. Restart of the service/
daemon is required for changes to take effect.
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Tunnel attributes
VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type IPv4 1

VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type IPv6 2

VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type NSAP 3

VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type HDLC 4

More Tunnel attributes
ATTRIBUTE Tunnel-Private-Group-ID 81 [tag=0 data=string] tr

Add the RADIUS client
Add the: Funk Steel-Belted Radius RADIUS client.

Procedure steps

1. From the PC desk top, click Start, Programs, Steel-Belted Radius, and select
Steel-Belted Radius Enterprise Edition Administrator.

2. When the Steel-belted Radius Administrator window appears, click Connect.
3. Select RAS Clients, and click Add.
4. In the Add New RAS Client dialog box, enter a name in the Client name box and

click OK.
5. Enter the IP address of the device in the IP address box, select Standard Radius in

the Make/model box, click Edit authentication shared secret to enter the Radius
shared secret, and click Save.

Add new Funk Native RADIUS Clients
Add a new Funk Native RADIUS Client to the RADIUS server.

Procedure steps

1. From the PC desktop, click Users, and then click on Add.
2. Select the Native tab, and in the Enter user name box enter a user name.
3. Click OK.
4. Click Set password to set the password for this user; enable PAP because the

default selection allows PAP or CHAP.
5. To add the Radius return list attributes, select the Return list attributes tab and

click Ins. Select the desired items under the Add New Attribute window.
6. Click Save.
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Funk Native RADIUS Clients fields

Variable Value
Tunnel-Medium-Type 802

Tunnel-Private-Group-ID Enter VLAN in which to place this EAP user

Tunnel-Type VLAN

Adding support for port priority
To add port priority to Funk's Steel-Belted Radius add text from the Specific Attributes table to
the radius.dct file. Note that if you do modify the radius.dct file, you must restart Funk's Steel-
Belted Radius. The numbers 1 through 7 represent the port QoS level.

Avaya Vendor-Specific Attributes
OPTION bundle-vendor-id=562

MACRO PP8600-VSA(t,s) 26 [vid=562 type1=%t% len1=+2 data=%s%]

ATTRIBUTE ERS8600-Priority PP8600-VSA(1,integer) tr

VALUE ERS8600-Priority One 1

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Two 2

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Three 3

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Four 4

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Five 5

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Six 6

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Seven 7

Funk Software Baseline
Funk Radius Version 4.71.739 was used for this Technical Config Guide. EAP started shipping
since Release 3.0.2. The current version, Release 7.1, supports EAP modules MD5,
SMCHAPv2, PEAP, TLS, TTLS, and LEAP.
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Chapter 5: Security configuration using
Enterprise Device Manager

Configure security information used on the control and data paths to protect the network from uncontrolled
access to network resources.

Configuring port lock
Use the port lock feature to administratively lock a port or ports to prevent other users from
changing port parameters or modifying port action.

Prerequisites

• You must enable port lock before you lock or unlock a port.

• You cannot modify locked ports in any way until you unlock the port.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click General.

3. In the Port Lock tab, select the Enable check box to enable port lock.

4. Click Apply.

5. In the LockedPorts field, click [...].

The Port Editor: undefined screen appears.

6. Click the desired port or ports to lock or unlock.

7. Click Ok.

The locked port numbers appear in the LockedPorts field.

8. Click Apply on the Port Lock tab.
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The selected port numbers appear.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable port lock.

Variable Value
Enable Select this box to lock the ports selected.

LockedPorts Lists the locked ports. Click on the ellipsis button to select the ports
you want to lock or unlock.

Configuring reverse path checking on a port
Configure reverse path checking on a port to determine if a packet IP address is verifiable.
Use reverse path checking to reduce the problems that are caused by the introduction of
malformed or forged (spoofed) IP source addresses into a network. When you enable reverse
path checking, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 performs a reverse path check to
determine if the packet IP address is verifiable. If the address is not verifiable, the packet is
discarded.

There are two modes for reverse path checking:

• exist-only mode
• strict mode

Prerequisites
Reverse path checking is supported only on ports that have a valid IP address.

Procedure steps

1. In the Device Physical View, select a port.

2. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit > Port.

3. Click IP.

The IP screen appears with the IP Address tab displayed.

4. Click the Reverse Path Checking tab.
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5. Select the Enable check box to enable reverse path checking.

6. From the Mode options, select exist-only or strict.

7. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure reverse path checking on a port.

Variable Value
Enable Enables reverse path checking on the selected port.

Mode Specifies the mode for reverse path checking. The
modes are:

• exist-only – reverse path checking checks whether
the incoming packet source IP address exists in the
routing table. If reverse path checking finds the
source IP entry, the packet is forwarded; otherwise
the packet is discarded.

• strict – reverse path checking checks whether the
incoming packet source IP address exists in routing
table. If reverse path checking does not find the
source IP entry, the packet is dropped; otherwise,
reverse path checking further checks if the source
IP interface matches the packet's incoming
interface. If they match, the packet is forwarded;
otherwise the packet is discarded.

Configuring reverse path checking on a VLAN
Configure reverse path checking on a VLAN to determine if a packet IP address is verifiable.
Use reverse path checking to reduce the problems that are caused by the introduction of
malformed or forged (spoofed) IP source addresses into a network. When you enable reverse
path checking, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 performs a reverse path check to
determine if the packet IP address is verifiable. If the address is not verifiable, the packet is
discarded.

There are two modes for reverse path checking:

• exist-only mode
• strict mode

Configuring reverse path checking on a VLAN
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Prerequisites

• Before you can configure reverse path checking on a VLAN, you must assign a valid IP
address to the selected VLAN.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders:Configuration > VLAN.

2. Click VLANs.

The VLAN screen appears with the Basic tab displayed.

3. Click on the VLAN on which you want to configure reverse path checking.

The IP button becomes activated.

4. Click IP.

The IP, Default dialog box appears with the IP Address tab visible.

5. Click the Reverse Path Checking tab.

The Reverse Path Checking tab appears.

6. Select the Enable check box to enable reverse path checking.

7. From the Mode options, select exist-only or strict.

8. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure reverse path checking on a VLAN.

Variable Value
Enable Enables reverse path checking on the selected

VLAN.

Mode Specifies the mode for reverse path checking. The
modes are:

• exist-only – reverse path checking checks whether
the incoming packet source IP address exists in the
routing table. If reverse path checking finds the
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Variable Value

source IP entry, the packet is forwarded; otherwise,
the packet is discarded.

• strict – reverse path checking checks whether the
incoming packet source IP address exists in routing
table. Reverse path checking does not find the
source IP entry, the packet is dropped; otherwise,
reverse path checking further checks if the source
IP interface matches the packet's incoming
interface. If they match, the packet is forwarded;
otherwise, the packet is discarded.

Configuring reverse path checking on a VLAN
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Chapter 6: SNMP configuration using
Enterprise Device Manager

Configure SNMP to provide services for sending and receiving messages, authenticating and encrypting
messages, and controlling access to managed objects using the Enterprise Device Manager.

Prerequisites
• Before you can configure SNMPv3 using Enterprise Device Manager, you must perform the

following tasks:

- Load the Data Encryption Standard (DES) or the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
encryption module.

- Use a command line interface (CLI) to create an SNMPv3 user with the appropriate
group access.

Creating a user
Create a new user in the USM table to authorize a user on a particular SNMP engine.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit >
SnmpV3.

2. Click USM Table.

The USM dialog box appears.

3. Click Insert.

The Insert USM Table dialog box appears.

4. In the EngineID field, type the administratively-unique identifier to an SNMP engine
if you need to specify a different engine than the one shown.
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5. In the User Name field, type a name.

6. From the Clone From User list, select a security name from which the new entry
copies authentication data and private data.

7. From the Auth Protocol list, select an authentication protocol.

8. From the Priv Protocol list, select a privacy protocol.

9. Enter the current privacy password of the cloned user in the Cloned User's Priv
password field.

10. Enter the new privacy password of the new user in the New User's Priv
password field.

11. Click Insert.

The USM screen appears. The new user model appears in the list.

 Caution:
Security risk

To ensure security, change the GroupAccess table default view after you set up
a new user in the USM table. This prevents unauthorized people from accessing
the switch using the default user log on. Also, change Community table defaults,
because the community name is used as a community string in SNMPv1/v2
PDU.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the Insert USM Table dialog box.

Variable Value
EngineID Specifies an administratively-unique identifier to an SNMP

engine.

UserName Creates the new entry with this security name. The name is
used as an index to the table. The range is 1–32 characters.

SecurityName A string representing the user in Security Model independent
format. The default transformation of the User-based Security
Model dependent security ID to the Security Name and vice
versa is the identity function so that the Security Name is the
same as the User Name.

Clone From User Specifies the security name from which the new entry must copy
privacy and authentication parameters. The range is 1–32
characters.
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Variable Value
Auth Protocol
(Optional)

Assigns an authentication protocol (or no authentication) from
the menu. If you select an authentication protocol, you must
enter an old AuthPass and a new AuthPass.

Creating a new group membership
Create a new group membership to logically group users who require the same level of
access.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit >
SnmpV3.

2. Click the VACM Table.

The View-based Access Control Model (VACM) dialog box appears with the Group
Membership tab visible.

3. Click Insert.

The Insert Group Membership dialog box appears.

4. From the SecurityModel options, select a security model.

5. In the SecurityName field, type a security name.

6. In the GroupName field, type a group name.

7. Click Insert.

The VACM Table dialog box appears. The new group membership is shown in the
Group Membership list.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the VACM, Insert Group Membership dialog box.

Variable Value
SecurityModel Specifies the authentication checking to communicate to the

switch.

Creating a new group membership
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Variable Value
SecurityName Specifies the security name assigned to this entry in the VACM

table. The range is 1–32 characters.

GroupName Specifies the name assigned to this group in the VACM table.
The range is 1–32 characters.

Creating access for a group
Create access for a group in the View-based Access Control Model (VACM) table to provide
access to managed objects.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit >
SnmpV3.

2. Click the VACM Table.

The VACM Table dialog box appears.

3. Click the Group Access Right tab.

The Group Access Right tab appears.

4. Click Insert.

The Insert Group Access Right dialog box appears.

5. In the GroupName field, type a VACM groupname.

6. Beside the ContextPrefix field, click [...] to select contextPrefix from the list.

7. Click Ok.

8. From the SecurityModel options, select a model.

9. From the SecurityLevel options, select a security level.

10. In the ContextMatch option, select exact to match the context name.

11. In the ReadViewName field, type the name of the MIB view that forms the basis of
authorization when reading objects.

12. In the WriteViewName field, type the name of the MIB view that forms the basis of
authorization when writing objects.
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13. In the NotifyViewName field, type MIB view that forms the basis of authorization
for notifications.

14. Click Insert.

The VACM Table dialog box appears. The new group access is shown in the Group
Access list.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to complete the Group Access Right dialog box.

Variable Value
GroupName Specifies the name of the new group in the VACM table. The

range is 1–32 characters.

ContextPrefix Specifies if the contextName must match the value of the
instance of this object exactly or partially. The range is an
SnmpAdminString, 1–32 characters.

SecurityModel Specifies the authentication checking to communicate to the
switch.

SecurityLevel Specifies the minimum level of security required to gain the
access rights allowed. The security levels are:

• noAuthNoPriv

• authNoPriv

• authpriv

ContextMatch Specifies if the prefix and the context name must match. If the
value is exact, then all rows where the contextName exactly
matches vacmAccessContextPrefix are selected. If you do not
select exact, then all rows where the contextName with starting
octets that exactly match vacmAccessContextPrefix are
selected.

ReadViewName Identifies the MIB view of the SNMP context to which this
conceptual row authorizes read access. The default is the
empty string.

WriteViewName Identifies the MIB view of the SNMP context to which this
conceptual row authorizes write access. The default is the
empty string.

NotifyViewName Identifies the MIB view of the SNMP context to which this
conceptual row authorizes access for notifications. The default
is the empty string.

Creating access for a group
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Creating access policies for SNMP groups
Create an access policy to determine the access level for the users connecting to the switch
with different services like File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Trivial FTP (TFTP), Telnet, and
rlogin.

You only need to create access policies for SNMP groups if you have the access policy feature
enabled. For information about access policies, see Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
Administration, NN46205-605.

 Important:
Access policies are not virtualized in this release. Configured policies only apply to interfaces
in the management router.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders:Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click the Access-policies.

The Access Policies dialog box appears.

3. Click the Access Policies-SNMP Groups tab.

The Access Policies-SNMP Groups tab appears.

4. Click Insert.

The Insert Access Polices-SNMP Groups tab appears.

5. Beside the ID box, click [...]. Select a policy ID from the list, and then click Ok.

6. In the Name field, type a name.

7. From the Model options, select a security model.

8. Click Insert.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the Insert Access Polices-SNMP groups dialog
box.
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Variable Value
PolicyId Specifies the ID of the group policy.

Name Specifies the name assigned to the group policy. The range is 1–32
characters.

Model Specifies the security model {snmpv1|snmpv2|usm}.

Assigning MIB view access for an object
Create a new entry in the MIB View table.

Note that you cannot modify SNMP settings with the default Layer 2 MIB view. However, you
can modify SNMP settings with a new MIB view created with Layer 2 permissions.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit >
SnmpV3.

2. Click the VACM Table.

The VACM Table dialog box appears.

3. Click the MIB View tab.

The MIB View tab appears.

4. Click Insert.

The Insert MIB View dialog box appears.

5. In the ViewName field, type a view name.

6. In the Subtree field, type a subtree.

7. In the Mask field, type a mask.

8. From the Type options, select whether access to the MIB object is granted.

9. Click Insert.

The VACM Table dialog box appears. The assigned MIB view appears in the MIB
View list.

Assigning MIB view access for an object
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to complete the VACM, Insert MIB View dialog box.

Variable Value
ViewName Creates a new entry with this group name. The

range is 1–32 characters.

Subtree Specifies a valid object identifier that defines the
set of MIB objects accessible by this SNMP entity,
for example, 1.3.6.1.1.5.

Mask
(optional)

Specifies that you can use a bit mask with
vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree to determine
whether an OID falls under a view subtree.

Type Determines whether access to a MIB object is
granted (included) or denied (excluded). The
default is included.

Creating a community
Create a community to use in forming a relationship between an SNMP agent and one or more
SNMP managers. SNMP community strings are required for access to the switch using
Enterprise Device Manager or other SNMP-based management software.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit >
SnmpV3.

2. Click the Community Table.

The Community Table dialog box appears.

3. Click Insert.

The Insert Community Table dialog box appears.

4. In the Index field, type an index.

5. In the Name field, type a name that is a community string.

6. In the SecurityName field, type a security name.

7. In the ContextName field, type the context name.
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8. In the TransportTag field, type a transport tag.

9. Click Insert.

The Community Table dialog appears. The new community is shown in the
Community Table list.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the Community Table dialog box.

Variable Value
Index Specifies the unique index value of a row in this table. The range

is 1–32 characters.

Name Specifies the community string for which a row in this table
represents a configuration.

SecurityName Specifies the security name in the VACM group member table
that the community string is mapped to. The range is 1–32
characters.

ContextEngineID Specifies the contextEngineID indicating the location of the
context in which management information is accessed when
using the community string specified by the Community Name.
The default value is the snmpEngineID of the entity in which this
object is instantiated.

ContextName Specifies the context in which management information is
accessed when you use the specified community string.

TransportTag Specifies a set of transport endpoints from which a command
responder application accepts management requests. If a
management request containing this community is received on
a transport endpoint other than the transport endpoints
identified by this object, the request is deemed inauthentic.

Viewing all contexts for an SNMP entity
View contexts to see the contents of the context table in the View-based Access Control Model
(VACM). This table provides information to SNMP command generator applications so that
they can properly configure the VACM access table to control access to all contexts at the
SNMP entity.

Viewing all contexts for an SNMP entity
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Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit >
SnmpV3.

2. Click the VACM Table.

The VACM dialog box appears.

3. Click the Contexts tab.

The Contexts tab appears.

Variable definitions
The following table describes the Contexts tab fields.

Variable Value
ContextName Shows the name identifying a particular context at a particular

SNMP entity. The empty contextName (zero length) represents
the default context.
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Chapter 7: Secure Shell configuration
using Enterprise Device
Manager

Use Secure Shell (SSH) to enable secure communications support over a network for authentication,
encryption, and network Integrity.

See Changing Secure Shell (SSH) configuration parameters on page 97.

Changing Secure Shell (SSH) configuration parameters
You can use Enterprise Device Manager to change the SSH configuration parameters.
However, Avaya recommends using the CLI to perform the initial configuration of SSH.

If the SSH service is enabled, all fields are dimmed until the SSH service is disabled. The SSH
service must be disabled before setting the SSH service parameters.

Prerequisites
Before you can modify the SSH configuration parameters using Enterprise Device Manager,
the following conditions must apply:

• The user access level is set to read/write/all community strings.

• The SNMP protocol is enabled. (Enterprise Device Manager uses SNMP to communicate
with the switch.)

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click the SSH.

The SSH tab appears.
3. In the Enable options, choose the type of SSH service you want to enable.
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4. In the Version options, choose a version.
5. In the Port field, type a port.
6. In the MaxSession field, type the maximum number of sessions allowed.
7. In the Timeout field, type the timeout.
8. From the KeyAction options, choose a key action.
9. In the RsaKeySize box, type the RSA key size.

10. In the DSAKeySize field, type the DSA key size.
11. Select the RsaAuth box for RSA authentication if desired.
12. Select the DsaAuth box for DSA authentication if desired.
13. Select the PassAuth box for password authentication if desired.
14. Click Apply.

.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the SSH parameters.

Variable Value
Enable Enables or disables SSH. Set to false to disable SSH services. Set to

true to enable SSH services. Set to secure to enable SSH and disable
access services (SNMP, FTP, TFTP, rlogin, and Telnet). Default is
false.

 Important:
Do not enable SSH secure mode using Enterprise Device Manager.
Enabling secure mode disables SNMP. This will lock you out of the
Enterprise Device Manager session. Enable SSH secure mode using
the CLI or ACLI.

Version Sets the SSH version. Set to both or v2only. Default is v2only.

Port Sets the SSH connection port number. The default is 22.

 Important:
You cannot configure the following TCP ports as SSH connection
ports: Ports 0–1024 (except port 22),1100, 4095, 5000, 5111, 6000,
or 999.

MaxSession Sets the maximum number of SSH sessions allowed.
The value can be from 0–8. Default is 4.

Timeout Sets the SSH authentication connection timeout in seconds. Default is
60 seconds.
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Variable Value
KeyAction Sets the SSH key action.

RsaKeySize RSA key size. Value can be from 512–1024. Default is 1024.

DsaKeySize DSA key size. Value can be from 512–1024. Default is 1024.

RsaAuth Enables or disables RSA authentication. Default is enabled.

DsaAuth Enables or disables DSA authentication. Default is enabled.

PassAuth Enables or disables password authentication. Default is enabled.

Changing Secure Shell (SSH) configuration parameters
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Chapter 8: RADIUS configuration using
Enterprise Device Manager

Configure RADIUS to assist in securing networks against unauthorized access, and allowing
communication servers and clients to authenticate users identity through a central database.

The database within the RADIUS server stores client information, user information, password, and access
privileges, including the use of shared secret.

RADIUS is a fully open and standard protocol, defined by RFCs (Authentication: 2865, accounting 2866).
In the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600, you use RADIUS authentication to secure access to the device
(console/Telnet/SSH), and RADIUS accounting to track the management sessions (CLI only).

RADIUS authentication allows the remote server to authenticate logins. RADIUS accounting logs all of
the activity of each remote user in a session on the centralized RADIUS accounting server.

 Important:
Direct Radius Authentication is not supported on secondary SF/CPU or HA .

 Important:
This release does not support RADIUS authentication and accounting when connecting to the switch
using SNMPv3.

Enabling RADIUS authentication
Enable RADIUS authentication globally to allow all features and functions of RADIUS to
operate with the RADIUS server.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, opent he following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the RADIUS Global tab visible.

3. Select the Enable check box.
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4. In the MaxNumberServer field, type a value for the maximum number of servers.

5. In the AccessPriorityAttrValue field, type an access policy value (by default, this
value is 192).

6. Configure the rest of the parameters in the RADIUS global tab. For information, see
the following variable definitions table.

7. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable RADIUS authentication globally.

Variable Value
Enable Enables the RADIUS authentication feature globally.

MaxNumberServer Specifies the maximum number of servers to be used,
between 1 and 10, inclusive. The default value is 10.

AccessPriorityAttrValue Specific to RADIUS authentication. Sets the vendor-
specific attribute value of the access-priority attribute to
match the type value set in the dictionary file on the
RADIUS server. The valid values are 192 through 240.
Avaya recommends the default setting of 192 for 8000
Series switches. The default value is 192.

AcctEnable Enables RADIUS accounting.

AcctAttriValue Specific to RADIUS accounting. Sets the vendor-specific
attribute value of the CLI-command attribute to match the
type value set in the dictionary file on the RADIUS server.
This value must be different from the access-priority
attribute value configured for authentication. The valid
values are 192 through 240. The default value is 193.

AcctIncludeCLI Specifies whether you want CLI commands included in
RADIUS accounting requests.

ClearStat Clears RADIUS statistics from the device.

McastAttributeValue Specifies the value of the Mcast attribute. The valid
values are 0 through 255. The default value is 90.

AuthInfoAttrValue Specifies the value of the authentication information
attribute. The valid values are 0 through 255. The default
value is 91.

CommandAccessAttrValue Specifies the value of the command access attribute. The
valid values are 192 through 240. The default value is
194.
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Variable Value
CliCommandAttrValue Specifies the value of the CLI command attribute. The

valid values are 192 through 240. The default value is
195.

IgapTimeoutLogFileSize Specifies the size of the IGAP timeout log file. The valid
values are 50 through 8192. The default value is 512.

AuthInvalidServerAddress Displays the number of access responses from unknown
or invalid Radius servers.

SourceIpFlag When selected, includes a configured IP address as the
source address in RADIUS packets. The default is
false.

CliCmdCount Gives the value for the CLI command count. Specify an
integer from 0 to 40. The default is 40.

CliProfEnable Enables or disables Radius CLI Profiling.

Displaying RADIUS Authentication user login
Display the user login.

Procedure steps

1. From the Configuration tree, click Security.
2. Click Control Path.
3. Click RADIUS.
4. Click the RADIUS Servers tab.

 Note:

In the UsedBy: field the following buttons indicate which user login method is used
by RADIUS Authentication:

• cli: for cli login
• igap: for igap
• snmp: for snmp login
• eap: for EAP PAE Authenticator
• web: for EDM login, supports both HTTP and HTTPS

Displaying RADIUS Authentication user login
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Enabling RADIUS accounting
Enable RADIUS accounting to log all of the activity of each remote user in a session on the
centralized RADIUS accounting server.

Prerequisites

You must set up a RADIUS server and add it to the configuration file of the device before you
can enable RADIUS accounting on the device. Otherwise, the system displays an error
message.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the RADIUS Global tab visible.
3. Select the AcctEnable check box.
4. In the AcctAttrValue field, type an access policy value (by default, this value is

193).
5. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable RADIUS accounting.

Variable Value
AcctEnable Enables RADIUS accounting.

AcctAttrValue Specific to RADIUS accounting. Sets the vendor-specific attribute
value of the CLI-command attribute to match the type value set in
the dictionary file on the RADIUS server. This value must be
different from the access-priority attribute value configured for
authentication. The valid values are 192 through 240. The default
value is 193.
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Disabling RADIUS accounting
Disabling RADIUS accounting removes the accounting function from the RADIUS server.

Prerequisites

• You cannot globally disable RADIUS accounting unless a server entry exists.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the RADIUS global tab visible.

3. Disable RADIUS accounting by clearing the AcctEnable check box.

4. Click Apply.

Enabling RADIUS accounting interim request
Enable RADIUS accounting interim request to create a log whenever more than the specified
number of CLI commands are executed.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the RADIUS global tab visible.

3. In the CliCmdCount field, type the number of CLI commands.

4. Click Apply.

Disabling RADIUS accounting
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable RADIUS accounting interim requests.

Variable Value
CliCmdCount Gives the value for the CLI command count. Specify an integer from

0 to 40. The default is 40.

Configuring the source IP option for the RADIUS server
By default, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 uses the IP address of the outgoing
interface as the source IP and NAS IP address for RADIUS packets that it transmits. When
configuring the RADIUS Server, this IP address is used when defining the RADIUS Clients
that communicate with it. Therefore, if the outgoing interface on the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 fails, a different source IP address is used—requiring that configuration changes
be made to define the new RADIUS Client on the RADIUS Server.

To simplify RADIUS Server configuration, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 can be
configured to use a Circuitless IP Address (CLIP) as the source IP and NAS IP address when
transmitting RADIUS packets. A CLIP is not associated with a physical interface and is always
in an active and operational state. An Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 can be configured
with multiple CLIP interfaces.

 Important:
Use the source-ip option only for the RADIUS servers connected to the in-band network.

Prerequisites

• To configure the CLIP as the source IP address, the global RADIUS sourceip-flag parameter
must be set to true. The source-ip address parameter can then be set when defining the
RADIUS Server on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600. Note that the source IP address
must be a CLIP address and that a different CLIP address can be set for each RADIUS
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Server. For information about configuring the source IP address, see Adding a RADIUS
server on page 107.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, opent he following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the RADIUS global tab visible.

3. Select the SourceIpFlag check box.

When you select this check box, the sourceipflag is set to true. A cleared check box
indicates false.

4. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable the source IP option.

Variable Value
SourceIpFlag When selected, includes a configured IP address as the

source address in RADIUS packets. The default is
false.

Adding a RADIUS server
Add a RADIUS server to allow RADIUS service on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the Radius Global tab visible.

3. Click the RADIUS Servers tab.

Adding a RADIUS server
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The RADIUS Servers dialog box appears.

4. Click Insert.

The Insert RADIUS Servers dialog box appears.

5. In the Address field, type the IP address of the RADIUS server that you want to
add.

6. In the UsedBy box, select an option for the user logon.

7. In the Priority field, enter the priority for the RADIUS server.

8. In the TimeOut field, enter the number of seconds for the RADIUS server to time
out.

9. Select the Enable check box to enable the RADIUS server.

10. In the MaxRetries filed, enter the maximum number of retries for the server.

11. In the UdpPort field, enter the number of ports.

12. In the SecretKey field, type a secret key.

13. Select the AccountEnable check box to account the application on the server.

14. In the AcctUdpPort field, enter the number of ports to account on the RADIUS
server.

15. In the SourceIpAddr field, type the IP address to use as the source address in
RADIUS packets.

16. Click Insert.

The information for the configured RADIUS server appears in the RADIUS Servers
tab of the Security dialog box.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to add a RADIUS server.

Variable Value
Address The IP address of the RADIUS server.

UsedBy Sets the user login.

• cli: for cli login

• igap: for igap

• snmp: for snmp login

• eap: for EAP PAE Authenticator.

• web: for EDM login, supports both HTTP and HTTPS
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Variable Value
Priority Specifies the priority of each server, or the order of servers to

send authentication (1 to 10). The default is 10.

TimeOut Specifies the time interval in seconds before the client
retransmits the packet (1 to 6). The default is 3 seconds.

Enable Enables or disables authentication on the server. The default is
true.

MaxRetries Specifies the maximum number of retransmissions allowed (1
to 6). The default is 1.

UdpPort Specifies the UDP port that the client uses to send requests to
the server (1 to 65536). The default value is 1812.
The UDP port value set for the client must match the UDP value
set for the RADIUS server.

SecretKey Specifies the RADIUS server secret key, which is the password
used by the client to be validated by the server.

AcctEnable Enables or disable RADIUS accounting. The default is true.

AcctUdpPort Specifies the UDP port of the RADIUS accounting server (1 to
65536). The default value is 1813.
The UDP port value set for the client must match the UDP value
set for the RADIUS server.

SourceIpAddr Specifies the IP address to use as the source address in
RADIUS packets. To use this option, you must have the global
RADIUS SourceIpFlag set to true.

Adding an IPv6 RADIUS server
Add an IPv6 RADIUS server to allow RADIUS service over IPv6 on the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

3. Click the RADIUS IPv6 Servers tab.

The Insert RADIUS IPv6 Servers dialog box appears.

4. Click Insert.

Adding an IPv6 RADIUS server
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5. In the Address field, type the IPv6 address of the RADIUS server that you want to
add.

6. In the UsedBy box, select an option for the user logon.

7. In the Priority field, enter the priority for the RADIUS server.

8. In the TimeOut field, enter the number of seconds for the RADIUS server to time
out.

9. Select the Enable check box to enable the RADIUS server.

10. In the MaxRetries filed, enter the maximum number of retries for the server.

11. In the UdpPort field, enter the UDP port that the client uses to send requests to the
RADIUS server.

12. In the SecretKey field, type a secret key.

13. Select the AccountEnable check box to enable RADIUS accounting.

14. In the AcctUdpPort field, enter the UDP port of the RADIUS accounting server.

15. In the SourceIpAddr field, type the IPv6 address to use as the source address in
RADIUS packets.

16. Click Insert.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to add an IPv6 RADIUS server.

Variable Value
Address The IPv6 address of the RADIUS server.

UsedBy Sets the user login.

• cli: for cli login

• igap: for igap

• snmp: for snmp login

• eap: for EAP PAE Authenticator.

• web: for EDM login, supports both HTTP and HTTPS

Priority Specifies the priority of each server, or the order of servers to
send authentication (1 to 10). The default is 10.

TimeOut Specifies the time interval in seconds before the client
retransmits the packet (1 to 6). The default is 3 seconds.

Enable Enables or disables authentication on the server. The default is
true.
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Variable Value
MaxRetries Specifies the maximum number of retransmissions allowed (1

to 6). The default is 1.

UdpPort Specifies the UDP port that the client uses to send requests to
the server (1 to 65536). The default value is 1812.
The UDP port value set for the client must match the UDP value
set for the RADIUS server.

SecretKey Specifies the RADIUS server secret key, which is the password
used by the client to be validated by the server.

AcctEnable Enables or disable RADIUS accounting. The default is true.

AcctUdpPort Specifies the UDP port of the RADIUS accounting server (1 to
65536). The default value is 1813.
The UDP port value set for the client must match the UDP value
set for the RADIUS server.

SourceIpAddr Specifies the IP address to use as the source address in
RADIUS packets. To use this option, you must have the global
RADIUS SourceIpFlag set to true.

Reauthenticating the RADIUS SNMP server session
Specify the number of challenges that you want the RADIUS SNMP server to send to
authenticate a given session.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the Radius global tab visible.

3. Click the RADIUS SNMP tab.

The RADIUS SNMP dialog box appears.

4. Select the Enable check box.

5. In the ReauthenticateTimer field, enter a value to specify the interval between
RADIUS SNMP server reauthentications.

The timer for reauthentication of the RADIUS SNMP server session is enabled.

Reauthenticating the RADIUS SNMP server session
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 Important:
To abort the RADIUS SNMP server session, enter a value for the
AbortSessionTimer, and then click Enable.

6. Select the AcctEnable check box if desired.

7. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to reauthenticate the RADIUS SNMP server session.

Variable Value
Enable Enables or disables timer authentication on the server. The

default is true.

AbortSessionTimer Specifies the allowable time, in seconds, before aborting the
RADIUS SNMP server session (30 to 65535). The default is
180.

ReAuthenticateTimer Specifies the time, in seconds, between reauthentications of
the RADIUS SNMP server (30 to 65535). The default is 180.

AcctEnable Enables or disables the RADIUS SNMP session timer. The
default is true.

UserName Specifies the user name for the RADIUS SNMP accounting.

Configuring RADIUS SNMP
Configure RADIUS SNMP parameters for authentication and session times.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the Radius global tab visible.

3. Select the RADIUS SNMP tab.

The RADIUS SNMP dialog box appears.
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4. Select the Enable check box to enable Radius SNMP.

5. In the AbortSessionTimer field, enter the period after which the session expires in
seconds.

6. In the ReAuthenticateTimer field, enter the period of time the system waits before
reauthenticating in seconds.

7. Select the AcctEnable check box to enable RADIUS accounting for SNMP.

8. In the UserName field, type the RADIUS SNMP user name.

9. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the RADIUS SNMP server.

Variable Value
Enable Enables or disables timer authentication on the server. The

default is true.

AbortSessionTimer Specifies the allowable time, in seconds, before aborting the
RADIUS SNMP server session (30 to 65535). The default is
180.

ReAuthenticateTimer Specifies the time, in seconds, between reauthentications of
the RADIUS SNMP server (30 to 65535). The default is 180.

AcctEnable Enables or disables the RADIUS SNMP session timer. The
default is true.

Modifying a RADIUS configuration
Modify an existing RADIUS configuration or single function such as retransmissions and
RADIUS accounting.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the Radius global tab visible.

Modifying a RADIUS configuration
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3. Click the RADIUS Servers tab.

The RADIUS Servers dialog box appears.

4. In the row and field to modify, type the information or use the lists to make a
selection. Access the lists by double-clicking in a field.

5. When you are done with modifying the RADIUS configuration, click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to modify a RADIUS configuration.

Variable Value
Address The IP address of the RADIUS server.

UsedBy Specifies the type of login. There are four options:

• cli—for CLI

• igap— for IGAP

• snmp—for SNMP

• eap—for EAP PAE Authenticator

• web: for EDM login, supports both HTTP and HTTPS

Priority Specifies the priority of each server, or the order of servers to
send authentication (1 to 10). The default is 10.

TimeOut Specifies the time interval in seconds before the client
retransmits the packet (1 to 6). The default is 3 seconds.

Enable Enables or disables authentication on the server. The default is
true.

MaxRetries Specifies the maximum number of retransmissions allowed (1
to 6). The default is 1.

UdpPort Specifies the UDP port that the client uses to send requests to
the server (1 to 65536). The default value is 1812.
The UDP port value set for the client must match the UDP value
set for the RADIUS server.

SecretKey Specifies the RADIUS server secret key, which is the password
used by the client to be validated by the server.

AcctEnable Enables or disable RADIUS accounting. The default is true.

AcctUdpPort Specifies the UDP port of the RADIUS accounting server (1 to
65536). The default value is 1813.
The UDP port value set for the client must match the UDP value
set for the RADIUS server.

SourceIpAddr Specifies the source IP address of RADIUS packets.
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Deleting a RADIUS configuration
Delete an existing RADIUS configuration.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click RADIUS.

The Radius dialog box appears with the Radius global tab visible.

3. Click the RADIUS Servers tab.

The RADIUS Servers dialog box appears.

4. Identify the configuration to delete by clicking anywhere in the row.

5. Click Delete.

Deleting a RADIUS configuration
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Chapter 9: EAPoL configuration using
Enterprise Device Manager

Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPoL) is a port-based network access-control protocol.
EAPoL provides security to your network by preventing users from accessing network resources before
they receive authentication.

You can use EAPoL to set up network access control on internal LANs and to exchange authentication
information between any end station or server connected to the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 and
an authentication server (such as a RADIUS server). This security feature extends the benefits of remote
authentication to internal LAN clients. For example, if a new client PC fails the authentication process,
EAPoL prevents the PC from accessing the network.

Configuration prerequisites
Use the following configuration rules when using EAPoL:

• Before configuring your device, you must configure at least one EAPoL RADIUS Server
and Shared Secret fields.

• You cannot configure EAPoL on ports that are currently configured for:

- Shared segments
- MultiLink Trunking
- Port mirroring

• Change the status of each port that you want to be controlled to auto. The auto setting
automatically authenticates the port according to the results of the RADIUS server. The
default authentication setting for each port is force-authorized.

• You can connect only a single client on each port that is configured for EAPoL. If you
attempt to add additional clients on the EAPoL authorized port, the port goes to force-
unauthorized mode.

EAPoL uses RADIUS protocol for EAPoL-authorized logins.

 Important:
EAPoL does not support jumbo frames on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 v4.1.
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Globally configuring EAPoL on the server
Use SystemAuthControl to globally enable or disable EAPoL on the server. By default, EAPoL
is disabled. This feature sets all controlled ports on the server as EAPoL-enabled.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders to globally enable EAPoL on the
server: Configuration > Security > Data Path.

2. Click 802.1x-EAPOL.

The EAPOL dialog box appears with the Global tab visible.

3. From the SystemAuthControl options, select enabled.

4. Click Apply.

Configuring EAPoL on a port
Configure EAPoL or change the authentication status on one or more ports.

Ports are force-authorized by default. Force-authorized ports are always authorized and are
not authenticated by the RADIUS server. You can change this setting so that the ports are
always unauthorized. You can also make the ports controlled so that they are automatically
authenticated when you globally enable EAPoL.

Procedure steps

1. in the Device Physical View tab, select a port you want to configure.

A yellow outline appears around the selected port.

2. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit > Port.

3. Click General.

The Port dialog box for a single port appears with the Interface tab visible.

4. Click the EAPOL tab.

The EAPOL dialog box appears.
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5. Select the PortInitialize check box if desired.

6. Select the PortReauthenticate check box if desired.

7. Select the desired AdminControlledDirections option.

8. Select the desired AuthControlledPortControl option.

9. In the QuietPeriod field, type the time interval.

10. In the TxPeriod field, type the time.

11. In the SuppTimeout field, type the response time.

12. In the ServerTimeout field, type the time.

13. In the MaxReq field, type the number of times.

14. In the ReAuthPeriod field, type the time interval.

15. Select the ReEAuthEnabled check box if desired.

16. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure EAPoL on a port.

Variable Value
portProtocolVersion The protocol version number of the EAPOL implementation

supported by the port. The default value is 1.

portCapabilities The capabilities of the PAE associated with the port. This
parameter indicates whether Authenticator functionality,
Supplicant functionality, both, or neither, is supported by the
Port's PAE.

PortInitialize When checked, initializes EAPoL authentication on this port.
After the port initializes, this field reverts to its default, which
is disabled.

PortReauthenticate When checked, reauthenticates the Supplicant connected to
this port immediately. The default is disabled.

PaeState Displays the current Authenticator PAE state.
The possible states are as follows:
initialize, disconnected, connecting, authenticating,
authenticated, aborting, held, forceAuth, forceUnauth
The default state is forceAuth.

BackendAuthState Displays the current state of Backend Authentication.
The possible states are as follows:
request, response, success, fail, timeout, idle, initialize.
The default state is idle.

Configuring EAPoL on a port
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Variable Value
AdminControlDirections Determines whether the port should exert control over

communication in both directions (both incoming and
outgoing) or only in the incoming direction. The default value
is both.

OperControlledDirections The current direction of control over communications exerted
on the port. The default value is both.

AuthControlledPortStatus Displays the current state of the port: unauthorized, auto, or
authorized. The default value is authorized.

AuthControlledPortControl Sets the authentication status for this port. The default is
forceAuthorized.
forceUnauthorized—port is always unauthorized.
auto—sets the port to match the global EAPoL authentication
setting.
forceAuthorized—port is always authorized.
The default value is forceauthorized.

QuietPeriod Sets the time interval (in seconds) between authentication
failure and the start of a new authentication.
The allowed range is 1—65535; the default is 60.

TxPeriod Sets the time in seconds to wait for a response from a
Supplicant for EAP Request/Identity packets.
The allowed range is 1–65535; the default is 30.

SuppTimeout Sets the time (in seconds) to wait for a response from a
Supplicant for all EAP packets except EAP Request/Identity
packets.
The allowed range is 1–65535; the default is 30.

ServerTimeout Sets the time (in seconds) to wait for a response from the
RADIUS server.
The allowed range is 1–65535; the default is 30.

MaxReq Sets the maximum number of times to retry sending packets
to the Supplicant.
The allowed range is 1–10; the default is 2.

ReAuthPeriod Sets the time interval (in seconds) between successive re-
authentications.
The allowed range is 1–2147483647; the default is 3600 (1
hour).

ReAuthEnabled When checked, reauthenticates an existing Supplicant at the
time interval specified in ReAuthPeriod.

SessionId A unique identifier for the session, in the form of a printable
ASCII string of at least three characters.

SessionAuthenticMethod The authentication method used to establish the session.

SessionAuthenticCause The authentication method used to establish the session.
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Variable Value
SessionTime The duration of the session in seconds.

SessionTerminateCause The reason for the session termination.

SessionUserName The user name representing the identity of the Supplicant
PAE.

LastEapolFrameVersion The protocol version number carried in the most recently
received EAPOL frame.

LastEapolFrameSource The source MAC address carried in the most recently
received EAPOL frame.

Showing the Port Access Entity Port table
Use the Port Access Entity (PAE) Port Table to display system-level information for each port
the PAE supports. An entry appears in this table for each port of this system.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security > Data
Path.

2. Click 802.1x–EAPOL.

The EAPoL dialog box appears with the Global tab visible.

3. Click the EAP Security tab.

The EAP Security tab appears with the system level information for each port.

For more information, see the following variable definitions table.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to display the current PAE statistics on all the ports.

Variable Value
PortNumber Indicates the port number associated with this port.

PortProtocolVersion Indicates the protocol version associated with this
port.

Showing the Port Access Entity Port table
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Variable Value
PortCapabilties Indicates the PAE functionality that this port supports

and that can be managed through this MIB.

• dot1xPaePortAuthCapable(0), – Authenticator
functions are supported.

• dot1xPaePortSuppCapable(1) Supplicant functions
are supported.

PortInitialize The initialization control for this port. Setting this
attribute true causes the Port to be initialized. The
attribute value reverts to false when initialization is
complete.

PortReauthenticate Specifies the reauthentication control for this port.
Setting this attribute true causes the Authenticator
PAE state machine for the port to reauthenticate the
Supplicant. Setting this attribute false has no effect.
This attribute always returns false when it is read.

Showing EAPoL Authentication
Use the Authenticator Configuration table to display configuration objects for the Authenticator
PAE associated with each port.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security > Data
Path.

2. Click 802.1x–EAPOL.

The EAPoL dialog box appears with the Global tab visible.

3. Click the Authentication tab.

The Authentication tab appears with configuration objects for the Authenticator PAE
associated with each port.

For more information, see the following variable definitions table.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to display the configuration objects.
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Variable Value
PortNumber Indicates the number associated with this port.

PAEState Indicates the current value of the Authenticator PAE
state machine.

BackendAuthState Indicates the current state of the Backend
Authentication state machine.

AdminControlledDirections Indicates the current value of the administrative
controlled directions parameter for the Port.

OperControlledDirections Indicates the current value of the operational
controlled directions parameter for the port.

AuthControlledPortStatus Indicates the current value of the controlled port status
parameter for the port.

AuthControlledPortControl Indicates the current value of the controlled port
control parameter for the port.

QuietPeriod Indicates the value, in seconds, of the quietPeriod
constant currently in use by the Authenticator PAE
state machine. The range is 1 to 65535 and the default
is 60 seconds.

TxPeriod Indicates the value, in seconds, of the txPeriod
constant currently in use by the Authenticator PAE
state machine. The range is 1 to 65535 and the default
is 30 seconds.

SuppTimeout Indicates the value, in seconds, of the suppTimeout
constant currently in use by the Backend
Authentication state machine. The range is 1 to 65535.
The default value is 30.

ServerTimeout Indicates the server timeout value, in seconds,
currently in use by the Backend Authentication state
machine. The range is 1 to 65535 and the default is 30
seconds.

MaxReq Indicates the value of the maxReq constant currently
in use by the Backend Authentication state machine.
The range is 1 to 10 and the default is 2.

ReAuthPeriod Indicates the value, in seconds, of the reauthentication
interval currently in use by the Reauthentication Timer
state machine (8.5.5.1). The default is 3600 seconds

ReAuthEnabled Indicates whether reauthentication is enabled (true) or
disabled (false). The default is false.

Showing EAPoL Authentication
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Chapter 10: NSNA configuration using
Enterprise Device Manager

Use NSNA to enable security policy compliance on all endpoint devices such as PCs and IP Phones.
NSNA coordinates access controllers and policy servers to enforce security policy compliance on all
devices that access network computing resources. NSNA allows network access only to compliant and
trusted endpoint devices and can restrict the access of noncompliant devices.

Configuring NSNA server
Configure the NSNA server to enforce endpoint security policies on all endpoint clients.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click NSNA.

The NSNA dialog box appears with the NSNAS tab visible.

3. In the NSNAS tab, click Insert.

The Insert NSNAS dialog box appears.

4. Complete the configuration as required.

5. Click Insert.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to complete the Insert, NSNAS dialog box.

Variable Value
AddressType Specifies the type of Internet address contained in Address. You

cannot change this value from ipv4.
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Variable Value
Address Specifies the Internet address portion of the NSNA switch

(NSNAS) subnet. This value combined with the value of
AddressMask specifies the subnet of the NSNAS.

AddressMask Specifies the address mask portion of the NSNAS subnet. This
value combined with the value of Address specifies the subnet
of the NSNAS.

Port Specifies the port on which NSNA switches connecting from this
subnet will connect. The default value is 5000.

Configuring NSNA ports
Configure an uplink or VoIP port for NSNA. When an NSNA port is configured, the port is taken
out of all existing VLANs and put in the red VLAN.

Prerequisites

• The NSNA server must be configured.

• A red VLAN must be configured.

• For uplink ports, an uplink filter must be manually configured and attached to this port or
each member port for MLT.

• NSNA cannot be enabled on an 802.1x (EAP) port.

• MLT/IST cannot be an NSNA dynamic port.

Procedure steps

1. In the Device Physical View tab, select a port that you want to configure.

2. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Edit > Port.

3. Click General.

The Port General dialog box appears with the Interface tab visible.

4. Click on the NSNA tab.

5. In the NSNA tab, select the NSNA mode for the port.

6. If you set the mode to dynamic, select the list of VoIP VLAN IDs by clicking on the
[..] button on the VoipVlans field.
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7. If you set the mode to uplink, select the list of uplink VLAN IDs by clicking [...] in the
UplinkVlans field.

8. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the following table to configure an NSNA port.

Variable Value
Mode Specifies the NSNA mode for the port:

• disabled—not configured for NSNA.

• dynamic—use to configure ports connected to phone or
PC clients.

• uplink—use to configure uplink to core network.

For port-based VLANs, when a NSNA port is changed to
disabled, the port is placed into a default VLAN: default
STG and untagged.

VoipVlans A comma-separated list of VoIP VLAN IDs to which this
port belongs. Click the ellipsis button to select from a list
of VLANs.

UplinkVlans A comma-separated list of uplink VLAN IDs to which this
port belongs. Click the ellipsis button to select from a list
of VLANs.

State Displays the current NSNA color of the port.

DhcpState Displays the DHCP state of the port.

Adding an IP phone signature string to NSNA
Add an IP phone signature string to an NSNA switch for an IP phone device.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click NSNA.

The NSNA dialog box appears.

Adding an IP phone signature string to NSNA
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3. Click IP Phone Signature tab.

The IP Phone Signature dialog box appears.

4. Click Insert .

The Insert IP Phone Signature dialog box appears.

5. Type a signature string in the IpPhone SignatureString field to identify an IP phone
device.

6. Click Insert.

Assigning filters to NSNA
Assign a filter to VLAN NSNA configuration.

Prerequisites

• You must have the following configurations enabled with the CLI or ACLI before using
Enterprise Device Manager to assign filters for NSNA:

- SSH configured

- NSNA subnet for SNAS

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > VLAN.

2. Click VLANs.

The VLANs dialog box appears with the Basic tab visible.

3. Click NSNA tab.

The NSNA tab appears.

4. Select an NSNA policy ID to change.

5. Double-click the selected NSNA policy in the NsnaColor box, and then select a
new color for the NSNA policy.

6. Click Apply.
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to help you assign filters for NSNA using Enterprise Device
Manager.

Variable Value
Id The ID of the VLAN.

NsnaColor The NSNA color of the VLAN:

• red—restricted access allowing only authentication,
DHCP and DNS traffic to the Secure Network Access
Switch (SNAS), DHCP and DNS servers

• yellow—limited access allowing traffic to only
remediation networks

• green—full (or with certain restriction per policy)
access based on user groups

• voip—restricted access allowing VoIP traffic to VoIP
controllers and authenticated IP phone peers

• none—no policies are applied

FilterSetName The name of the filter set associated with the VLAN. An
empty value means that no filter set is associated with
the VLAN.

FilterSetId The filter set ID. A value of 0 means that no filter set is
associated with the VLAN.

YellowSubnetType The type of Internet address contained in
YellowSubnet.

YellowSubnet The yellow subnet Internet address of the VLAN. This
value is only used when the NSNA VLAN color is
yellow.

YellowSubnetMask The number of bits in the network mask of the yellow
subnet address of the VLAN.

Globally enabling NSNA
To configure NSNA, you need to globally enable NSNA on the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 after you configure the SNAS server. Note that NSNA VLANs and filters cannot be
changed when NSNA is globally enabled.

Globally enabling NSNA
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Prerequisites

• You must have the following configurations enabled with the CLI or ACLI before using
Enterprise Device Manager for globally enabling NSNA:

- SSH configured

- NSNAS subnet for SNAS

- A NSNA red VLAN filter

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click NSNA.

The NSNA dialog box appears.

3. Click the Globals tab.

The Globals dialog box appears.

4. Select the Enabled check box.

5. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the Globals tab.

Variable Value
Enabled Enables NSNA globally for the system.

NsnasConnectionState Indicates whether a NSNAS is currently connected to the
switch.

NsnasInetAddressType If a NSNAS is currently connected to the switch, this value
indicates the type of the Internet address from which the
NSNAS connected. The contents of
nsnaSnasInetAddress will be of this type. If no NSNAS is
currently connected, the value will be unknown (0).

NsnasInetAddress If a NSNAS is currently connected to the switch, this value
indicates the Internet address from which the NSNAS
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Variable Value
connected. If no NSNAS is currently connected, this value
will be an empty string.

NsnasSendHelloInterval Shows the interval for sending Switch SNAS
Communication Protocol (SSCP) hello messages for the
current SSCP connection. If this period of time passes
with no SSCP messages sent, a hello message will be
generated. If no NSNAS is currently connected, this value
will be zero.

NsnasInactivityInterval Shows the inactivity interval for the current SSCP
connection. If this period of time passes with no SSCP
messages received, the SSCP connection closes. If no
NSNAS is currently connected, this value will be zero.

NsnasStatusQuoInterval Shows the status quo interval for the current or last SSCP
connection. If the NSNAS is disconnected from the switch
for any reason, the switch waits this period of time before
moving all NSNA enabled ports to the red VLAN. The
maximum value, 65535, indicates that no status quo
interval is used, and SSA enabled ports are not moved to
the red VLAN.
If the NSNAS disconnects and the status quo interval
timer is running, this value reflects the remaining time until
the status quo timer will expire.

Viewing NSNA client information
View the NSNA endpoint security policies on all endpoint clients.

Prerequisites

• The NSNA server must be configured.

• NSNA must be globally enabled.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click NSNA.

Viewing NSNA client information
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The NSNA dialog box appears.

3. Click the NSNA Client tab.

The NSNA Client tab appears.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to help you view the NSNA client information.

Variable Value
Ifindex The interface index of the port to which the client is

attached.

MacAddress The MAC address of the client.

DeviceType The type of device of the client (PC, IP Phone, passive, or
unknown).

VlanId The VLAN ID of the client.

AddressType Specifies the type of Internet address contained in
Address.

Address The Internet address of the client.

Expired Indicates whether the client has been aged-out.
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Chapter 11: DHCP snooping configuration
using Enterprise Device
Manager

This chapter provides the procedures to configure Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) snooping
by using Enterprise Device Manager.

Configuring global DHCP snooping
Configure global DHCP snooping to enable or disable DHCP snooping on the switch.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.
2. Click DHCP Snooping.
3. In the DHCP snooping tab, click the DhcpSnoopingEnabled check box to enable

DHCP snooping.

OR

Clear the DhcpSnoopingEnabled check box to disable DHCP snooping.
4. Click Apply.

 Important:
You must enable DHCP snooping globally before you configure and manage DHCP
snooping on a VLAN or port.

Configuring VLAN-based DHCP snooping
Configure VLAN-based DHCP snooping to enable or disable DHCP snooping on the VLAN.
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 Important:
You must separately enable DHCP snooping for each Vlan ID.

 Important:
If DHCP snooping is disabled on a VLAN, the switch forwards DHCP reply packets to all
applicable ports, whether the port is trusted or untrusted.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.
2. Click DHCP Snooping.
3. In the DHCP Snooping tab, click the VLANs tab.
4. Double-click the VlanEnabled box for the VLAN you need to configure.
5. Select true from the list to enable DHCP snooping on the VLAN.

OR

Select false from the list to disable the DHCP snooping on the VLAN.
6. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure DHCP snooping on a VLAN.

Variable Value
VlanId Identifies the VLANs configured on the

switch.

VlanEnabled Enables or disables DHCP snooping on a
VLAN.
The default is false.

Configuring port-based DHCP snooping
Configure port-based DHCP snooping to specify whether a particular port or multiple ports are
trusted or untrusted by DHCP snooping. Ports are untrusted by default.
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Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.

2. Click DHCP Snooping.

3. In the DHCP Snooping tab, click the Ports tab.

4. Double-click the IfTrusted box for the port you are configuring.

5. Select true to enable DHCP snooping on the port.

OR

Select false to disable DHCP snooping on the port.

6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to configure additional ports as required.

7. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure DHCP snooping on ports.

Variable Value
IfIndex Identifies the ports on the switch.

IfTrusted Specifies if the port is trusted or untrusted.
Default is false.

Viewing DHCP binding information
View the DHCP binding information to review current DHCP lease information.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.

2. Click DHCP Snooping.

3. In the DHCP Snooping tab, click Binding tab.

The Binding dialog box appears, displaying DHCP Binding information.

Viewing DHCP binding information
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to view the DHCP binding information.

Variable Value
BindingVlanId Identifies the VLAN on the switch.

BindingMacAddress Indicates the MAC address of the DHCP
client.

BindingAddressType Indicates the MAC address type of the DHCP
client.

BindingAddress Indicates IP address of the DHCP client.

BindingInterface Indicates the interface to which the DHCP
client is connected.

BindingLeaseTime(sec) Indicates the lease time (in seconds) of the
DHCP client binding.

BindingTimeToExpiry(sec) Indicates the time (in seconds) before a
DHCP client binding expires.

BindingSource Indicates the source of the binding entry. If
the entry was learned through DHCP
snooping, the type is learned.

Configuring static DHCP snooping binding entries
Configure static binding entries to manually add an IP-to-MAC binding entry in the DHCP
snooping binding table.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.

2. Click DHCP Snooping.

3. In the DHCP Snooping tab, click the Binding tab.

4. Click Insert.

5. Specify the VLAN, MAC address, address type, IP address and port for the binding
entry.

6. Click Insert.
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Chapter 12: Dynamic ARP inspection
configuration using Enterprise
Device Manager

This chapter provides the procedures to configure Dynamic Address Resolution Protocol (Dynamic ARP)
inspection by using Enterprise Device Manager.

Configuring VLAN-based Dynamic ARP inspection
Perform this procedure to configure ARP inspection on VLANs to enable or disable ARP
inspection on one or more VLANs.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.

2. Click ARP Inspection.

3. In the ARP Inspection tab, click VLANs tab.

The VLANs tag appears displaying the current VLAN-based Dynamic ARP
inspection configuration.

4. Double-click the VlanEnabled box for a VLAN.

5. Select true to enable ARP inspection on the VLAN.

OR

Select false to disable ARP inspection on the VLAN.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to configure additional VLANs as required.

7. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure ARP inspection on a VLAN.
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Variable Value
VlanId Identifies VLANs configured on the switch.

VlanEnabled Enables or disables ARP inspection on a
VLAN.

Configuring port-based Dynamic ARP inspection
Perform this procedure to configure port-based Dynamic ARP inspection to specify whether a
particular port or multiple ports are trusted or untrusted by Dynamic ARP inspection.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.

2. Click ARP Inspection.

3. In the ARP Inspection tab, click the Ports tab.

The Ports tag appears displaying the current port-based Dynamic ARP inspection
configuration.

4. Double-click the IfTrusted box for the port you are configuring.

5. Select true to configure the port ARP inspection to trusted.

OR

Select false to configure the port ARP inspection to untrusted.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to configure additional ports as required.

7. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure ARP inspection on a port.

Variable Value
IfIndex Identifies ports on the switch by using the

unit/port format.

IfTrusted Configures a port as trusted or untrusted for
ARP inspection. Values are true and false.
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Chapter 13: IP Source Guard configuration
using Enterprise Device
Manager

This chapter provides the procedures to configure IP Source Guard by using Enterprise Device
Manager.

Prerequisites
Before you can configure IP Source Guard, you must ensure the following settings:

• Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) snooping is globally enabled.

For information see Configuring global DHCP snooping on page 133.

• The port is a member of a Virtual LAN (VLAN) configured with DHCP snooping and
Dynamic Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Inspection.

• The VLANs to which the ports belong are all DHCP snooping and Dynamic ARP
Inspection enabled.

• The port is an untrusted DHCP snooping and Dynamic ARP Inspection port.

Configuring IP Source Guard on a port
Perform this procedure to configure IP Source Guard to enable or disable a high level of
security on a port or ports.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.

2. Click Source Guard.

3. In the Source Guard tab, click the Ports tab.

4. Double-click the Mode box for a port.
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5. Select ip from the list to enable IP Source Guard.

OR

Select disabled to disable IP Source Guard.

6. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable IP Source Guard on a port.

Variable Value
IfIndex Identifies ports on the switch by using the

unit/port format.

Mode Identifies the Source Guard mode for the
port. The mode can be disabled or ip. The
default mode is disabled.

Filtering IP Source Guard addresses
Filter IP Source Guard addresses to display IP Source Guard information for specific IP
addresses.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > IP.

2. Click Source Guard.

3. In the Source Guard tab, click Binding tab.

4. Click Filter.

5. In the Source Guard Binding - Filter dialog box, select the required parameters to
display port IP Source Guard information.

6. Click Filter.

IP Source Guard information for the specified IP addresses appears in the IP Source
Guard-addresses dialog box.
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to understand IP Source Guard information for filtered
addresses.

Variable Value
Index The port number.

Type The internet address type.

Address The IP address allowed by IP Source Guard.

Source The address source.

Use the data in the following table to filter IP Source Guard addresses using the Filter dialog
box.

Variable Value
Condition Defines the search condition. Values are as

follows:

• AND: includes keywords specified in both the
Port and Address fields while filtering results.

• OR: includes either keyword specified in the
Port and Address fields while filtering results.

Ignore Case Ignores the letter case while searching.

Column Specifies the content of the column search.
Values are as follows:

• contains

• does not contain

• equals to

• does not equal to

All records Displays all entries in the table.

Filtering IP Source Guard addresses
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Chapter 14: TACACS+ configuration using
Enterprise Device Manager

TACACS+ is a security application implemented as a client/server-based protocol that provides
centralized validation of users attempting to gain access to a router or network access server. TACACS
+ is a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)-based protocol that uses full packet encryption.

Prerequisites

• Before configuring your switch, you must configure at least one TACACS+ server (and shared
secret).

Configuring TACACS+ globally
Enable TACACS+ globally on the switch to provide centralized validation of users attempting
to gain access to a router or network access server.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click TACACS+.

3. In the TACACS+ tab, click TACACS+ Globals tab.

4. Select the GlobalEnable check box to enable TACACS+ globally on the switch.

5. Select cli or ppp check box to account the user activity besides the Accounting
option.

6. Select cli, ppp, or web check box to authenticate the user besides the
Authentication option.

7. Click Apply.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to help you with the TACACS+ Globals tab.
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Variable Value
GlobalEnable Enables or disables the TACACS+ feature globally.

Accounting Determines the application that will be accounted by
TACACS+.

Authentication Determines the application that will be authenticated
by TACACS+.

Adding a TACACS+ server
Add a TACACS+ server to configure a TACACS+ server to create the server and to specify
the authentication process.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click TACACS+.

3. In the TACACS+ tab, click TACACS+ Servers tab.

4. Click Insert.

The Insert TACACS+ Servers dialog box appears.

5. Enter the appropriate values in the fields.

6. Click Insert.

The information for the configured TACACS+ server appears on the TACACS+
Servers tab of the Tacacs dialog box.

7. Save your configuration.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to help you configure the TACACS+ Servers tab and Insert
TACACS+ Servers dialog box fields.

Variable Definition
AddressType Specifies the type of IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) used on the

TACACS+ server.
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Variable Definition

 Important:
For the current software release, you must set the value to
IPv4.

Address The IP address of the TACACS+ server.

PortNumber The TCP port on which the client establishes a connection to the
server. The values are from 0–65535 and the default is port number
49.

ConnectionType Specifies the TCP connection type between a device and the
TACACS+ server. Select either a single open connection between
a device and server (singleConnection), or an open/close
connection on each communication session
(perSessionConnection).

Timeout The maximum time (in seconds) to wait for this TACACS+ server
to reply. The values are from 10–30 and the default is 10
seconds.

Key The secret key to be shared with the TACACS+ server. String
length is a 1–128 characters.

SourceIpInterface
Enabled

Enables the source address specification. If
SourceIpInterfaceEnabled is true (the check box is selected), and
you change SourceIpInterfaceEnabled to false (the check box is
cleared), the SourceIpInterface is reset to 0.0.0.0.

SourceIpInterface
Type

Specifies the type of IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) used on the interface
that connects to the TACACS+ server.

 Important:
For the current software release, you must set the value to
IPv4.

SourceIpInterface The IP address of the interface to use with the server. A value of
0.0.0.0 for this object disables the source address specification.

Priority Determines the order in which the TACACS+ servers are used,
where 1 is the highest priority. The priority values are primary and
backup.

Modifying a TACACS+ configuration
Modify an existing TACACS+ configuration to customize the server.

Modifying a TACACS+ configuration
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Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click TACACS+.

3. In the TACACS+ tab, click TACACS+ Servers tab.

4. Double-click in the fields that you want to modify.

In some of the fields, the text becomes bold, which indicates that you can edit them:
in other fields a list appears.

5. In the fields that you can edit, type the desired values.

6. In the fields with lists, select the desired option.

7. Click Apply.

Deleting a TACACS+ configuration
Delete an existing TACACS+ configuration to remove a server.

Procedure steps

1. In the navigation tree, open the following folders: Configuration > Security >
Control Path.

2. Click TACACS+.

3. In the TACACS+ tab, click TACACS+ Servers tab.

4. Identify the configuration to delete by clicking anywhere in the row.

5. Click Delete.
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Chapter 15: Security configuration using
the CLI

Configure security information used on the control and data paths to protect the network from uncontrolled
access to network resources.

For information about configuring passwords and access policies, see Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 Administration, NN46205-605.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and parameters that you use to perform the procedures
in this section.

Table 15: Roadmap of security CLI commands

Command Parameter
config bootconfig flag hsecure <true|false>

Config ethernet <ports> ip Rvs-Path-Chk <enable|disable>

lock <true|false>

config sys set portlock <on|off>

config vlan <vid> ip directed-broadcast disable

enable

info

reset-passwd

 Important:
When issuing a Command Line Interface (CLI) command that is not supported on the slave
Central Processing Unit (CPU), the message command not allowed on slave
appears for each unsupported CLI command.
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Enabling hsecure
Use the bootconfig flag hsecure (high security mode) to prevent denial of service (DoS)
attacks.

The hsecure flag is disabled by default. When you enable it, the software enforces the 10
character rule for all passwords.

When you upgrade from a previous release, if the password does not have at least 10
characters, you receive a prompt to change your password to the mandatory 10-character
length.

For more information about hsecure, see Denial of service attack prevention (hsecure) on
page 52.

Procedure steps

1. Enable or disable hsecure mode by using the following command:

config bootconfig flag hsecure <true|false>
The following warning message appears:

Warning: If your CLI session is running over Telnet or Rlogin -       you 
will be disconnected and will not be able to reconnect.
Are you sure you want to continue (y/n) ?

2. To stop the unsecured services, enter y.

The following warning message appears:

Warning: For security purposes, all unsecure services - TFTP, FTP, Rlogin, 
Telnet are disabled.          Individually enable the required services.

OR

To continue, enter n.
3. Save the configuration and reboot the device for the changes to take effect.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable hsecure.

Variable Value
true|false True enables hsecure. False disables hsecure.
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Changing an invalid-length password
After you enable hsecure and reboot the device, change your password if you have an invalid-
length password.

 Important:
When hsecure is enabled, passwords must contain a minimum of 10 characters or
numbers with a maximum of 20. The password must contain a minimum of: two upper case
characters, two lower case characters, two numbers, and two special characters.

Procedure steps

1. At the CLI prompt, log on to the switch.
2. Enter the password.

When you have an invalid-length password, the following message appears:

Your password is valid but less than mandatory 10 characters.
Please change the password to continue.

3. When prompted, enter the new password.
4. When prompted, re-enter the new password.

Job aid

1. Log on to the switch:

Login: rwa

2. Enter the password:

Password: ***

Your password is valid but less than mandatory 10 characters.
Please change the password to continue.

3. Enter the new password:

Enter the new password : **********
4. Re-enter the new password:

Changing an invalid-length password
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Re-enter the New password : **********

Password changed successfully

Configuring password aging
Configure the duration of your password for when it expires.

When the hsecure flag is enabled, after the aging time expires you are asked to change your
password. If not configured, the aging parameter defaults to 90 days.

In hsecure mode, the password aging time is synchronized to the slave SF/CPU, so that it is
in sync with the master. When the password expires, you must change the password in the
Master SF/CPU to log on to the slave SF/CPU.

Procedure steps

Specify a value, in days, after which the password ages out by using the following
command:

config cli password aging <days>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure password aging.

Variable Value
days Specifies the number of days after which the

password ages out.

Resetting passwords to default values
Reset passwords to the default values. You may need to do this if passwords are lost or
compromised.

For information about changing passwords, see Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 –
Administration, NN46205-605.
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Procedure steps

1. Reset the device.

2. Recover the passwords to the default values by using the following boot monitor
command:

reset-passwd

Synchronizing the Master and Standby SF/CPU passwords
Synchronize the Master and Standby SF/CPU passwords.

 Important:
This procedure does not apply to HA SF/CPU mode, where the passwords are automatically
synchronized on the Master and Slave SF/CPUs.

The standby SF/CPU does not use the RADIUS protocol to authenticate users logging on to
the standby SF/CPU. The command save config file config.cfg standby saves
only the configuration file to the standby SF/CPU, and does not change the runtime
configuration on the standby SF/CPU.

Procedure steps

1. Change the password on the Master SF/CPU.

2. Save the password by using the following command: save config
3. Save the configuration to the standby SF/CPU by using the following command:

save config file config.cfg standby
4. On the standby SF/CPU, change the password by using the following command:

config cli password rwa <username> [<password>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to synchronize the Master and Standby SF/CPU
passwords .

Variable Value
<password> <password> is the password on the standby SF/CPU.
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Variable Value
<username> <username> the name used to access the standby SF/CPU.

Configuring directed broadcast
A directed broadcast is a frame sent to the subnet broadcast address on a remote IP subnet.
When you disable (or suppress) directed broadcasts on an interface all frames sent to the
subnet broadcast address for a local router interface are dropped. Disabling directed
broadcasts protects hosts from possible denial of service (DOS) attacks. By default, this feature
is enabled on the device.

Procedure steps

Configure the device to forward directed broadcasts for a VLAN by using the following
command:

config vlan <vid> ip directed-broadcast enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use theconfig vlan <vid> ip directed-
broadcast enable command.

Variable Value
vid Specifies a VLAN ID.

Use the information in the following table to help you use the config vlan <vid> ip
directed-broadcast command.

Variable Value
disable Prevents the device from forwarding directed broadcast frames to the

specified VLAN.

enable Allows the device to forward directed broadcast frames to the specified
VLAN. The default setting for this feature is enabled.

info Displays information about the directed broadcast suppression
settings.
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Preventing certain types of DOS attacks
Protect the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 against IP packets with illegal IP addresses
such as loopback addresses, a source IP address of ones, or Class D and Class E addresses
from being routed. High secure mode implements a protection mechanism to filter certain IP
addresses, and two restrictions on passwords: 10-character enforcement and aging time.

Procedure steps

Enable high secure by using the following command:

config ethernet (slot/port) high-secure [true/false]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to prevent DOS attacks.

Variable Value
slot/port Specifies the port on which the flag is configured.

true/false Enables the high Secure Feature that blocks packets with illegal
IP addresses. This flag is disabled by default.

Configuring reverse path checking on a port
Use the unicast reverse path checking feature to reduce the number of problems that are
caused by the introduction of malformed or forged (spoofed) IP source addresses into a
network. When you enable reverse path checking, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
performs a reverse path check to determine if the packet IP address is verifiable. If the address
is not verifiable, the packet is discarded.

There are two modes for reverse path checking:

• Exist-only mode
• Strict mode

 Important:
Reverse path checking is supported only on ports that have a valid IP address

Preventing certain types of DOS attacks
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Procedure steps

Configure reverse path checking on a port by using the following command:

config ethernet <port> ip Rvs-Path-Chk <enable|disable>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure reverse path checking on a port.

Variable Value
<enable|disable> Enables or disables reverse path checking.

mode <value> Specifies the mode for reverse path checking.

• value is the mode exist-only or strict. In exist-only mode,
reverse path checking checks whether the source IP address
of the incoming packet exists in the routing table. In strict mode,
reverse path checking checks whether the source IP address
of the incoming packet exists in the routing table.

<port> Specifies the slot/port or a list of slot.

Configuring reverse path checking on a VLAN
Use the unicast reverse path checking feature to reduce the number of problems that are
caused by the introduction of malformed or forged (spoofed) IP source addresses into a
network. When you enable reverse path checking, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
performs a reverse path check to determine if the packet IP address is verifiable. If the address
is not verifiable, the packet is discarded.

There are two modes for reverse path checking:

• Exist-only mode
• Strict mode

 Important:
Reverse path checking is supported only on ports that have a valid IP address
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Procedure steps

Configure reverse path checking on a VLAN by using the following command:

config vlan <vid> ip Rvs-Path-Chk <enable|disable>[mode
<value>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure reverse path checking on a VLAN.

Variable Value
enable|disable Enables or disables reverse path checking.

mode <value> Specifies the mode for reverse path checking.

• value is the mode exist-only or strict. In exist-only node, reverse
path checking checks whether the source IP address of the
incoming packet exists in the routing table. In strict mode, reverse
path checking checks whether the source IP address of the
incoming packet exists in the routing table.

vids Specifies the ID of the selected VLAN.

Configuring port lock
Use the port lock feature to administratively lock a port or ports to prevent other users from
changing port parameters or modifying port action. You cannot modify the locked ports until
you first unlock the port.

Procedures steps

1. Enable port lock globally by using the following command:

config sys set portlock <on|off>
2. Lock or unlock a port by using the following command:

Config ethernet <ports> lock <true|false>
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure port lock.

Variable Value
on Locks all ports.

off Unlocks all ports.

ports Specifies the port or ports in the format slot/port[-slot/port][,...].

true|false Specifies the port lock on or off.
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Chapter 16: SNMP configuration using the
CLI

Configure SNMP to provide services for sending and receiving messages, authenticating and encrypting
messages, and controlling access to managed objects using the command line interface (CLI).

For SNMP configuration examples, see the Technical Configuration Guide for SNMP . You can find the
Technical Configuration Guide for SNMP at www.avaya.com/support with the rest of the Avaya Ethernet
Routing Switch 8800/8600 documentation.

Prerequisites
• Before you can use SNMPv3 with Data Encryption Standard (DES) or Advanced Encryption

Standard (AES) to access the device, you must load the appropriate SNMPv3 encryption
module. For more information, see Loading the SNMPv3 encryption modules on
page 160.

SNMP configuration using the CLI tasks
This task flow shows you the sequence of procedures you perform to configure basic elements
of SNMP when using the CLI.
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Figure 15: SNMP configuration procedures
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Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section.

Table 16: Roadmap of QoS CLI commands

Command Parameter
config snmp-server bootstrap <min-secure|semi-secure|very-

secure>

config sys set snmp agent-conformance <enable|disable>

force-iphdr-sender <true|false>

force-trap-sender <true|false>

info

sender-ip <ipaddr> <ipaddr>

config snmp-v3 usm create <User Name> auth protocol

auth <value>

priv <value>

engid <value>

config snmp-v3 usm info

delete <User Name> [engid <value>]

auth <User Name> old-pass <value> new-pass
<value> [engid <value>]

priv

config snmp-v3 group-member create
<user name> <model>

<group name>

config snmp-v3 group-member info

delete <user name> <model>

name <user name> <model> <group name>

config snmp-v3 group-access create
<group name> <prefix> <model> <level>

config snmp-v3 group-access info

delete <group name> <prefix> <model> <level>

view <group name> <prefix>

Job aid
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Command Parameter
config snmp-v3 mib-view create <View
Name> <subtree oid>

mask <value>

type <value>

config snmp-v3 mib-view info

delete <View Name> <subtree oid>

mask <View Name> <subtree oid> <new-
mask>

type <View Name>

config snmp-v3 community create
<Comm Idx> <name> <security>

config snmp-v3 community info

delete <Com Idx>

Commname <Comm Idx> new-commname
<value>

secname <Comm Idx> new-secname <value>

tag <value>

rmtag <Comm Idx>

show config module sys

config snmp-v3 community create
<Comm Idx> <name> <security>

tag <value>

Loading the SNMPv3 encryption modules
Before you use SNMPv3 with Data Encryption Standard (DES) or Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) to access the device, you must load the appropriate SNMPv3 encryption
module.

Prerequisites

• Download the file containing the SNMPv3 encryption software. See Downloading the
SNMPv3 encryption software on page 319.

 Important:
Due to export restrictions, the SNMPv3 encryption capability is separate from the main
image. You must download the SNMPv3 encryption software to flash before you can load
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the SNMPv3 encryption modules. SNMPv3 does not function properly without the use of
this image.

Procedure steps

To dynamically load the encryption module on the device, use the following CLI
command:

config load-encryption-module <DES|AES>

 Important:
You need to load the AES and DES encryption routines by issuing two separate
load-encryption-module commands. If you issue the load-encryption-module
command for AES, the image is loaded into memory and only the AES routines are
enabled; the DES routines are not enabled. To enable the DES routines, you need
to issue a separate load-encryption-module command for DES.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config load-encryption-module
command.

Variable Value
DES|AES Specify the SNMPv3 encryption module to load: AES or DES.

Configuring SNMP settings
Configure Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to define or modify the SNMP
settings, and specify how secure you want SNMP communications.

Procedure steps

1. Configure SNMP settings by using the following command:

config sys set snmp agent-conformance <enable|disable>
2. To configure how secure you want SNMP communications, use the following

command:

Configuring SNMP settings
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config snmp-server bootstrap <min-secure|semi-secure| very-
secure>
The following warning messages appears:

WARNING: This command will remove SNMP community entries
WARNING: This command will destroy *all* existing SNMP config
Do you want to proceed with blocking SNMP access (y/n) ?

3. To block SNMP access, enter y.

The following warning message appears:

Warning: Please save boot configuration and reboot the switch for this to 
take effect.

OR

To continue, enter n.

The config snmp-server bootstrap command creates an initial set of configuration
data for SNMPv3. This configuration data follows the conventions described in the
SNMPv3 standard (see RFC 3515, Appendix A). This command creates a set of
initial users, groups, and views.

Note that all existing SNMP configurations in the SNMPv3 MIB tables are removed
and replaced with entries as described in the RFC.

4. Save the boot configuration and reboot the switch to take effect.

Variable definitions
The following table defines optional parameters that you enter after the config sys set
snmp agent-conformance <enable|disable> command.

Variable Value
agent-conformance <enable|
disable>

Activates or disables the agent conformance mode.
Conforms to MIB standards when disabled. If you activate
this option, feature configuration is stricter and error
handling less informative. Activating this option is not a
recommended or normally supported mode of operation.

force-iphdr-sender <true|
false>

Specify true to configure the SNMP and IP sender flag to
the same value. The default is false.

force-trap-sender <true|false> Specify true to send the configured source address (sender
IP) as the sender network in the notification message.

info Displays the current SNMP settings.

sender-ip <ipaddr> <ipaddr> Configures the SNMP trap receiver and source IP
addresses. Specify the IP address of the destination SNMP
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Variable Value
server that will receive the SNMP trap notification in the first
IP address.
Specify the source IP address of the SNMP trap notification
packet that is transmitted in the second IP address. If this
is set to 0.0.0.0 then the switch uses the IP address of the
local interface that is closest (from an IP routing table
perspective) to the destination SNMP server.
The format of the IP address is A.B.C.D.

The following table defines variables for the config snmp-server bootstrap
command.

Variable Value
<min-secure|semi-secure|
very-secure>

Creates an initial set of configuration data for SNMPv3:

• min-secure—a minimum security configuration that
allows read access and notify access to all processes
(MIB view restricted) with noAuth-noPriv and read, write,
and notify access to all processes (MIB view internet)
using Auth-Priv.
In this configuration, restricted MIB view matches internet
MIB view.

• semi-secure—a security configuration that allows read
access and notify access to all processes (MIB view
restricted) with noAuth-noPriv and read, write, and notify
access to all processes (MIB view internet) using Auth-
Priv.
In this configuration, restricted MIB view contains a
smaller subset of views than internet MIB view. See RFC
3515 Appendix A for details.

• very-secure—a maximum security configuration that
allows no access to the users.

Creating a user
Create a new user in the USM table to authorize a user on a particular SNMP engine

Procedure steps

1. Create a user in the USM table by using the following command:
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config snmp-v3 usm create <User Name> [<auth <value>] [priv-
prot <value>] [priv <value>] [engid <value>]

2. Modify attributes in the USM table with the following command:

config snmp-v3 usm

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config snmp-v3 usm create <User Name>
[<auth <value>] [priv-prot <value>] [priv <value>] [engid <value>]
command.

Variable Value
auth protocol Specifies an authentication protocol. If no value is

entered, the entry has no authentication capability.
The protocol choices are: MD5 and SHA.

auth <value> Specifies an authentication password. If no value is
entered, the entry has no authentication capability.
The range is 1–32 characters.

engid <value> Assigns an SNMPv3 engine ID. The range is 16–97
characters.

priv <value> Assigns a privacy password. If no value is entered, no
privacy capability exists. The range is 1–32
characters.

 Important:
You must set authentication before you can set the
privacy option.

priv-prot <value> Specifies a privacy protocol. If no value is entered, the
no authentication capability exists. The protocol
choices are DES or AES.

<User Name> Creates the new entry with this security name. The
name is used as an index to the table. The range is 1–
32 characters.

Use the data in the following table to use the config snmp-v3 usm commands:

Variable Value
auth <User Name> old-pass
<value> new-pass <value>
[engid <value> ]

Changes the authentication password.

• User Name is the user name with a string length of 1 to
32 characters

• old-pass <value> is the user old password.
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Variable Value

• new-pass <value> is the user new password.

• engid <value> is the SNMP engine ID.

delete <User Name> [engid
<value> ]

Deletes a user for the v3 VACM table.

• User Name is the user name with a string length of 1 to
32 characters.

• value is the SNMP engine ID.

priv Changes the privacy password.

Job aid
Procedure steps

1. Create a user test1 with DES:

ERS-8610:6/config/snmp-v3/usm# create test1 md5 auth password
priv-prot des priv innovatia

2. Create a user test2 with AES:

ERS-8610:6/config/snmp-v3/usm# create test2 sha auth padlock
priv-prot aes priv wednesday

Creating a new user group member
Create a new user group member to logically group users who require the same level of
access.

Procedure steps

1. Create a new user group by using the following command:

config snmp-v3 group-member create <user name> <model>
[<group name>]

2. Configure optional parameters for this command.
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to create a new user group member by using the config
snmp-v3 group-member create <user name> <model> [<group name>]
command.

Variable Value
group name Assigns the user to the group for data access. The range

is 1–32 characters.

info Displays the VACM group membership configuration.

model <usm|snmpv1|
snmpv2c>

Specifies the message processing model to use when the
switch generates an SNMP message.

<user name> Specifies the new entry with this user name. The range is
1–32 characters.

Creating SNMPv3 group access
Create new access for a group in the View-based Access Control Model (VACM) table to
provide access to managed objects.

Procedure steps

Create new group access by using the following command:

config snmp-v3 group-access create <group name> <prefix>
<model> <level> match <exact|prefix>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config snmp-v3 group-access create
<group name> <prefix> <model> <level> match <exact|prefix> command.

Variable Value
<group name> Creates the new entry with this group name. The

range is 1–32 characters
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Variable Value
<level> Assigns the minimum level of security required to gain

the access rights allowed by this conceptual row.

match <exact|prefix> • Exact – Specifies that all rows where the context
Name exactly matches the context prefix are
selected.

• Prefix – Specifies that all rows where the
contextName whose starting octets exactly match
the context prefix are selected.

model <usm | snmpv1 | snmpv2c> Assigns the authentication checking to communicate
to the switch.

<prefix> Assigns a context prefix. The range is 0–32
characters.
To prevent authorization errors, enter prefix as the
blank string "".

Job aid
Procedure steps

Create new groups in the VACM:

ERS-8610:6/config/snmp-v3/group-access# create group2 "" usm
noAuthNoPriv
ERS-8610:6/config/snmp-v3/group-access# create group1 "" usm
AuthNoPriv

Creating a new entry for the MIB in the view table
Create a new entry for the MIB View table on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600

The default Layer 2 MIB view cannot modify SNMP settings. However, a new MIB view created
with Layer 2 permission can modify SNMP settings.

Procedure steps

Create a new entry for the MIB view table with the following command:
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config snmp-v3 mib-view create <View Name> <subtree oid> [mask
<value>] [type <value>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config snmp-v3 mib-view create config
snmp-v3 mib-view create <View Name> <subtree oid> [mask <value>]
[type <value>] command.

Variable Value
mask <value> Specifies that a bit mask be used with

vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree to determine whether an OID
falls under a view subtree.

• value is the subtree mask in the format 0x00:00...and with
a string length of 1–49.

subtree oid subtree oid specifies the prefix that defines the set of MIB
objects accessible by this SNMP entity. The range is 1–32
characters.

type <value> Determines whether access to a MIB object is granted or
denied.

• value is include or exclude.

View Name View Name specifies a new entry with this group name. The
range is 1–32 characters.

Job aid
Procedure steps

Create MIB views:

ERS-8606:5# config snmp-v3 mib-view create aName2 1.3.8.7.1.4
type include
ERS-8606:5# config snmp-v3 mib-view 1.3.8.7.1.4 type exclude
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ERS-8606:5# config snmp-v3 mib-view mask aName2 1.3.8.7.1.4
0xff:00

Creating a community
Create a community to use in forming a relationship between an SNMP agent and one or more
SNMP managers. SNMP community strings are required for access to the switch using
Enterprise Device Manager or other SNMP-based management software.

 Important:
On the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 software, the use of identical strings for
read and write community is not supported.

Procedure steps

Create a community by using the following command:

config snmp-v3 community create <Comm Idx> <name> <security>
tag <value> [context <value>]

 Important:
You cannot use the @ character when you create community strings.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to create a community with the config snmp-v3
community create command.

Variable Value
Comm Idx Specifies the unique index value of a row in this table. The range is 1-32

characters.

context <value> Configures the community context to set the routing domain for the
default community user. The value is a string from 0–32 characters.

name Configures the community string for which a row in this table represents
a configuration.

security Maps the community string to the security name in the VACM Group
Member Table.
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Variable Value
tag <value> Specifies the Transport tag name with a string length of 1–32

characters.

Job aid
The following is an example for creating a community.

Procedure steps

Create a community:

ERS-8606:5# config snmp-v3 community create third public
v1v2only

Displaying SNMP system information
Display SNMP system information to view the current configuration of the module.

Procedure steps

Display SNMP system information

show config module sys

 Important:
To maintain security, the USM table is not displayed. This prevents viewing of the USM auth
and priv passwords. When you do save config, the USM table is saved in an encrypted
file called snmp_usm.txt without the default entries.
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Chapter 17: Secure Shell configuration
using the CLI

Use Secure Shell (SSH) to enable secure communications support over a network for authentication,
encryption, and network integrity.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section

Table 17: Roadmap of SSH CLI commands

Command Parameter
config load-encryption-module 3DES {3DES|DES|AES}

config sys set ssh info

action

dsa-auth <true|false>

enable <true|false|secure>

max-sessions <integer>

pass-auth <true|false>

port <integer>

rsa-auth <true|false>

timeout <integer>

version <both|v2only>

show sys ssh global

session
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SSH configuration prerequisites
• Disable the sshd daemon. All SSH commands, except enable, require that the sshd

daemon is disabled.

• Set the user access level to read/write/all community strings.

• Disable all nonsecure access services. Avaya recommends that you disable the following
services: Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Telnet, and
rlogin. For information about disabling access services, see Avaya Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600 Administration, NN46205-605.

• Avaya recommends using the console port to configure the SSH parameters.

Enabling the SSH server
Enable the SSH server to provide secure communications for accessing the switch.

Prerequisites

• Download the file containing the SSH encryption software. See Downloading the SSH
encryption software on page 321.

 Important:
Due to export restrictions, the SSH encryption capability is separate from the main image.
You must download the 3DES encryption image to flash before you can load the
encryption module. The SSH server does not function properly without the use of this
image.

Procedure steps

1. Enable the SSH server by using the following command:

config bootconfig flags sshd <true|false>
2. Save the boot.cfg file using the following save command.
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save bootconfig
3. Load the 3DES encryption image using the following command:

config load-encryption-module <3DES|DES|AES>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable the SSH server with the config bootconfig
flags sshd <true|false> command.

Variable Value
sshd <true|false> Enable or disable the SSH services on the device.

• <true|false> Set to true to enable the SSH services.
Set to false to disable the SSH services.

Setting SSH configuration parameters
Set Secure Shell (SSH) configuration parameters to support public and private key encryption
connections.

Procedure steps

Set the Secure Shell (SSH) configuration parameters by using the following command:

config sys set ssh action <action choice> [<integer>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to set SSH configuration parameters with the config sys
set ssh action <action choice> [<integer>] command.

Varible Value
action
<action choice> [<integer>]

Set the SSH key action.

• <action choice> choose one of the following actions:
- rsa-keygen
- rsa-keydel
- dsa-keygen
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Varible Value

- dsa-keydel

• [<integer>] the SSH host key size. Can be a value from
512 to 1024. Default is 1024.

dsa-auth <true|false> Enable or disable the DSA authentication.

• <true|false> true enables the authentication and false
disables the authentication. Default is true.

enable <true|false|secure> Enable, or disable, the SSH daemon.

• <true|false|secure>
- true, enable SSH
- false, disable SSH
- secure, enables SSH and immediately disables the
access services SNMP, FTP, TFTP, rlogin, and Telnet.
Default is false.

info Displays the current configuration parameters of SSH
services.

max-sessions <integer> The maximum number of SSH sessions allowed.

• <integer> a value from 0 to 8. Default is 4.

pass-auth <true|false> Enable or disable password authentication.

• <true|false> set to true to enable authentication and false
to disable authentication. Default is true.

port <integer> Sets the SSH connection port.

• <integer> is the port number. The default is 22.

 Important:
You cannot configure the following TCP ports as SSH
connection ports: Ports 0 to 1024 (except port 22),1100,
4095, 5000, 5111, 6000, or 999.

rsa-auth <true|false> Enable or disable RSA authentication.

• <true|false> set to true to enable authentication and false
to disable authentication. Default is true.

timeout <integer> The SSH connection authentication timeout in seconds.

• <integer> number of seconds. Default is 60 seconds.

version <v2only|both> Set the SSH version.

• <v2only|both> both|v2only. Default is v2only.

 Important:
Avaya recommends that you set the version to v2.
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Configuration example: Configuring SSH

This configuration example uses the previous commands to set the SSH configuration
parameters as follows and shows a summary of the results using the info command. The
parameters are configured as follows:

• Set the action to rsa-keygen 1024.

• Set the action to dsa-keygen 1024.

• Enable dsa-authentication.

• Set the maximum sessions at 4.

• Enable password authentication.

• Set port 22 as the SSH port.

• Enable rsa-authentication.

• Set the SSH timeout at 60 seconds.

• Choose SSH version v2only.

• Enable SSH.

ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh action rsa-keygen 1024
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh action dsa-keygen 1024
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh dsa-auth true
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh max-sessions 4
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh pass-auth true
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh port 22
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh rsa-auth true
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh timeout 60
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh version v2only
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh enable true
ERS-8606:5# config sys set ssh info

Verifying and displaying SSH configuration information
Verify that SSH services are enabled on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 and display
SSH configuration information to ensure that the SSH parameters are properly configured.
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Procedure steps

Verify that SSH services are enabled and view the SSH configuration by using the
following command:

show sys ssh global

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to verify and display SSH configuration with the show sys
ssh command.

Variable Value
global Display the global system SSH information.

session Display the current session SSH information.
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Chapter 18: RADIUS configuration using
the CLI

Configure RADIUS to assist in securing networks against unauthorized access, and allowing
communication servers and clients to authenticate users identity through a central database.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section.

Table 18: Road map of RADIUS CLI commands

Command Parameter
config radius info

acct-attribute-value <value>

acct-enable <true|false>

acct-include-cli-commands <true|false>

attribute-value <value>

clear-stat

cli-cmd-count <value>

cli-profile-enable <true|false>

enable <true|false>

maxserver <value>

sourceip-flag <true|false>

show radius info

config radius server info

config radius server create <ipaddr/
ipv6addr>

secret <value>
[usedby <value>] [port <value>] [priority
<value>] [retry <value>] [timeout <value>]
[enable <value>] [acct-port <value>] [acct-
enable <value>] [source-ip/ipv6 <value>]
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Command Parameter
config radius server delete <ipaddr/
ipv6addr>

usedby <value>

config radius server set <ipaddr/ipv6addr> usedby <value>
[secret <value>] [port <value>] [priority
<value>] [retry <value>] [timeout <value>]
[enable <value>] [acct-port <value>] [acct-
enable <value>] [source-ip/ipv6 <value>]

show radius server config

show radius server stat

config radius server create <ipaddr/
ipv6addr> secret <value> usedby eapol

config radius server delete <ipaddr/
ipv6addr> usedby eapol

Configuring RADIUS
Configure RADIUS to authenticate the identity of users through a central database.

Procedure steps

Configure RADIUS by using the following command:

config radius

 Important:
Use the source-ip option only for the RADIUS servers connected to the in-band network.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure RADIUS with the config radius
command.

Variable Value
acct-attribute-value <value> Specific to RADIUS accounting. Sets the vendor-

specific attribute value of the CLI-command attribute
to match the type value set in the dictionary file on the
RADIUS server. This value must be different from the
access-priority attribute value configured for
authentication. The default value is 193.
value is between 192 and 240
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Variable Value
acct-enable <true|false> Enables (true) or disables (false) RADIUS accounting

globally. RADIUS accounting cannot be enabled
unless a valid server is configured. This feature is
disabled by default.

acct-include-cli-commands <true|
false>

Specifies whether you want CLI commands to be
included in RADIUS accounting requests. If you set
this parameter to true, the commands are included in
the requests. If you set this parameter to false, the
commands are not included and interim updates are
not sent.

access-priority-attribute <value> Specifies the integer value of the Access Priority
attribute.

• value is in the range of 192 to 240 and the default is
192.

auth-info-attr-value <value> Specifies the integer value of the authentication-
information attribute.

• value is in the range of 0 to 255 and the default is
91.

clear-stat Clears RADIUS statistics from the server.

cli-commands-attribute <value> Specifies the integer value of the CLI commands
attribute.

• value is in the range of 192 to 240 and the default is
195.

cli-profile-enable <true|false> Specifies the radius CLI profile.
<true|false> enables or disables radius CLI profiling
{false|true}.

command-access-attribute
<value>

Specifies the integer value of the command access
attribute.

• value is in the range of 192 to 240 and the default is
194.

cli-cmd-count <value> number of CLI commands after which interim packet
is sent out.
<value> is the integer value of CLI command count in
the range of 1 to 40.

enable <true|false> Enables (true) or disables (false) the RADIUS
authentication feature.

igap-passwd-attr <standard|auth-
info>

Specifies the IGAP password attribute as standard or
auth-info.
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Variable Value
igap-timeout-log-fsize <value> Specifies the value of the igap-timeout-log-fsize in

KB.

• value is 50 to 8192 and the default is 512.

info Shows the current level parameters settings and next
level directories.

maxserver <value> Specific to RADIUS authentication. Sets the maximum
number of servers allowed for the device.

• value is between 1 and 10

mcast-addr-attr-value <value> Specifies the integer value of the multicast address
attribute.

• value is in the range of 0 to 255 and the default is
90.

sourceip-flag <true|false> Include a configured IP address as the source address
in RADIUS packets. The default is false. For
information about configuring the source IP option,
see Configuring the source IP option for the RADIUS
server on page 106.

Configuring RADIUS CLI profiling
You can use RADIUS CLI profiling to grant or deny CLI command access to users being
authenticated by way of the RADIUS server. You can add a set of CLI commands to the
configuration file on the radius server, and you can specify the command-access mode (either
TRUE or FALSE) for these commands.

Procedure steps

Enable or disable RADIUS CLI profiling by using the following command:

config radius cli-profile-enable <true|false>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure RADIUS on the server with the config radius
cli-profile-enable <true|false> command.

Variable Value
<true|false> Specify true to enable RADIUS CLI profiling; false to

disable RADIUS CLI profiling.
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Configuring the source IP option for the RADIUS server
By default, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 uses the IP address of the outgoing
interface as the source IP and NAS IP address for RADIUS packets that it transmits. When
configuring the RADIUS Server, this IP address is used when defining the RADIUS Clients
that communicate with it. Therefore, if the outgoing interface on the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 fails, a different source IP address is used—requiring that configuration changes
be made to define the new RADIUS Client on the RADIUS Server.

To simplify RADIUS Server configuration, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 can be
configured to use a Circuitless IP Address (CLIP) as the source IP and NAS IP address when
transmitting RADIUS packets. A CLIP is not associated with a physical interface and is always
in an active and operational state. An Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 can be configured
with multiple CLIP interfaces.

 Important:
Use the source-ip option only for the RADIUS servers connected to the in-band network.

Prerequisites

• To configure the CLIP as the source IP address, the global RADIUS sourceip-flag must be
set to true. The source-ip address parameter can then be set when defining the RADIUS
Server on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600. Note that the source IP address must be
a CLIP address and that a different CLIP address can be set for each RADIUS Server. For
information about setting the source IP address, see Adding a RADIUS server on
page 185.

Procedure steps

Configure the source ip-flag using the following command:

config radius sourceip-flag <true|false>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the source ip-flag with the config radius
sourceip-flag command.
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Variable Value
sourceip-flag <true|false> Specify true to include a configured IP address as the source

address in RADIUS packets. The default is false.

Enabling RADIUS authentication
Enable RADIUS authentication globally on the device to allow further configuration to take
place.

Procedure steps

Enable or disable RADIUS authentication globally on the device by using the following
command:

config radius enable <true|false>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable RADIUS authentication with the config radius
enablecommand.

Variable Value
enable <true|false> Specify true to enable RADIUS authentication globally;

falseto disable RADIUS authentication globally.

Enabling RADIUS accounting
Enable RADIUS accounting log all of the activity of each remote user in a session on the
centralized RADIUS accounting server.

Prerequisites

• A RADIUS server is set and added to the device's configuration file.
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Procedure steps

Enable RADIUS accounting globally by using the following command:

config radius acct-enable <true|false>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable RADIUS accounting globally with the config
radius acct-enable command.

Variable Value
true true enables RADIUS accounting globally.

false false disables RADIUS accounting globally. RADIUS accounting
is disabled by default.

Configuring RADIUS accounting interim request
Enable RADIUS accounting interim request to create a log whenever more than forty CLI
commands are executed.

Procedure steps

Configure a RADIUS accounting interim request by using the following command:

config radius cli-cmd-count <value>
If the packet size equals or exceeds 1.8 K bytes, an interim request packet is sent even if the
configured limit is not reached. Therefore, the trigger to send out the interim request is either
the configured value or a packet size greater than, or equal to 1.8 K bytes, whichever happens
first.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure RADIUS accounting interim request with the
config radius cli-cmd-count command.
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Variable Value
value value is an integer value of the CLI command count in the

range of 1 to 40. The default value is 40.

Configuring RADIUS authentication and RADIUS
accounting attributes

Procedure steps
Configure RADIUS authentication and RADIUS accounting attributes to determine the size of
the packets received.

Procedure steps

1. Configure the RADIUS authentication attribute value by using the following
command:

config radius attribute-value <value>
2. Configure the RADIUS accounting attribute value by using the following command:

config radius acct-attribute-value <value>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure RADIUS authentication and RADIUS accounting
attributes with the config radius command.

Variable Value
attribute-value <value> value for the RADIUS authentication attribute value is an

integer value of the CLI command count in the range of 192
to 240. The default value is 192.

acct-attribute-value
<value>

value for the RADIUS accounting attribute value is an integer
value of the CLI command count in the range of 192 to 240.
The default value is 193.
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Adding a RADIUS server
Add a RADIUS server to allow RADIUS service on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Procedure steps

1. Add a RADIUS server by using the following command:

config radius server create <ipaddr/ipv6addr> secret <value>
usedby <value>[port <value>] [priority <value>] [retry
<value>] [timeout <value>] [enable <value>] [acct-port
<value>] [acct-enable <value>] [source <value>]

2. Confirm your server configuration by displaying information of all configured
RADIUS servers:

config radius server info

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to add a RADIUS server with the config radius server
create <ipaddr> command.

Variable Value
create <ipaddr/ipv6addr> secret
<value> [usedby <value>] [port
<value>] [priority <value>] [retry
<value>] [timeout <value>] [enable
<true|false>] [acct-port <value>] [acct-
enable <true|false>] [source-ip/ipv6
<value>]

Creates a server. Enter the IP address or the IPv6
address of the server you want to create. secret
<value>—the secret key of the authentication
client. usedby <value>—specifies how the server
functions: cli—configure the server for CLI
authentication. igap—configure the server for
Internet Governance Advisory Protocol (IGAP)
authentication. snmp—configure the server for
SNMP authentication. eapol—configure the
server for EAPol authentication. web—configure
the server for EDM authentication, supports both
HTTP and HTTPS. [port <value>]—the UDP ports
you want to use (1 to 65536). The default is 1812.
[priority <value>]— the priority value for this
server (1 to 10). The default is 10. [retry <value>]
— the number of authentication retries the server
accepts (1 to 6). The default is 3. [timeout
<value>]— the number of seconds before the
authentication request times out (1 to 10). The
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Variable Value
default is 3. [enable <value>]—to enable this
server, set the value to true. The default is true.
acct-port <value>—The UDP port of the RADIUS
accounting server (1 to 65536). The default value
is 1813.

 Important:
The UDP port value set for the client must
match the UDP value set for the RADIUS
server.

acct-enable <true|false>—enables or disables
RADIUS accounting on this server. By default,
RADIUS accounting is enabled on a server.
[source-ip/ipv6 <value>]—specify a configured IP
address as the source address when transmitting
RADIUS packets. To use this option, you must
have the global RADIUS sourceip-flag set to
true.

Modifying a RADIUS server settings
Change a specified RADIUS server values without having to delete the server and recreate it
again.

Procedure steps

Modify a RADIUS server by using the following command:

config radius server set <ipaddr/ipv6addr> usedby <value>
[secret <value>] [port <value>] [priority <value>] [retry
<value>] [timeout <value>] [enable <value>] [acct-port <value>]
[acct-enable <value> [source-ip/ipv6 <value>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to modify RADIUS server settings with the config radius
server set command without having to delete the server and recreate it.
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Variable Value
Required parameters
<ipaddr/ipv6addr> usedby
<value>

ipaddr/ipv6addr—the IP address of the server you want to
modify.
Expressed as:

• IPv4 address in the format a.b.c.d

• IPv6 address in the format x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x with a string
length from 0..46

usedby <value>—specifies how the server functions:

• cli — configure the server for CLI authentication.

• igap — configure the server for Internet Governance
Advisory Protocol (IGAP) authentication.

• snmp —configure the server for SNMP authentication.

• eapol —configure the server for EAPol authentication.

• web — configure the server for EDM authentication,
supports both HTTP and HTTPS

Optional parameters
[secret <value>]
[port <value>]
[priority <value>]
[retry <value>]
[timeout <value>]
[enable <true|false>]
[acct-port <value>]
[acct-enable <true|false>]
[source-ip/ipv6 <value>]

[secret <value>] —the secret key of the authentication
client.
[port <value>]—the UDP ports you want to use (1 to
65536). The default is 1812.
[priority <value>]— the priority value for this server (1 to
10). The default is 10.
[retry <value>]— the number of authentication retries the
server will accept (0 to 6). The default is 3.
[timeout <value>]— the number of seconds before the
authentication request times out (1 to 20). The default is
3.
[enable <value>]—to enable this server, set the value to
true. The default is true. acct-port <value>—The UDP port
of the RADIUS accounting server (1 to 65536). The default
value is 1813.

 Important:
The UDP port value set for the client must match the
UDP value set for the RADIUS server.

acct-enable <true|false>—enables or disables RADIUS
accounting on this server. By default, RADIUS accounting
is enabled on a server.
[source-ip/ipv6 <value>]—specify a configured IP address
as the source address when transmitting RADIUS packets.
To use this option, you must have the global RADIUS
sourceip-flag set to true.
Expressed as:
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Variable Value

• IPv4 address in the format a.b.c.d

• IPv6 address in the format x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x with a string
length from 0..46

 Note:
To use this option, you must have the global RADIUS
sourceip-flag set to true.

Use the information in the following table to help you use the config radius server
command.

Variable Value
create <ipaddr/ipv6addr> secret <value>
[usedby <value>] [port <value>] [priority
<value>] [retry <value>] [timeout <value>]
[enable <value>] [acct-port <value>] [acct-
enable <value>] [source-ip/ipv6 <value>]

Changes specified server values without
having to delete the server and recreate it
again.
ipaddr/ipv6addr—the IP address or the IPv6
address of the server you want to modify.

• cli — configure the server for CLI
authentication.

• igap — configure the server for Internet
Governance Advisory Protocol (IGAP)
authentication.

• snmp —configure the server for SNMP
authentication.

• eapol —configure the server for EAPol
authentication.

• web — configure the server for EDM
authentication, supports both HTTP and
HTTPS

[secret <value>] —the secret key of the
authentication client.
[port <value>]—the UDP ports you want to
use (1 to 65536). The default is 1812.
[priority <value>]— the priority value for this
server (1 to 10). The default is 10.
[retry <value>]— the number of
authentication retries the server will accept
(1 to 6). The default is 3.
[timeout <value>]— the number of seconds
before the authentication request times out
(1 to 10). The default is 3.
[enable <value>]—to enable this server, set
the value to true. The default is true
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Variable Value
acct-port <value>—The UDP port of the
RADIUS accounting server (1 to 65536). The
default value is 1813.

 Important:
The UDP port value set for the client must
match the UDP value set for the RADIUS
server.

acct-enable <value>—enables or disables
RADIUS accounting on this server. By
default, RADIUS accounting is enabled on a
server.
[source-ip/ipv6 <value>]—specify a
configured IP address as the source address
when transmitting RADIUS packets. To use
this option, you must have the global
RADIUS sourceip-flag set to true.

delete <ipaddr/ipv6addr> usedby <value> Deletes the radius server.ipaddr/ipv6addr is
the IP address {a.b.c.d}. usedby <value> is
the value used for CLI, IGAP, SNMP or
EAPOL {cli|igap|snmp|eapol|web}.

info Shows the current level parameters settings
and next level directories.

Showing RADIUS server configurations
Display the RADIUS server configuration whenever you need to see how the server is currently
configured.

Procedure steps

Display current RADIUS server configurations by using the following command:

show radius server config

Configuring a BaySecure Access Control (BSAC) RADIUS
server

Configure the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 to support a BSAC RADIUS
server.
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Prerequisites

• You must have BSAC software.

Procedure steps

1. Create a new file "say ersl2l3.dct" and update the following information:

ATTRIBUTE Radlinx-Vendor-Specific 26[vid=648
data=string]RATTRIBUTE Acct-Status-Type 26 [vid=1584
type1=193 len1=+2 data=integer]rATTRIBUTE Access-Priority 26
[vid=1584 type1=192 len1=+2 data=integer]r
192,193 are the default values. If you change these values on the Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600, you must change them in this file.

You can give the following access levels to a user:

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWriteAll 32

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWrite 16

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWriteLayer3 8

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWriteLayer2 4

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWriteLayer1 2

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadOnly 1

2. In the file dictiona.ini add the new file ersl2l3.dc as follows:

@ersl2l3.dct
3. Update the file vendor.ini as follows:

vendor-product = Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8600 L2L3
4. Switches dictionary = ERSl2l3ignore-ports = nohelp-id = 0
5. Add the following line in the file account.ini file:

Acct-Status-Type =
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Chapter 19: EAPoL configuration using the
CLI

Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPoL) is a port-based network access-control protocol.
EAPoL provides security to your network by preventing users from accessing network resources before
they receive authentication.

You can use EAPoL to set up network access control on internal LANs and to exchange authentication
information between any end station or server connected to the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
and an authentication server (such as a RADIUS server). This security feature extends the benefits of
remote authentication to internal LAN clients. For example, if a new client PC fails the authentication
process, EAPoL prevents the PC from accessing the network.

See the Technical Configuration Guide for EAPoL for EAPoL configuration examples. You can find this
Technical Configuration Guide at www.avaya.com/supportwith the rest of the Avaya Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600 documentation.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section.

Table 19: Roadmap of EAPoL CLI commands

Command Parameter
config ethernet <portlist> eapol admin-status
force-unauthorized

config ethernet <portlist> eapol admin-status
force

config sys set eapol enable

config sys set eapol disable

config sys set eapol info

config ethernet <portlist> eapol info

admin-status <auto|force-unauthorized|
force-authorized>

admin-traffic-control <incoming-and-
outgoing| incoming-only>
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Command Parameter
initialize

max-req <1...10>

quiet-period <1...65535>

reauthentication <true|false>

reauthenticate-now <true|false>

reauthentication-period <1...2147483647>

server-timeout <1...65535>

sess-manage-mode <true|false>

sess-manage-open-immediate <true|false>

supplicant-timeout <1...65535>

transmit-period <1...65535>

show sys eapol

show ports info eapol auth-stats

show ports info eapol auth-diags

show ports info eapol session-stats

show ports info eapol config

show ports info eapol oper-stats

config ethernet <port> ip Rvs-Path-Chk
<enable|disable>

mode <value>

config vlan <vid> ip Rvs-Path-Chk <enable|
disable>[mode <value>]

mode <value>

config ethernet <ports> lock <true|false>

Configuring EAPoL
Configure EAPoL on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 to prepare EAPol for a RADIUS
server interface.

When a port is configured for EAP Status of auto, only one supplicant is allowed on this port.
Multiple EAP supplicants are not allowed on the same physical Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 port.
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Prerequisites
Before you can configure EAPoL, you must satisfy the following prerequisites:

• Before configuring your device, you must configure at least one EAPoL RADIUS Server
and Shared Secret fields.

• You cannot configure EAPoL on ports that are currently configured for:

- Shared segments

- MultiLink Trunking

- Port mirroring

• Change the status to auto for each port that you want to be controlled (see Changing the
authentication status of a port on page 198). The auto setting automatically authenticates
the port according to the results of the RADIUS server. The default authentication setting
for each port is force-authorized.

• You can connect only a single client on each port that is configured for EAPoL. (If you
attempt to add additional clients on the EAPoL authorized port, the port goes to force-
unauthorized mode).

EAPoL uses RADIUS protocol for EAPoL-authorized logins.

 Important:
EAPoL does not support jumbo frames on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 v4.1.

Procedure steps

1. Enable EAPoL Globally by entering the following command:

ERS-8610:5# config sys set eapol enable
To disable EAPoL Globally, enter the following command:

ERS-8610:5# config sys set eapol disable
2. Set the EAPoL Authentication Status

EAPoL is a configurable item done on a per-port basis. To enable EAPoL on an
interface, enter the following command:

ERS-8610:5# config ethernet <slot/port> eapol admin-status
<auto|force-unauthorized|force-authorized>
For example, to enable EAP on Ethernet port 1/1, enter the following commands:
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ERS-8610:5# config ethernet 1/1 eapol admin-status auto
3. Complete the following steps to configure a RADIUS server on the Ethernet Routing

Switch 8800/8600:

a. Enable RADIUS Globally as follows:

ERS-8610:5# config radius enable true
b. Add the Radius Server as follows:

ERS:5# config radius server create <IP address>
secret [Word<0-20>] useby eap
By default, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 uses RADIUS UDP
ports 1812 and 1813. You can change the port number or other RADIUS
server options. Use the following command to show all the available
options as follows:

ERS-8606:5# config radius server ?

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure EAPoL.

Variable Value
enable Enables EAP globally.

disable Disables EAP globally.

info Specifies global EAP information.

sess-manage <true|false> Disables EAP globally.
true|false Enables EAPOL session manage {false|true}.

Configuring an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server
The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 uses RADIUS servers for authentication and
accounting services.

Procedure step

Add an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server by using the following command:

config radius server create <ipaddr> secret <value> usedby
eapol

The RADIUS server uses the secret key to validate users.
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server with the
config radius server command.

Variable Value
ipaddr ipaddr indicates the IP address of the selected server.

value value specifies the secret key, which is a string of up to 20
characters.

Use the data in the following table to use the config radius server command.

Variable Value
[port <value> ] Specifies the port ID of the RADIUS server.

[priority <value>] Specifies the priority of each server, or the order of servers
to send authentication (1 to 10). The default is 10.

[retry <value>] Specifies the time interval in seconds before the client
retransmits the packet (1 to 6). The default is 3 seconds.

[timeout <value>] Specifies the maximum number of retransmissions allowed
(1 to 6). The default is 3.

[enable <value>] Enables the RADIUS server globally.

[acct-port <value>] Specifies the port ID used for accounting on the RADIUS
server

[acct-enable <value>] Specifies the accounting IP address for RADIUS . .

[source-ip <value>] Specifies the source IP address for the RADIUS server.

Deleting an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server
Delete an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server when you want to remove the server.

Procedure steps

Delete an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server by using the following command:
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config radius server delete <ipaddr> usedby eapol

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to delete an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server with the
config radius server command.

Variable Value
ipaddr ipaddr indicates the IP address of the selected server.

Setting EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server parameters
Set EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server parameters without having to delete the server and
recreate the server again.

Set EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server parameters without having to delete the server
and recreate the server again by using the following command:

config radius server set <ipaddr> usedby eapol

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to set EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server parameters with the
config radius server set command.

Variable Value
ipaddr ipaddr indicates the IP address of the selected server.

Use the data in the following table to use the Config radius server set command.

Variable Value
[port <value> ] Specifies the port ID of the RADIUS server.

[priority <value>] Specifies the priority of each server, or the order of servers
to send authentication (1 to 10). The default is 10.

[retry <value>] Specifies the time interval in seconds before the client
retransmits the packet (1 to 6). The default is 3 seconds.

[timeout <value>] Specifies the maximum number of retransmissions
allowed (1 to 6). The default is 3.
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Variable Value
[enable <value>] Enables the RADIUS server globally.

[acct-port <value>] Specifies the port ID used for accounting on the RADIUS
server

[acct-enable <value>] Specifies the accounting IP address for RADIUS .

[secret <value>] Specifies the shared secret for RADIUS authentication
1-20.

Configuring the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
for EAPoL and RADIUS

You must configure the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 through which UBP users
connect to communicate with the RADIUS server to exchange EAPoL authentication
information, as well as user role information. You must specify the IP address of the RADIUS
server, as well as the shared secret (a password that authenticates the device with the RADIUS
server as an EAPoL access point). EAPoL must be enabled globally on each device, and
EAPoL authentication settings must be set on each device port through which EAPoL/UBP
users will connect.

For more information about EPM and UBP, see the user documentation for your Avaya
Enterprise Policy Manager (EPM) 4.2 application.

Procedure steps

1. Open a Telnet session and log on to the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

2. Create a RADIUS server that is used by EAPoL, enter the following command:

config radius server create <ipaddr> secret <secretkey> usedby
eapol

3. Enable the device to communicate through EAPoL, and to globally enable session
management, enter the following commands:

config sys set eapol enableconfig sys set eapol sess-manage
true

 Important:
When EPM learns interfaces on the device, it sets the config ethernet
slot/port sess-manage-mode command to true on individual interfaces.

4. Enable ports for EAPoL authentication, enter the following commands:
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config ethernet <slot/port> eapol admin-status autoconfig
ethernet <slot/port> eapol reauthentication true

5. Save your changes:

save

Variable definitions
Use the following table to complete the config radius server create command.

Variable Value
<ipaddr> is the IP address of your RADIUS server. This address tells the

device where to find the RADIUS server from which it will obtain
EAPoL authentication and user role information.

<secretkey> is the shared secret for RADIUS authentication. The shared
secret is held in common by the RADIUS server and all EAPoL-
enabled devices in your network. It authenticates each device
with the RADIUS server as an EAPoL access point. When you
configure your RADIUS server, you will need to use the same
shared secret value as you used here.

Changing the authentication status of a port
Ports are force-authorized by default. This means that the ports are always authorized and are
not authenticated by the RADIUS server.

You can change this setting so that the ports are always unauthorized (force-unauthorized).
You can also make the ports controlled so that they are automatically authenticated when you
globally enable EAPoL (auto).

To configure a port so that it is always unauthorized, use the following command:

config ethernet <portlist> eapol admin-status force-unauthorized
To configure a port so that it is authenticated automatically, use the following command:

config ethernet <portlist> eapol admin-status force
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Globally configuring EAPoL on the device
The eapol command globally enables or disables EAPoL on the device. With this one
command, you can make all the controlled ports on the server EAPoL-enabled.

Procedure steps

Globally configure EAPoL by using the following command:

config sys set eapol enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to globally configure EAPoL on the device with the config
radius server set command.

Variable Value
disable disabledisables EAPoL globally on the device. By default,

EAPoL is disabled.

enable enable enables EAPoL globally on the device.

info info displays how the device is currently configured, use the
following command.

Configuring EAPoL on a port
Configure EAPoL on a specific port to interface with the device.

Procedure steps

Configure EAPoL on a specific port by using the following command:

config ethernet <portlist> eapol
• portlist uses the convention {slot/port[-slot/port][, ...]}.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure EAPoL on a specific port with the config
ethernet command.
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Variable Value
info Displays information about the current EAPoL

configuration on this port .

admin-status <auto|force-
unauthorized|force-authorized>

Sets the authentication status for this port. The default is
authorized.
auto - port authorization depends on the results of the
EAPoL authentication by the RADIUS server.
force-unauthorized - port is always unauthorized.
force-authorized - port is always authorized.

admin-traffic-control
<incoming-and-outgoing|
incoming-only>

Sets the traffic control direction.
incoming-and-outgoing - traffic direction is both incoming
and outgoing.
incoming-only - traffic direction is only incoming.

initialize Initializes EAPoL authentication on this port.

max-req <1...10> Sets the maximum number of times to retry sending
packets to the Supplicant.
The default is 2.

quiet-period <1...65535> Sets the time interval (in seconds) between authentication
failure and the start of a new authentication.
The default is 60.

reauthentication <true|false> When enabled (true), re-authenticates an existing
Supplicant at the time interval .
The default is false.

reauthenticate-now <true|
false>

Reauthenticates the Supplicant connected to this port
immediately.

reauthentication-period
<1...2147483647>

Sets the time interval (in seconds) between successive
re-authentications .
The default is 3600 (1 hour).

server-timeout <1...65535> Sets the time (in seconds) to wait for a response from the
RADIUS server.
The default is 30.

sess-manage-mode <true|
false>

Enables (true) or disables (false) the session port to be
managed by an external device.

sess-manage-open-immediate
<true|false>

Sets the port to be opened immediately after 8021x
authentication

• true enables the opening of the port immediately after
802.1x authentication.

• false disables the opening of the port immediately after
802.1x authentication.

supplicant-timeout <1...65535> Sets the time (in seconds) to wait for a response from a
Supplicant for all EAP packets except EAP Request/
Identity packets.
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Variable Value
The default is 30.

transmit-period <1...65535> Sets the time (in seconds) to wait for a response from a
Supplicant for EAP Request/Identity packets.
The default is 30.

Configuration example: Configuring EAPoL

The following configuration example uses the preceding commands to perform the following
tasks on port 5/5:

1. Set the status so the port is automatically authenticated.

2. Retry sending packets to the Supplicant up to four times maximum.

3. Wait 120 seconds between an authentication failure and another attempt.

4. Wait 90 seconds for the Supplicant's response to EAP Request/Identity packets.

5. Wait 90 seconds for a response from the RADIUS server.

6. Wait 90 seconds for the Supplicant's response to all EAP packets, except EAP
Request/Identity packets.

7. Wait 7200 seconds (2 hours) between successive re-authentications.

8. Set re-authentication to enable so that the Supplicant is re-authenticated every 90
seconds, as specified by the re-authentication period.

Accomplish these tasks by using the following commands and show a summary of the results
using the info command:

ERS-8606:5/config/ethernet/4/1/eapol# admin-status auto
ERS-8606:5/config/ethernet/4/1/eapol# max-req 4
ERS-8606:5/config/ethernet/4/1/eapol# quiet-period 120
ERS-8606:5/config/ethernet/4/1/eapol# transmit-period 90
ERS-8606:5/config/ethernet/4/1/eapol# server-timeout 90
ERS-8606:5/config/ethernet/4/1/eapol# supplicant-timeout 90
ERS-8606:5/config/ethernet/4/1/eapol# reauthentication-
period 7200
ERS-8606:5/config/ethernet/4/1/eapol# info

Funk Steel-Belted Enterprise setup
This section shows how to set up the Funk Steel-Belted Radius Enterprise Edition to allow for
EAP-MD5 authentication from an Avaya device. The configuration example shows the steps
required to add a Radius client and users. Although this example only shows how to add an
Funk native user, Funk also supports Microsoft Domain and SecureID authentication.
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Set up includes the following steps:

• Modify the Funk eap.ini file on page 202
• Modify the Funk radius.dct file on page 203
• Add the RADIUS client on page 204
• Add new Funk Native RADIUS Clients on page 204

Modify the Funk eap.ini file
Modify the funk eap.ini file.

Procedure steps

1. From a PC desktop, click on Start , Run, and type explorer.
2. Select the Radius folder (c:\Radius by default), double-click Service, and double-

click funk.ini.
3. Enable Funk Steel-belted Radius Enterprise Edition native users for EAP-MD5,

remove the semicolon as shown in the EAP.INI file - 4.71 (April 2008) on
page 202.

4. You must stop and start the Funk Steel Belt after you modify the following eap.ini
file

5. Configure authentication methods for EAP support.

EAP.INI file - 4.71 (April 2008)

Use the following the file to configure authentication methods for EAP support.

[Native-User]EAP-Only = 0First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0;EAP-
Type = LEAPEAP-Type = MD5-Challenge;EAP-Type = LEAP, MD5-
Challenge; or;EAP-Only = 1;EAP-Type = TLS;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 1
[NT-Domain];EAP-Only = 0;EAP-Type = LEAP;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 1
[NT-Host];EAP-Only = 0;EAP-Type = LEAP;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 1
[SecurID];EAP-Only = 0;EAP-Type = Generic-Token;First-
Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0
[ldapauth];EAP-Type = LEAP, MD5-Challenge;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 0
[sqlauth]; Comment: For Windows Only;EAP-Type = LEAP, MD5-
Challenge;First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0
[radsql]; Comment: For Solaris Only;EAP-Type = LEAP, MD5-
Challenge;First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0
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[winauth];EAP-Only = 0;EAP-Type = LEAP;EAP-Type = MS-CHAP-
V2;EAP-Type = MS-CHAP-V2, LEAP;First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP =
1[tlsauth];EAP-Only = 1;EAP-Type = TLS;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 0
[ttlsauth];EAP-Only = 1;EAP-Type = TTLS;First-Handle-Via-
Auto-EAP = 0
[peapauth];EAP-Only = 1;EAP-Type = PEAP
;First-Handle-Via-Auto-EAP = 0 The settings shown above are
for native Funk clients. If you are using NT domain login,
you will have to modify the settings under NT-Domain.

Modify the Funk radius.dct file
Modify the Funk radius.dct file.

Procedure steps

1. Open the radius.dct file, click Start, Run, and type explorer.
2. Select the Radius folder to expand it, and double-click Service,
3. Double-click radius.dct, and open the file with either Notepad or WordPad.
4. Add an r after t for ATTRIBUTE Tunnel-Type and the appropriate tunnel attributes

as shown in the Tunnel attributes and More Tunnel attributes.
You must stop and start the Funk SteelBelt after you modify the eap.ini file

Tunnel attributes
ATTRIBUTE Tunnel-Type 64 [tag=0 data=integer] tr

ATTRIBUTE Tunnel-Medium-Type 65 [tag=0 data=integer] tr

#VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type IP 1

#VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type X.25 2

#VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type ATM 3

#VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type Frame-Relay 4

 Important:
The preceding values are listed for backwards compatibility of this product line. The
following commented-out values are according to RFC2868. To enable the following
values, uncomment them, and comment-out the preceding values. Restart of the service/
daemon is required for changes to take effect.

VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type IPv4 1

VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type IPv6 2
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Tunnel attributes
VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type NSAP 3

VALUE Tunnel-Medium-Type HDLC 4

More Tunnel attributes
ATTRIBUTE Tunnel-Private-Group-ID 81 [tag=0 data=string] tr

Add the RADIUS client
Add the RADIUS client: Funk Steel-Belted Radius

Procedure steps

1. From the PC desk top, click Start, Programs, Steel-Belted Radius, and select
Steel-Belted Radius Enterprise Edition Administrator.

2. When the Steel-belted Radius Administrator window appears, click Connect.
3. Select RAS Clients, and click Add.
4. In the Add New RAS Client dialog box, enter a name in the Client name box and

click OK.
5. Enter the IP address of the device in the IP address box, select Standard Radius

in the Make/model box, click Edit authentication shared secret to enter the
Radius shared secret, and click Save.

Add new Funk Native RADIUS Clients
Add a new Funk Native RADIUS Client to the RADIUS server.

Procedure steps

1. From the PC desktop, click Users, and then click on Add.
2. Select the Native tab, and in the Enter user name box enter a user name.
3. Click OK.
4. Click Set password to set the password for this user; enable PAP because the

default selection allows PAP or CHAP.
5. To add the Radius return list attributes, select the Return list attributes tab and

click Ins. Select the following items under the Add New Attribute window:
6. Click Save.
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Job aid

Table 20: Funk Native RADIUS Clients fields

Field Value
Tunnel-Medium-Type 802

Tunnel-Private-Group-ID Enter VLAN in which to place this EAP user

Tunnel-Type VLAN

Adding support for port priority
Add port priority to Funk's Steel-Belted Radius add text from the Specific Attributes table to
the radius.dct file. Note that if you do modify the radius.dct file, you must restart Funk's Steel-
Belted Radius. The numbers 1 through 7 represent the port QoS level.

Avaya Vendor-Specific Attributes
OPTION bundle-vendor-id=562

MACRO PP8600-VSA(t,s) 26 [vid=562 type1=%t% len1=+2 data=%s%]

ATTRIBUTE ERS8600-Priority PP8600-VSA(1,integer) tr

VALUE ERS8600-Priority One 1

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Two 2

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Three 3

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Four 4

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Five 5

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Six 6

VALUE ERS8600-Priority Seven 7

Funk Software Baseline
Funk Radius Version 4.71.739 was used for this Technical Config Guide. EAP started shipping
since Release 3.0.2. The current version, 4.7.1, supports EAP modules MD5, SMCHAPv2,
PEAP, TLS, TTLS, and LEAP.
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Chapter 20: NSNA configuration using the
CLI

Use NSNA to enable security policy compliance on all endpoint devices such as PCs and IP Phones.
NSNA coordinates access controllers and policy servers to enforce security policy compliance on all
devices that access network computing resources. NSNA allows network access only to compliant and
trusted endpoint devices and can restrict the access of noncompliant devices.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section.

Table 21: Roadmap of NSNA CLI commands

Command Parameter
config ethernet <ports> nsna disable

dynamic [voip-vlans <value>]

info

uplink uplink-vlans <value>

nsna phone-signature add <string>

delete <string>

config nsna nsnas <ip/mask> add

delete

info

nsna-port <integer>

config vlan <vlan-id> nsna color <red|green|yellow|voip|none>

filter-id <value>

filter-name <value>

[yellow-subnet-ip <value>]

show nsna client [ports <value>] [mac <value>]

info
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Command Parameter
interface [<ports>]

nsnas [<ipaddres>]

phone-signature [<string>]

vlan [<vlanId>]

show nsna client

Configuring NSNA server
Configure the NSNA server to allow VLANS with policy restrictions to enforce security policies
for end users.

Procedure steps

1. Add an NSNA server by using the following command:

config nsna nsnas [<ipaddr/mask>]
2. Configure the port:

config nsna nsnas [<ipaddr/mask>]nsna-port <port number>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the NSNA server.

Variable Value
port number Specifies the TCP port number used by Switch SNAS

Communication Protocol (SSCP)

ip/masks The IP address and Mask address of the server.

Configuring NSNA VLANs
Configure the filters for policy restrictions for NSNA users.
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Prerequisites

• You must have the following configured:

- SSH

- NSNA server

- Red VLAN

Procedure steps

Configure NSNA VLANs using the following command:

config vlan <vlan-id> nsna color <red|green|yellow|voip|none>
[filter-id <value>] [filter-name <value>][yellow-subnet-ip
<value>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure NSNA VLANs with the config vlan <vlan-
id> nsna command.

Variable Value
nsna color <red|green|yellow|voip|
none>

Specifies the following access on a NSNA VLAN:

• red - Restricted access allowing only authentication,
DHCP and DNS traffic to the Secure Network Access
Switch (SNAS), DHCP and DNS servers.

• green- Full (or with certain restriction per policy)
access based on user groups.

• yellow - Limited access allowing traffic to only
remediation networks.

• voip – Restricted access allowing VoIP traffic to VoIP
controllers and authenticated IP phone peers.

filter-id <value> The ID of the filter. If the specified filter ID does not
exist, a default filter of the specified color is auto-
generated.

[yellow-subnet-ip <value>] Specified subnet for remedial network. This color is
specified only for creating yellow VLANs.

<vlan-id> The ID of the VLAN.
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Configuring NSNA ports
Configure the access ports for NSNA.

Prerequisites

• You must have the following configured:

- SSH

- NSNA server

- Red VLAN

• MLT/IST cannot be an NSNA dynamic port.

• You cannot enable NSNA on a 802.1x(EAP) port.

• NSNA port is taken out of all existing VLANs and put in the red VLAN.

Procedure steps

Configure NSNA ports by using the following command:

config ethernet <ports> nsna dynamic [voip-vlans <value>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure NSNA ports with the config ethernet
<ports> nsna dynamic command.

Variable Value
voip-vlans <value> Adds the VLAN to the table list.

Configuring uplink ports
Add a filter for uplinking to core for uplink port or each member port for MLT.
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Prerequisites

• NSNA server configured

• VoIP VLAN configured

• RED VLAN configured

Procedure steps

Add a filter to uplink by using the following command:

config ethernet <port> nsna uplink uplink-vlans <value>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configuring uplink ports with the config ethernet
<port> nsna command.

Variable Value
<port> The port number of an NSNA server.

uplink-vlans <value> The VLAN ID created with an NSNA color filter.

Globally enable NSNA
Globally enable the configuration settings in NSNA.

You cannot change NSNA VLANs and filters when NSNA is globally enabled.

Prerequisites

• RED VLAN is configured

• SSH is enabled

• SNAS subnet must be specified

Procedure steps

Globally enable NSNA by using the following command:
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config nsna state <enable|disable>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to globally enable NSNA with the config nsna state
command.

Variable Value
<enable|disable> Globally enables or disables NSNA.

Adding an IP phone signature string to NSNA
Add an IP phone signature string to an NSNA IP phone device.

Procedure steps

Add an IP phone signature string by using the following command:

nsna phone-signature add <string>

Variable definitions

Variable Value
<string> Specify the phone signature string in the range of 1–64

characters.
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Chapter 21: DHCP snooping configuration
using CLI

This chapter provides the procedures to configure Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) snooping
by using the command line interface (CLI).

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and parameters that you use to perform the procedures
in this chapter.

Table 22: Roadmap of DHCP snooping CLI commands

Command Parameter
config ip dhcp-snooping disable

enable

info

config ip dhcp-snooping vlan <vid> disable

enable

info

config ip dhcp-snooping <ports> info

trusted

untrusted

config ip dhcp-snooping binding add <mac> vlan <vid> ip <ip> port
<port>

del <mac>

show ip dhcp-snooping info

show ip dhcp-snooping vlan

show ip dhcp-snooping port

show ip dhcp-snooping port <ports>

show ip dhcp-snooping binding
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Configuring global DHCP snooping using the CLI
Perform this procedure to configure global DHCP snooping to enable or disable DHCP
snooping on the switch and to view DHCP information for the switch.

 Important:
You must enable DHCP snooping globally before you configure and manage DHCP
snooping on a VLAN or port.

DHCP snooping is disabled globally by default.

Procedure steps

Configure global DHCP snooping:

config ip dhcp-snooping

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure config ip dhcp-snooping command.

Variable Value
disable Disables DHCP snooping on the switch.

enable Enables DHCP snooping on the switch.

info Displays the DHCP snooping state for the
switch.

Configuring VLAN-based DHCP snooping using the CLI
Perform this procedure to configure VLAN-based DHCP snooping to enable or disable DHCP
snooping on the VLAN and to view DHCP information for the VLAN.

Procedure steps

Configure VLAN-based DHCP snooping:
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config ip dhcp-snooping vlan <vid>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config ip dhcp-snooping vlan <vid>
command.

Variable Value
disable Disables DHCP snooping on the VLAN.

enable Enables DHCP snooping on the VLAN.

info Displays the DHCP snooping state for the
VLAN.

<vid> An integer that identifies a VLAN. Values
range from 1–4094.

Configuring port-based DHCP snooping using the CLI
Perform this procedure to configure port-based DHCP snooping to specify whether a port or
a range of ports is configured as trusted or untrusted.

All ports on the switch are untrusted by default.

Procedure steps

Configure port-based DHCP snooping:

config ip dhcp-snooping port <ports>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config ip dhcp-snooping port <slot/
port> command.

Variable Value
<ports> Specifies the slot and port number for a

single port or range of ports, entered as {slot/
port[-slot/port][,....]}.
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Variable Value
info Displays the DHCP snooping type of the

port.

trusted Defines the port as trusted. Trusted ports can
accept all DHCP message types.

untrusted Defines the port as untrusted. Untrusted
ports can accept only DHCP requests.

Configuring static binding entries for DHCP snooping using
the CLI

Configure static binding entries to manually add an IP-to-MAC binding entry in the DHCP
snooping binding table.

Procedure steps

1. Configure a static binding entry:

config ip dhcp-snooping binding add <mac> vlan <vid> ip <ip>
port <port>

2. To delete a static binding entry, enter:

config ip dhcp-snooping binding del <mac>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config ip dhcp-snooping binding
command.

Variable Value
<mac> Specifies the MAC address for the static

binding entry.

vlan <vid> Specifies the VLAN to associate with the
static binding entry.

ip <ip> Specifies the IP address for the static binding
entry.

port <port> Specifies the port to associate with the static
binding entry.
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Viewing the global DHCP snooping status using the CLI
Perform this procedure to view the global DHCP snooping status to display whether DHCP
snooping is globally enabled or disabled.

Procedure steps

View the global DHCP snooping status:

show ip dhcp-snooping info

Viewing VLAN-based DHCP snooping status using the CLI
Perform this procedure to view VLAN-based DHCP snooping status to display whether DHCP
snooping is enabled or disabled on VLANs configured on the switch.

Procedure steps

View VLAN-based DHCP snooping status:

show ip dhcp-snooping vlan

Viewing port-based DHCP snooping status using the CLI
Perform this procedure to view port-based DHCP snooping status to display whether DHCP
snooping is configured as trusted or untrusted on all switch ports, specific switch ports, or a
range of switch ports.

Procedure steps

1. View port-based DHCP snooping status for all switch ports:
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show ip dhcp-snooping port
2. View port-based DHCP snooping status for specific switch ports or a range of switch

ports:

show ip dhcp snooping port <ports>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the show ip dhcp-snooping port <ports>
command.

Variable Value
<ports> Specifies a single port or range of ports, entered

as {slot/port[-slot/port][,...]}

Viewing DHCP snooping binding information using the CLI
Display the DHCP snooping binding table to view DHCP snooping binding information.

Procedure steps

View DHCP snooping binding information:

show ip dhcp-snooping binding

Job aid
The following table describes the information displayed in the DHCP-snooping binding table.

Field Description
MAC Indicates the DHCP client MAC address.

IP Indicates the DHCP client IP address.

Lease (sec) Indicates the DHCP client binding lease time (in
seconds).

Time-to-Expiry Indicates the time (in seconds) before a DHCP
client binding expires.
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Field Description
VID Indicates the VLAN on the switch. Values range

from 1–4094.

PORT NUM Indicates the DHCP client port number.

STATIC Indicates the static DHCP client.
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Chapter 22: Dynamic ARP inspection
configuration using CLI

This chapter provides the procedures to configure Dynamic Address Resolution Protocol (Dynamic ARP)
inspection by using the command line interface (CLI).

 Important:
For Dynamic ARP inspection to function, DHCP snooping must be globally enabled. For more
information about configuring DHCP snooping, see DHCP snooping configuration using Enterprise
Device Manager on page 133, DHCP snooping configuration using CLI on page 213, and DHCP
snooping configuration using ACLI on page 293.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and parameters that you use to perform the procedures
in this chapter.

Table 23: Roadmap of Dynamic ARP inspection CLI commands

Command Parameter
config ip arp-inspection vlan <vid> disable

enable

info

config ip arp-inspection port <ports> info

trusted

untrusted

show ip arp-inspection vlan

show ip arp-inspection port [<ports>]
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Configuring VLAN-based Dynamic ARP inspection
Perform this procedure to configure ARP inspection on VLANs to enable or disable ARP
inspection on one or more VLANs.

Prerequisites
Enable global DHCP snooping.

Procedure steps

Configure VLAN-based Dynamic ARP inspection:

config ip arp-inspection vlan <vid>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the config ip arp-inspection vlan
<vid> command.

Variable Value
disable Disables Dynamic ARP inspection on the

VLAN.

enable Enables Dynamic ARP inspection on the
VLAN.

info Displays the Dynamic ARP inspection state
for the VLAN. Values are enabled or
disabled.

<vid> An integer that identifies a VLAN. Values
range from 1–4094.

Configuring port-based Dynamic ARP inspection
Perform this procedure to configure port-based Dynamic ARP inspection to specify whether a
particular port or multiple ports are trusted or untrusted by Dynamic ARP inspection.
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Procedure steps

Configure port-based Dynamic ARP inspection:

config ip arp-inspection port <ports>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the config ip arp-inspection port
<ports> command.

Variable Value
info Displays the Dynamic ARP inspection status

for a single port or range of ports, entered as
{slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.

ports Specifies a single port or range of ports,
entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.

trusted Specifies that ARP traffic is not subject to
Dynamic ARP inspection.

untrusted Specifies that ARP traffic is subject to
Dynamic ARP inspection.

Viewing VLAN-based Dynamic ARP inspection
configuration

View the VLAN-based Dynamic ARP inspection configuration to display VLANs on which
Dynamic ARP inspection is enabled.

Procedure steps

View the VLAN-based Dynamic ARP inspection configuration:
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show ip arp-inspection vlan

Viewing port-based Dynamic ARP inspection status
View the port Dynamic ARP inspection status to display the ARP inspection state of a specific
port or range of ports.

Procedure steps

View the port Dynamic ARP inspection status:

show ip arp-inspection port <ports>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the show ip arp-inspection port
<ports> command.

Variable Value
<ports> Specifies a single port or range of ports,

entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.
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Chapter 23: IP Source Guard configuration
using the CLI

This chapter provides the procedures to configure IP Source Guard by using the command line interface
(CLI).

Prerequisites
Before you can configure IP Source Guard, you must ensure the following settings:

• Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) snooping is globally enabled. For more
information see, Configuring global DHCP snooping using the CLI on page 214.

• The port is a member of a Virtual LAN (VLAN) configured with DHCP snooping and
dynamic Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Inspection.

• The port is an untrusted DHCP snooping and Dynamic ARP Inspection port.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and parameters that you use to perform the procedures
in this chapter.

Table 24: Roadmap of IP Source Guard CLI commands

Command Parameter
config ip source-guard port <ports> disable

enable

info

ports

show ip source binding [<ipaddr>] [ports <value>]

show ip source-guard info

show ip source-guard info [<ports>]
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Configuring port-based IP Source Guard
Perform this procedure to configure port-based IP Source Guard to enable or disable IP Source
Guard or to view the IP Source Guard status for a specific port or range of ports.

Procedure steps

Enable IP Source Guard:

config ip source-guard port <ports>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the config ip source-guard port
<ports> [<enable|disable>] command.

Variable Value
disable Disables IP Source Guard on the port.

enable Enables IP Source Guard on the port.

info Displays the IP Source Guard status for a
single port or range of ports. Values are ip or
disabled.

<ports> Specifies a single port or range of ports,
entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.

Viewing IP Source Guard port configuration information
View IP Source Guard port configuration information to display the IP Source Guard
configuration for all ports on the switch, a specific port, or a range of ports.

Procedure steps

1. View IP Source Guard port configuration information for all ports on the switch:
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show ip source-guard info
2. View IP Source Guard port configuration information for a specific port or range of

ports:

show ip source-guard info [<ports>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the show ip source-guard info
[<ports>] command.

Variable Value
<ports> Specifies a single port or range of ports,

entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.

Viewing IP Source Guard binding information
View IP Source Guard binding information to display the IP Source Guard binding table.

Procedure steps

View IP Source Guard binding information:

show ip source-guard binding <ipaddr> [ports <value>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the show ip source-guard binding
<ipaddr> [ports <value>] command.

Variable Value
<ipaddr> Identifies the IP address that IP Source

Guard allowed.

ports <value> Specifies a single port or range of ports,
entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.

Viewing IP Source Guard binding information
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Chapter 24: TACACS+ configuration using
the CLI

Perform the procedures in this chapter to configure Terminal Access Controller Access Control System
plus (TACACS+) by using the command line interface (CLI).

For conceptual information about TACACS+, see Terminal Access Controller Access Control System
plus on page 55.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this chapter.

Table 25: Roadmap of TACACS+ CLI commands

Command Parameter
config tacacs enable <true|false

info

config tacacs server create <ipaddr> priority <value> key <key
value> [port <value>] [timeout <value>]
[single-connection <value>] [sourceIpAddr
<value>][sourceIpInterfaceEnabled
<value>]

delete <ipaddr>

info

set <ipaddr> priority <value> [key <value>]
[port <value>][timeout <value>] [single-
connection <value>] [sourceIpAddr <value>]
[sourceIpInterfaceEnabled <value>]

show tacacs info

show tacacs server config
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Configuring TACACS+ on the switch
Configure TACACS+ on the switch to provide centralized validation of users attempting to gain
access to a router or network access server.

Procedure steps

1. Enable TACACS+ by using the following command:

config tacacs enable <true|false>
2. Display the status of TACACS+ authentication by using the following command:

config tacacs info

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to help you use the config tacacs command.

Variable Value
enable <true|false> Enables (true) or disables (false) the

TACACS+ authentication feature. By default,
TACACS+ authentication is disabled.

info Displays global TACACS+ settings.

 Important:
You can also use the show tacacs info
command to display TACACS+ server
settings.

Viewing TACACS+ information
View TACACS+ information to learn the status of TACACS+ authentication.
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Procedure steps

Display the status of TACACS+ authentication by using the following command:

show tacacs info

Configuring a TACACS+ server
Configure a TACACS+ server to create the server and to specify the authentication process.

Procedure steps

1. Create a TACACS+ server by using the following command:

config tacacs server create <ipaddr> priority <value> key
<value>

2. Configure the remaining parameters as required.

3. Display current TACACS+ server configurations by using one of the following
commands:

config tacacs server info
OR

show tacacs server config

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to help you use the config tacacs server
command.

Variable Value
create <ipaddr> priority <primary|backup> key
<value>[port <value>] [timeout <value>][single-
connection <value>] [source <value>]
[sourceIpInterfaceEnabled <value>]

Creates a TACACS+ server, where

• <ipaddr> is the IP address of the
server you want to add. The
key<value> specifies the
authentication and encryption key
for all TACACS+ communications
between the device and the
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Variable Value

TACACS+ server. This key must
match the encryption used on the
TACACS+ daemon. The string
length is 1–128 characters.

• port <value>: Specifies the
Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) port you want to use. If
unspecified, the default port
number is 49. The range of values
is 0–65535.

• timeout <value>: Specifies the
timeout value in seconds. The
default value is 10 seconds. The
range of values is 10–30.

• single-connection <value>: Enter
true to specify single-connection.
Rather than keep the device open
and close a TCP connection to the
daemon each time the daemon
must communicate, the single-
connection option maintains a
single open connection between
the device and the daemon. If no
value is specified, the value
defaults to false.

• source <value>: Specifies the
source IP address to use for
communication. An address value
of 0.0.0.0 is interpreted as a
request to use the IP address of the
outgoing IP interface. If no source
value is specified, the value
defaults to 0.0.0.0.

• sourceIpInterfaceEnabled <value>
enables the source IP address.
Enter true to enable and false to
disable.

delete <ipaddr> Deletes a TACACS+ server, where
<ipaddr> is the IP address of the
server you want to delete.

info Displays the TACACS+ server
settings.
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 Important:
You can also use the show tacacs
server command to display
TACACS+ server settings.

set <ipaddr>[key <value>] [port <value>] [priority
<value>] [timeout <value>] [single-connection <true|
false>] [source <ipaddr>][sourceIpInterfaceEnabled
<value>]

Changes the specified server values
without having to delete the server
and recreate it.

• <ipaddr> is the IP address of the
server you want to add.

• key <value>Specifies the
authentication and encryption key
for all TACACS+ communications
between the device and the
TACACS+ server. This key must
match the encryption used on the
TACACS+ daemon. The string
length is 1–128 characters.

• port <value>: Specifies the TCP
port you want to use. The range of
values is 0–65535.

• priority <value>: Determines the
tacacs+ server priority. Two
servers are supported - primary
and backup.

• timeout <value>: Specifies the
timeout value in seconds. The
range of values is 10–30.

• single-connection <true|false>:
Enter true to specify single-
connection. Rather than keep the
device open and close a TCP
connection to the daemon each
time the daemon must
communicate, the single-
connection option maintains a
single open connection between
the device and the daemon.

• source <ipaddr>: Specifies the
source IP address to use for
communication. An address value
of 0.0.0.0 is interpreted as a
request to use the IP address of the
outgoing IP interface.

• sourceIpInterfaceEnabled
<value>:
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enables the source IP address.
Enter true to enable and false to
disable.

Example of configuring a TACACS+ server: Adding a TACACS+
server

Procedure steps

1. Add a TACACS+ server with an IP address of 12.12.12.12, a key of myKey, a priority
value of 2, a timeout value of 25, and a single-connection enabled:

ERS-8610:5# config tacacs server create 12.12.12.12 key mykey
priority primary timeout 25 single-commection true

2. Display the TACACS+ server configuration:

ERS-8610:5# config tacacs server info

Job aid
The following table shows the field descriptions for these commands.

Field Description
IP address Specifies the IP address of the configured

TACACS+ server.

Status Specifies whether the server is connected.

Key Specifies the authentication and encryption
key for all TACACS+ communications
between the device and the TACACS+
server.

Port Specifies the TCP port.

Prio Specifies the priority that determines the
order in which the servers are used.

Timeout Specifies the timeout value.

Single Specifies whether the connection is single.

Source Specifies the source IP address used for
communication.

SourceEnabled Specifies whether the source is enabled.
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Chapter 25: Security configuration using
the ACLI

Configure security information used on the control and data paths to protect the network from uncontrolled
access to network resources.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and parameters that you use to perform the procedures
in this section.

Note that when you issue an Avaya Networks Command Line Interface (ACLI) command that
is not supported on the slave Central Processing Unit (CPU), the message command not
allowed on slave appears.

Table 26: Roadmap of security ACLI commands

Command Parameter
Privileged EXEC mode

show access-policy [by-mac]

[<WORD 0-15>]

show access-policy snmp-group

show cli info

show cli password

Global Configuration mode

password access-level <WORD 2-8>

[aging-time day <1-365>]

default-lockout-time <60-65000>

lockout <<A.B.C.D>|<ipv6addr>} [time <60-65000>]

min-passwd-len <10-20>

password-history <3-32>

portlock enable
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Command Parameter
Interface Configuration mode

high-secure enable

port {slot/port[-slot/port][,...]}

ip rvs-path-chk mode <exist-only|
strict>

lock port {slot/port[-slot/port][,...]} enable

VLAN Interface Configuration mode

ip rvs-path-chk mode <exist-only|
strict>

Configuring password aging
Configure the duration of your password for when it expires.

When the hsecure flag is enabled, after the aging time expires you are asked to change your
password. If not configured, the aging parameter defaults to 90 days.

In hsecure mode, the password aging time is synchronized to the slave SF/CPU, so that it is
in sync with the master. When the password expires, you must change the password in the
Master SF/CPU to log on to the Slave SF/CPU.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode.

Procedure steps

Specify a value, in days, after which the password ages out by using the following
command:

password aging-time day <1–365>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use thepassword command
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Variable Value

access level <WORD 2-8> Allows or blocks this access level.

• no password access-level <WORD 2-8>

aging-time day <1-365> Specifies the number of days that the
password is enabled.

• day has a configurable range of 1–365 .

default-lockout-time <60-65000> Changes the default lockout time after three
invalid attempts.

• secs is the lockout time in seconds and is
in the range of 60 to 6500. The default is
60 seconds.

lockout {A.B.C.D| ipv6addr} [time
<60-65000>]

Sets the host lockout time.

• A.B.C.D is the host IP address.

• ipv6addr is the IP address for ipv6
address.

• time is the lockout-out time in seconds for
passwords lockout in the range of 60 to
65000. The default is 60 seconds.

min-passwd-len <10-20> Sets the minimum length for passwords in
high-secure mode. The range is from a
minimum of 10 to 20.

password-history <3-32> Specifies the number of previous passwords
to remember.

• Password-history has a configurable range
of 3 to 32. The default is 3.

Resetting passwords to default values
Reset passwords to the default values. You may need to do this if passwords are lost or
compromised.

For information about changing passwords, see Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 –
Administration, NN46205-605.
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Procedure steps

1. Reset the device.

2. Recover the passwords to the default values by using the following boot monitor
command:

reset-passwd

Synchronizing the Master and Standby SF/CPU passwords
Synchronize the Master and Standby SF/CPU passwords.

 Important:
This procedure does not apply to HA SF/CPU mode, where the passwords are automatically
synchronized on the Master and Standby SF/CPUs.

The RADIUS protocol is not used on the standby SF/CPU to authenticate users logging on to
the standby SF/CPU. The command save standby <WORD 1-99> saves only the
configuration file to the standby SF/CPU, and does not change the runtime configuration on
the standby SF/CPU.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Change the password on the Master SF/CPU.

2. Execute the following ACLI command: save config standby <WORD 1-99>
backup|mode

3. Go to the standby SF/CPU and change the password by executing the following
ACLI command: cli password <WORD 1-20> read-write-access

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to synchronize the Master and Standby SF/CPU.
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Variable Value
read-write-access <WORD 0-20> Changes the read-write access login and/or

password.

save standby <WORD 1-99> Save current configuration to a file.

Configuring directed broadcast
A directed broadcast is a frame sent to the subnet broadcast address on a remote IP subnet.
When you disable (or suppress) directed broadcasts on an interface, all frames sent to the
subnet broadcast address for a local router interface are dropped. Disabling directed
broadcasts protects hosts from possible denial of service (DOS) attacks. By default, this feature
is enabled on the device.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Vlan Interface Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Configure the device to forward directed broadcasts for a VLAN by using the following
command:

ip directed-broadcast enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure directed broadcast with theip directed-
broadcast enable command.

Variable Value
enable Allows the device to forward directed broadcast frames to the specified

VLAN. The default setting for this feature is enabled.
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Preventing certain types of DOS attacks
Protect the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 against IP packets with illegal IP
addresses such as loopback addresses or a source IP address of ones, or Class D or Class
E addresses from being routed. The Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 supports high-secure
configurable flag.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to Interface Configuration mode for the appropriate interface type.

Procedure steps

Enable high secure mode by using the following command:

high-secure enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the high-secure enable command.

Variable Value
enable Enables the high secure feature that blocks packets with illegal IP

addresses. This flag is disabled by default. Use the no operator to
remove this configuration. To set this option to the default value,
use the default operator with the command.

Use the information in the following table to help you use the high-secure

Variable Value
port Specifies ports that must be changed.

Configuring reverse path checking on a port
You can use the unicast reverse path checking feature to reduce the problems that are caused
by the introduction of malformed or forged (spoofed) IP source addresses into a network. When
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you enable reverse path checking, the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 performs a
reverse path check to determine if the packet IP address is verifiable. If the address is not
verifiable, the packet is discarded.

There are two modes for reverse path checking:

• Exist-only mode
• Strict mode

 Important:
Reverse path checking is supported only on ports that have a valid IP address

Prerequisites

• You must log on to Interface Configuration mode.

Procedure steps

Configure reverse path checking on a port by using the following command:

ip rvs-path-chk mode <exist-only|strict>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure reverse path checking on a port.

Variable Value
mode <exist-only|strict> Specifies the mode for reverse path checking. In exist-only mode,

reverse path checking checks whether the source IP address of
the incoming packet exists in the routing table. In strict mode,
reverse path checking checks whether the source IP address of
the incoming packet exists in the routing table. To set this option
to the default value, use the default operator with the
command.

Configuring reverse path checking on a VLAN
You can use the unicast reverse path checking feature to reduce the problems that are caused
by the introduction of malformed or forged (spoofed) IP source addresses into a network. When
you enable reverse path checking, the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 performs a
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reverse path check to determine if the packet IP address is verifiable. If the address is not
verifiable, the packet is discarded.

There are two modes for reverse path checking:

• Exist-only mode
• Strict mode

 Important:
You must assign a valid IP address to the selected port.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Vlan Interface Configuration mode.

Procedure steps

Configure reverse path checking on a VLAN by using the following command:

ip rvs-path-chk mode <exist-only|strict>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure reverse path checking on a VLAN.

Variable Value
mode <exist-only|
strict>

Specifies the mode for reverse path checking. In exist-only mode,
reverse path checking checks whether the source IP address of the
incoming packet exists in the routing table. In strict mode, reverse
path checking checks whether the source IP address of the incoming
packet exists in the routing table. To set this option to the default
value, use the default operator with the command.

Configuring port lock
You can use the port lock feature to administratively lock a port or ports to prevent other users
from changing port parameters or modifying port action. The locked ports cannot be modified
in any way until the port is first unlocked.
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Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Enable port lock globally by using the following command:

portlock enable
2. Log on to the appropriate Interface Configuration mode, either FastEthernet or

GigabitEthernet.

3. Lock a port by using the following command:

lock port {slot/port[-slot/port][,...]} enable
4. Unlock a port by using the following command:

no lock port {slot/port[-slot/port][,...]} enable

Configuring port lock
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Chapter 26: SNMP configuration using the
ACLI

Configure the SNMP engine to provide services for sending and receiving messages, authenticating and
encrypting messages, and controlling access to managed objects. A one-to-one association exists
between an SNMP engine and the SNMP entity.

See the Technical Configuration Guide for SNMP for SNMP configuration examples. You can find this
Technical Configuration Guide at www.avaya.com/support with the rest of the Avaya Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600 documentation.

Prerequisites
• Before you can use SNMPv3 with Data Encryption Standard (DES) or Advanced

Encryption Standard (AES) to access the device, you must load the appropriate SNMPv3
encryption module. For more information, see Loading the SNMPv3 encryption
modules on page 248.

• To perform the procedures in this section, you must log on to the Global Configuration
mode in the ACLI. For more information about using ACLI, see Avaya Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600 User Interface Fundamentals, NN46205-308.

SNMP configuration using the ACLI tasks
This task flow shows you the sequence of procedures you perform to configure basic elements
of SNMP when using the ACLI.
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Figure 16: SNMP configuration procedures
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Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section.

Table 27: Roadmap of SNMPv3 ACLI commands

Command Parameter
Privileged EXEC mode

show snmp-server [community] [group] [host] [notify-filter] [user] [view]

Global Configuration mode

snmp-server agent-conformance enable

authentication-trap enable

bootstrap <min-secure|semi-secure|very-secure>

community

contact <WORD>

force-iphdr-sender enable

force-trap-sender enable

location <WORD>

log {enable | maxfilesize <64-256000>}

name <WORD>

sender-ip <A.B.C.D> <A.B.C.D>

snmp-server community <WORD>

group <WORD>

index <WORD>

secname <WORD>

snmp-server group
<groupname> <context name>

[auth-no-priv [notify-view <WORD>] [read-view
<WORD>] [write-view <WORD>]] [auth-priv [notify-view
<WORD>] [read-view <WORD>] [write-view <WORD>]]
[no-auth-no-priv [notify-view <WORD>] [read-view
<WORD>] [write-view <WORD>]]

snmp-server user engine-id
<WORD 16-97> <WORD 1-32>

<cr>

md5 <WORD 1-32> [{aes|des}] <WORD 1-32>]

Job aid
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Command Parameter
sha <WORD 1-32> [{aes|des}] <WORD 1-32>]

snmp-server user <WORD
1-32> group <1-32>

<cr>

md5 <WORD 1-32> [{aes|des}] <WORD 1-32>]

sha <WORD 1-32> [{aes|des}] <WORD 1-32>]

snmp-server user notify-view <WORD 0-32>

md5 <WORD 1-32>

sha <WORD 1-32>

read-view <WORD 0-32>

write-view <WORD 0-32>

snmp-server view <view name>
<subtree oid>

Loading the SNMPv3 encryption modules
Before you can use SNMPv3 with Data Encryption Standard (DES) or Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) to access the device, you must load the appropriate SNMPv3 encryption
module.

Prerequisites

• Download the file containing the SNMPv3 encryption software. See Downloading the
SNMPv3 encryption software on page 319.

 Important:
Due to export restrictions, the SNMPv3 encryption capability is separate from the main
image. You must download the SNMPv3 encryption software to flash before you can
load the SNMPv3 encryption modules. SNMPv3 does not function properly without the
use of this image.

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.
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Procedure steps

To dynamically load the encryption module file on the device, use the following ACLI
command:

load-encryption-module <DES|AES>

 Important:
You need to load the AES and DES encryption routines by issuing two separate
load-encryption-module commands. If you issue the load-encryption-module
command for AES, the image is loaded into memory and only the AES routines are
enabled; the DES routines are not enabled. To enable the DES routines, you need
to issue a separate load-encryption-module command for DES.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to load the encryption module with the load-encryption-
module command.

Variable Value
DES|AES Specify the SNMPv3 encryption module to load: AES or DES.

Configuring SNMP settings
Configure Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to define or modify the SNMP
settings, and specify how secure you want SNMP communications.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Configure SNMP settings by using the following command:
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snmp-server

Variable definitions
The following table defines optional parameters that you enter after the snmp-server
command.

Variable Value
agent-conformance enable Activates agent conformance mode. Use the no operator

to disable this configuration. To set this option to the default
value, use the default operator with the command.

authentication-trap enable Activates the generations of authentication traps. Use the
no operator to disable this configuration. To set this option
to the default value, use the default operator with the
command.

bootstrap <min-secure| semi-
secure| very-secure>

Creates an initial set of configuration data for SNMPv3.
This configuration data follows the conventions described
in the SNMPv3 standard (see RFC 3515, Appendix A). This
command creates a set of initial users, groups, and
views.

• min-secure—a minimum security configuration that
allows read access and notify access to all processes
(MIB view restricted) with noAuth-noPriv and read, write,
and notify access to all processes (MIB view internet)
using Auth-Priv.
In this configuration, restricted MIB view matches internet
MIB view.

• semi-secure—a security configuration that allows read
access and notify access to all processes (MIB view
restricted) with noAuth-noPriv and read, write, and notify
access to all processes (MIB view internet) using Auth-
Priv.
In this configuration, restricted MIB view contains a
smaller subset of views than internet MIB view. See RFC
3515 Appendix A for details.

• very-secure—a maximum security configuration that
allows no access to the users.

Note that with this command all existing SNMP
configurations in the SNMPv3 MIB tables are removed and
replaced with entries as described in the RFC.

contact <WORD 0-255> Changes the sysContact information for the switch.
<WORD 0-255> is an ASCII string from 0–255 characters
(for example a phone extension or email address).

disable Disable SNMP globally for the entire system.
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Variable Value
enable Enable SNMP globally for the entire system.

force-iphdr-sender enable Configures the SNMP and IP sender flag to the same value.
The default is disable. Use the no operator to remove this
configuration. To set this option to the default value, use
the default operator with the command.

force-trap-sender enable Sends the configured source address (sender IP) as the
sender network in the notification message. Use the no
operator to remove this configuration. To set this option to
the default value, use the default operator with the
command.

location <WORD 0-255> Changes the sysLocation information for the switch.
<WORD 0-255> is an ASCII string from 0–255
characters.

snmplog {enable|maxfilesize
<64-256000>}

Configure the SNMP logging. Specify:

• enable to enable the SNMP log feature.

• maxfilesize <64-256000> to set the maximum SNMP log
file size in KB.

Use the no operator to remove this configuration. To set
this option to the default value, use the default operator with
the command.

name <WORD 0-255> Changes the sysName information for the switch. <WORD
0-255> is an ASCII string from 0–255 characters.

sender-ip <A.B.C.D>
<A.B.C.D>

Configures the SNMP trap receiver and source IP
addresses. Specify the IP address of the destination SNMP
server that will receive the SNMP trap notification in the first
IP address.
Specify the source IP address of the SNMP trap notification
packet that is transmitted in the second IP address. If this
is set to 0.0.0.0 then the switch uses the IP address of the
local interface that is closest (from an IP routing table
perspective) to the destination SNMP server.

Creating a user
Create a new user in the USM table to authorize a user on a particular SNMP engine
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Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

• Before you can use SNMPv3 with Data Encryption Standard (DES) or Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) to access the device, you must load the appropriate SNMPv3
encryption module. For more information, see Loading the SNMPv3 encryption
modules on page 248.

Procedure steps

1. Create a user on a remote system by using the following command:

snmp-server user engine-id <WORD 16-97> <WORD 1-32> {md5|sha}
<WORD 1-32> <password>] [{aes|des} <WORD 1-32>]

2. Create a user on the local system by using the following command:

snmp-server user <WORD> [read-view <WORD>] [write-view
<WORD>] [notify-view <WORD>] [{md5|sha} <password>] [read-
view <WORD>] [write-view <WORD>] [notify-view <WORD>] [{aes|
des|3des} <password> [read-view <WORD>] [write-view <WORD>]
[notify-view <WORD>]

3. Add the user to a group by using the following command:

snmp-server user <WORD> group <WORD> [{md5|sha} <password>]
[{aes|des} <password>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the snmp-server user command.

Variable Value
{aes|des|3des} <password> Specifies a privacy protocol. If no value is entered, no

authentication capability exists. The choices are aes,
des, or 3des.
password assigns a privacy password. If no value is
entered, no privacy capability exists. The range is 1 to
32 characters.

 Important:
You must set authentication before you can set the
privacy option.
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Variable Value
engine-id <WORD> Assigns an SNMPv3 engine ID. The range is 10–64

characters. Use the no operator to remove this
configuration.

group <WORD> Specifies the group access name.

{md5|sha} <password> Specifies an authentication protocol. If no value is
entered, no authentication capability exists. The
protocol choices are: MD5 and SHA. password
specifies an authentication password. If no value is
entered, no authentication capability exists. The range
is 1–32 characters.

notify-view <WORD> Specifies the view name in the range of 0-32
characters. The first instance is a noAuth view. The
second instance is an auth view and the last instance
is an authPriv view.

read-view <WORD> Specifies the view name in the range of 0-32
characters. The first instance is a noAuth view. The
second instance is an auth view and the last instance
is an authPriv view.

write-view <WORD> Specifies the view name in the range of 0-32
characters. The first instance is a noAuth view. The
second instance is an auth view and the last instance
is an authPriv view.

user <WORD> Creates the new entry with this security name. The
name is used as an index to the table. The range is 1–
32 characters. Use the no operator to remove this
configuration.

login-success-trap enable Activates the generation of the Authentication
Success trap. Use the no operator to disable this
configuration. To set this option to the default value,
use the default operator with the command.

Job aid
The following example shows how to create a new user in the USM table.

Procedure steps

Create a local user test1 with MD5:
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ERS-8606:5(config)# snmp-server user test1 md5 auth-password

Creating a new user group
Create a new user group member to logically group users who require the same level of access.
Create new access for a group in the view-based access control model (VACM) table to provide
access to managed objects.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Create a new user group by using the following command:

snmp-server group <group name> <context name> [auth-no-priv
[notify-view <WORD>] [read-view <WORD>] [write-view <WORD>]]
[auth-priv [notify-view <WORD>] [read-view <WORD>] [write-view
<WORD>]][no-auth-no-priv [notify-view <WORD>] [read-view
<WORD>] [write-view <WORD>]]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table use the snmp-server group command.

Variable Value
auth-no-priv Assigns the minimum level of security required to gain the

access rights allowed by this conceptual row. If the auth-
no-priv parameter is included, it creates one entry for
SNMPv3 access.

auth-priv Assigns the minimum level of security required to gain the
access rights allowed by this conceptual row. If the auth-
priv parameter is included, it creates one entry for SNMPv3
access.

<context name> Creates a group entry for a particular context. The range is
0–32 characters. If you use a particular group name value
but with different context names, you create multiple
entries for different contexts for the same group. You can
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Variable Value
omit the context name and use the default. If the context
name value ends in the wildcard character (*), the resulting
entries match a context name that begins with that context.
For example, a context name value of foo* matches
contexts starting with foo, such as foo6 and foofofum. Use
the no operator to remove this configuration.

group <group name> Assigns the group name for data access. The range is 1–
32 characters. Use the no operator to remove this
configuration.

no-auth-no-priv Assigns the minimum level of security required to gain the
access rights allowed by this conceptual row. If the no-
auth-no-priv parameter is included, it creates 3 entries, one
for SNMPv1 access, one for SNMPv2c access, and one for
SNMPv3 access.

notify-view <WORD> Specifies the view name in the range of 0-32 characters.

read-view <WORD> Specifies the view name in the range of 0-32 characters.

write-view <WORD> Specifies the view name in the range of 0-32 characters.

Creating a new entry for the MIB in the view table
Create a new entry in the MIB view table. The default Layer 2 MIB view cannot modify SNMP
settings. However, a new MIB view created with Layer 2 permission can modify SNMP
settings.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Create a new entry by using the following command:
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snmp-server view <view name> <subtree oid>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the snmp-server view command.

Variable Value
<subtree oid> Specifies the prefix that defines the set of MIB objects

accessible by this SNMP entity. The range is 1–32
characters.

<view name> Specifies a new entry with this group name. The range
is 1–32 characters.

Job aid
Procedure steps

Create MIB views:

ERS-8606:5(config)# snmp-server view 2 1.3.8.7.1.4

Creating a community
Create a community to use in forming a relationship between an SNMP agent and one or more
SNMP managers. SNMP community strings are required for access to the switch using
Enterprise Device Manager or other SNMP-based management software.

 Important:
On the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 software, the use of identical strings for
read and write community is not supported.
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Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Create a community by using the following command:

snmp-server community [WORD <1-32>] [group <WORD/0-32>] [index
<WORD/1-32>] [secname <WORD/1-32>]

 Important:
You cannot use the @ character when you create community strings.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the snmp-server community [WORD <1-32>]
[group <WORD/0-32>] [index <WORD/1-32>] [secname <WORD/1-32>]
command.

Variable Value
group <WORD> Specifies the group name. The range is 1–32 characters.

index <WORD> Specifies the unique index value of a row in this table. The range
is 1–32 characters.

<name> Specifies a community string, from 1–32 characters.

secname <WORD> Maps the community string to the security name in the VACM
Group Member Table.

Job aid
Procedure steps

Create a community:
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ERS-8606:5(config)# snmp-server community public index third
secname readview

Blocking SNMP
Disable SNMP by using the SNMP block flag. By default, SNMP access is enabled.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Disable SNMP by using the following command:

boot config flags block-snmp

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to block SNMP with the boot config flags
command.

Variable Value
block-snmp Turns the flag on or off. Use the no operator to remove this

configuration. The default is off. To set this option to the default
value, use the default operator with the command.

Displaying SNMP system information
Display SNMP system information to view trap and authentication profiles.
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Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Privileged EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Display SNMP system information by using the following command:

show snmp-server

Job aid
This example show how to configure the SNMPv3engine to provide services for sending and
receiving messages, authenticatingand encrypting messages, and controlling access to
managed objects.A one-to-one association exists between an SNMP engine and the
SNMPentity, which contains it.

You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

1. Create a user named rdalton.

snmp-server user rdalton md5 auth-password
2. Create a MIB view.

snmp-server view newmibview 1.3
3. Create a group and assign a MIB view to the group.

snmp-server group newgroup vrf1 auth-priv read newmibview
write newmibview

4. Assign a user to the new group.

snmp-server user rdalton group newgroup
5. Load the AES encryption module by entering the following command:

load-encryption-module AES /flash/p80c5000.aes
Use the data in the following table to complete the Open Device dialog box.

Table 28: Variable definitions

Variable Value
User Name Indicates the name of the user in usmUser.
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Variable Value
Authentication
Protocol

Identifies the Authentication protocol used.

Authentication
Password

Creates a password that is used for authentication purposes. If no
value is entered, assume the entry has no authentication
capability.

Privacy Protocol Identifies the privacy protocol used.

Privacy Password Creates a password that is used for privacy purposes. If no value is
entered, assume the entry has no privacy capability. (Privacy has to
be set with authentication.)
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Chapter 27: Secure Shell configuration
using the ACLI

Use Secure Shell (SSH) to enable secure communications support over a network for authentication,
encryption, and network Integrity.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section. The last two columns indicate which commands support the no and
default forms.

Table 29: Roadmap of SSH ACLI commands

Command Parameter
show ssh global global

load-encryption-module {3DES|DES|AES}

Global Configuration mode

ssh

dsa-auth

dsa-host-key <512-1024>

max-sessions <0-8>

pass-auth

port <1-65535>

secure

timeout <1-120>

rsa-auth

rsa-host-key <512-1024>

version <v2only|both>

Privileged EXEC mode
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SSH configuration prerequisites
Before beginning configuration of the SSH server, make sure you satisfy the following
prerequisites:

• Disable the sshd daemon. All SSH commands, except enable, require that the sshd
daemon is disabled.

• Set the user access level to read/write/all community strings.

• Disable all non-secure access services. Avaya recommends that you disable the following
services: Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Telnet, and
rlogin. For information about disabling access services, see Avaya Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600 Administration, NN46205-605.

• Avaya recommends using the console port to configure the SSH parameters.

Enabling the SSH server
Enable the SSH server to provide secure communications for accessing the switch.

Prerequisites

• Download the file containing the SSH encryption software. See Downloading the SSH
encryption software on page 321.

 Important:
Due to export restrictions, the SSH encryption capability is separate from the main
image. You must download the 3DES encryption image to flash before you can load
the encryption module. The SSH server does not function properly without the use of
this image.

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Enable the SSH server by using the following command:
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boot config flags sshd
2. Save the boot.cfg file using the following command.

save bootconfig
3. From the Privileged EXEC mode, load the 3DES encryption image using the

following command:

load-encryption-module 3DES

Setting SSH configuration parameters
Set Secure Shell (SSH) configuration parameters to support public and private key encryption
connections.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Set the Secure Shell (SSH) configuration parameters by using the following command:

ssh

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to set SSH configuration parameters with the
sshcommand.

Variable Value
dsa-auth Enable or disable the DSA authentication.

secure Enables SSH in secure mode and immediately disables the
access services SNMP, FTP, TFTP, rlogin, and Telnet.

max-sessions <0-8> The maximum number of SSH sessions allowed. A value from
0 to 8. Default is 4.

pass-auth Enables password authentication.

port <1-65535> Sets the SSH connection port.
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Variable Value
<1-65535> is the port number. The default is 22

 Important:
You cannot configure the following TCP ports as SSH
connection ports: Ports 0 to 1024 (except port 22),1100,
4095, 5000, 5111, 6000, or 999.

rsa-auth Enable RSA authentication.

timeout <1-120> The SSH connection authentication timeout in seconds. Default
is 60 seconds.

version <v2only|both> Sets the SSH version. Default is v2only.

 Important:
Avaya recommends setting the version to v2 only.

Verifying and displaying SSH configuration information
Verify that SSH services are enabled on the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 and
display SSH configuration information to ensure that the SSH parameters are properly
configured.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Privileged EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Verify that SSH services are enabled and view the SSH configuration by using the
following command:

show ssh

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to verify and display SSH configuration with the show
ssh command.
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Variable Value
global Displays global system SSH information.

session Displays the current session SSH information.

Verifying and displaying SSH configuration information
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Chapter 28: RADIUS configuration using
the ACLI

Configure RADIUS to assist in securing networks against unauthorized access, and allowing
communication servers and clients to authenticate users identity through a central database.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section.

Table 30: Roadmap of RADIUS ACLI commands

Command Parameter
Global Configuration mode

radius access-priority-attribute <192-240>

auth-info-attr-value <0-255>

cli-cmd-count <1-40>

cli-commands-attribute <192-240>

cli-profile

command-access-attribute <192-240>

enable

igap-passwd-attr <standard|auth-info>

igap-timeout-log-fsize <50-8192>

maxserver <1-10>

mcast-addr-attr-value <0-255>

server

sourceip-flag

radius accounting enable

attribute-value <192-240>

include-cli-commands
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Command Parameter
Privileged EXEC mode

show radius

show radius snmp

clear radius statistics

radius server host <A.B.C.D> key <WORD 0-20>

used-by {cli|igap|snmp|eapol|web}
acct-enable
acct-port
enable
port <1-655356>
priority <1-10>
retry <0-6>
source-ip
timeout <1-20>

Configuring RADIUS attributes
Configure RADIUS to authenticate users identity through a central database.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Configure RADIUS by using the following command:

radius

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure RADIUS attributes with the
radiuscommand.
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Variable Value
maxserver <1-10> Specific to RADIUS authentication. Sets the maximum

number of servers allowed for the device. The range
is between 1 and 10.

access-priority-attribute
<192-240>

Specifies the value of the Access Priority attribute.in
the range of 192 to 240 and the default is 192.

auth-info-attr-value <0-255> Specifies the value of the authentication-information
attribute in the range of 0 to 255.The default is 91.

cli-commands-attribute <192-240> Specifies the value of the ACLI commands attribute in
the range of 192 to 240 and the default is 195.

command-access-attribute
<192-240>

Specifies the value of the command access attribute
in the range of 192 to 240 and the default is 194.

igap-passwd-attr <standard|auth-
info>

Specifies the IGAP password attribute as standard or
auth-info.

igap-timeout-log-fsize <50-8192> Specifies the value of the igap-timeout-log-fsize in the
range of 50 to 8192 KB. The default is 512.

mcast-addr-attr-value <0-255> Specifies the value of the multicast address attribute
in the range of 0 to 255. The default is 90.

Configuring RADIUS profile
You can use RADIUS ACLI profiling to grant or deny ACLI command access to users being
authenticated by way of the RADIUS server. You can add a set of ACLI commands to the
configuration file on the radius server, and you can specify the command-access mode for
these commands.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Enable RADIUS ACLI profiling by using the following command:
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radius cli-profile

Enabling RADIUS authentication
Enable or disable RADIUS authentication globally on the device to allow further configuration
to take place.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Enable RADIUS authentication globally on the device by using the following command:

radius
Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable RADIUS authentication with the
radiuscommand.

Variable Value
maxserver <1-10> Specific to RADIUS authentication. Sets the maximum

number of servers allowed for the device. The range
is between 1 and 10.

access-priority-
attribute <192-240>

Specifies the value of the Access Priority attribute.in
the range of 192 to 240 and the default is 192.

auth-info-attr-value
<0-255>

Specifies the value of the authentication-information
attribute in the range of 0 to 255.The default is 91.

cli-commands-attribute
<192-240>

Specifies the value of the ACLI commands attribute in
the range of 192 to 240 and the default is 195.

command-access-
attribute <192-240>

Specifies the value of the command access attribute
in the range of 192 to 240 and the default is 194.

igap-passwd-attr
<standard|auth-info>

Specifies the IGAP password attribute as standard or
auth-info.

igap-timeout-log-fsize
<50-8192>

Specifies the value of the igap-timeout-log-fsize in the
range of 50 to 8192 KB. The default is 512.

mcast-addr-attr-value
<0-255>

Specifies the value of the multicast address attribute
in the range of 0 to 255. The default is 90.
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Modifying user access to RADIUS ACLI commands
The network administrator can override the access to ACLI commands given to the user
according to the access level for the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600. This override
is done by configuring the Radius Server for user authentication. This capability is absent in
the current Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 implementation. The network administrator
must give access based on the already existing six access levels in the Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600. With this feature, the network administrator can allow or disallow a user of
certain ACLI commands in addition to what the user can execute based on the access level.

Configuring the source IP option for the RADIUS server
By default, the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 uses the IP address of the outgoing
interface as the source IP and NAS IP address for RADIUS packets that it transmits. When
configuring the RADIUS Server, this IP address is used when defining the RADIUS Clients
that communicate with it. Therefore, if the outgoing interface on the Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 fails, a different source IP address is used—requiring that configuration changes
be made to define the new RADIUS Client on the RADIUS Server.

To simplify RADIUS Server configuration, the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 can be
configured to use a Circuitless IP Address (CLIP) as the source IP and NAS IP address when
transmitting RADIUS packets. A CLIP is not associated with a physical interface and is always
in an active and operational state. An Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 can be configured
with multiple CLIP interfaces.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

• To configure the CLIP as the source IP address, the global RADIUS sourceip-flag must
be set to true. The source-ip address parameter can then be set when defining the
RADIUS Server on the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600. Note that the source IP
address must be a CLIP address and that a different CLIP address can be set for each
RADIUS Server.

Procedure steps

Configure the sourceip-flag using the following command:
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radius sourceip-flag

 Important:
Use the source-ip option only for the RADIUS servers connected to the in-band network.

Enabling RADIUS accounting
Enable RADIUS accounting log all of the activity of each remote user in a session on the
centralized RADIUS accounting server.

Prerequisites

• A RADIUS server is set and added to the device's configuration file.

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Enable or disable RADIUS accounting globally by using the following command:

radius-snmp acct-enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to enable RADIUS accounting with the radius-snmp
acct-enable command.

Variable Value
acct-enable Enables RADIUS accounting globally. RADIUS accounting

cannot be enabled unless a valid server is configured. This
feature is disabled by default.

Configuring RADIUS accounting interim request
Configure a RADIUS accounting interim request to create a log whenever more than forty CLI
commands are executed.
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Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Configure a RADIUS accounting interim request by using the following command:

radius cli-cmd-count <1-40>
If the packet size equals or exceeds 1.8 K bytes, an interim request packet is sent even if the
configured limit is not reached. Therefore, the trigger to send out the interim request is either
the configured value or a packet size greater than, or equal to 1.8 K bytes, whichever happens
first.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure RADIUS accounting interim request with the
radius cli-cmd-count command.

Variable Value
<1-40> Specifies a value of the ACLI command count in the range of

1 to 40. The default value is 40.

Configuring RADIUS authentication and RADIUS
accounting attributes

Configure RADIUS authentication and RADIUS accounting attributes to determine the size of
the packets received.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Configure the RADIUS authentication attribute value by using the following
command:
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radius command-access-attribute <192-240>
2. Configure the RADIUS accounting attribute value by using the following command:

radius accounting attribute-value <192-240>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure RADIUS authentication and RADIUS accounting
attributes with the radius command.

Variable Value
command-access-attribute
<192-240>

Specifies the RADIUS authentication attribute value is an
integer value of the ACLI command count in the range of 192
to 240. The default value is 192.

acct-attribute-value <value> Specifies the RADIUS accounting attribute value is an integer
value of the ACLI command count in the range of 192 to 240.
The default value is 193.

Showing RADIUS information
Display the global status of RADIUS information.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Privileged EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Display the global status of RADIUS information by using one the following command:

show radius

Adding a RADIUS server
Add a RADIUS server to allow RADIUS service on the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600.
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Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Add a RADIUS server by using the following command:

radius server host <Word 0-46> key <WORD 0-32> used-by {cli|
igap|snmp|eapol|web} acct-enable acct-port <1-65536> enable
port <1-65536> priority <1-10> retry <0-6> source-ip <A.B.C.D>
timeout <1-60>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to add a RADIUS server with the radius server
command.

Variable Value
host <WORD 0-46> Create a host server by specifying either the

IPv4 or the IPv6 address. <WORD 0-46>
specifies the IPv4 or the IPv6 address.

key <WORD 0-32> Specifies a secret key in the range of 0 to 32
characters.

used-by {cli|igap|snmp|eapol|web} Specifies how the server functions:

• cli - configure the server for CLI
authentication.

• igap - configure the server for Internet
Governance Advisory Protocol (IGAP)
authentication.

• snmp - configure the server for SNMP
authentication.

• eapol - configure the server for EAPol
authentication.

• web- configure the server for EDM
authentication, supports both HTTP and
HTTPS

acct-enable Enables RADIUS accounting on this server.

acct-port <1-65536> Specify a UDP port of the RADIUS accounting
server

enable Enables this server.
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Variable Value
port <1-65536> Specify a UDP port of the RADIUS server.

priority <1-10> Specify the priority value for this server.

retry <0-6> Specify the maximum number of
authentication retries.

source-ip <A.B.C.D> Specifies a configured IPv4 or IPv6 address
as the source address when transmitting
RADIUS packets.

timeout <1-20> Specifies the number of seconds before the
authentication request times out.

Showing RADIUS server configurations
Display current RADIUS server configurations.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Privileged EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Display current RADIUS server configurations by using the following command:

show radius snmp

Configuring a BaySecure Access Control (BSAC) RADIUS
server

Configure the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 to support a BSAC RADIUS server

Procedure steps

1. Create a new file "say ersl2l3.dct" and update the following information:

ATTRIBUTE Radlinx-Vendor-Specific 26[vid=648
data=string]RATTRIBUTE Acct-Status-Type 26 [vid=1584
type1=193 len1=+2 data=integer]rATTRIBUTE Access-Priority 26
[vid=1584 type1=192 len1=+2 data=integer]r
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192,193 are the default values. If you change these values on the Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600, you must change them in this file.

You can give the following access levels to a user:

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWriteAll 32

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWrite 16

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWriteLayer3 8

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWriteLayer2 4

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadWriteLayer1 2

VALUE Access-Priority CommReadOnly 1

2. In the file dictiona.ini add the new file ersl2l3.dc as follows:

@ersl2l3.dct
3. Update the file vendor.ini as follows:

vendor-product = Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8600 L2L3
4. Switches dictionary = ERSl2l3ignore-ports = nohelp-id = 0
5. Add the following line in the file account.ini file:

Acct-Status-Type =
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Chapter 29: EAPoL configuration using the
ACLI

Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPoL) is a port-based network access-control protocol.
EAPoL provides security to your network by preventing users from accessing network resources before
they receive authentication.

You can use EAPoL to set up network access control on internal LANs and to exchange authentication
information between any end station or server connected to the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
and an authentication server (such as a RADIUS server). This security feature extends the benefits of
remote authentication to internal LAN clients. For example, if a new client PC fails the authentication
process, EAPoL prevents the PC from accessing the network.

See the Technical Configuration Guide for EAPoL for EAPoL configuration examples. You can find this
Technical Configuration Guide at www.avaya.com/support with the rest of the Avaya Ethernet Routing
Switch 8800/8600 documentation.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section.

Table 31: Roadmap of EAPoL ACLI commands

Command Parameter
Privileged EXEC mode

show eapol port <port> interface <interface-type>

Global Configuration mode

eapol enable

eapol sess-manage enable

FastEthernet or GigabitEthernet Interface Configuration mode

eapol status {authorized|auto|unauthorized}
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Prerequisites to EAPoL configuration
• You must configure at least one EAPoL RADIUS Server and Shared Secret fields.

• You cannot configure EAPoL on ports that are currently configured for:

- Shared segments

- MultiLink Trunking

- Port mirroring

• Change the status to auto for each port that you want to control. See Changing the
authentication status of a port on page 284. The auto setting automatically authenticates
the port according to the results of the RADIUS server. The default authentication setting
for each port is force-authorized.

• You can connect only a single client on each port that is configured for EAPoL. (If you
attempt to add additional clients on the EAPoL authorized port, the port goes to force-
unauthorized mode).

EAPoL uses RADIUS protocol for EAPoL-authorized logins.

 Important:
EAPoL does not support jumbo frames on the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600
v4.1.

Configuring EAPoL
Configure EAPoL on the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

When you configure a port with the EAP status of auto, only one supplicant is allowed on this
port. Multiple EAP supplicants are not allowed on the same physical Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 port.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Enable EAPoL globally by using the following command:
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eapol enable
2. Log on to the appropriate Interface Configuration mode, either FastEthernet or

GigabitEthernet.
3. Enable EAPoL on an interface by using the following command:

eapol status {authorized|auto|unauthorized}
4. Exit to Global Configuration mode.
5. Configure RADIUS on the switch.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the eapol status command.

Variable Value
authorized Specifies the port is always authorized.

auto Specifies that port authorization depends on the results of the
EAPoL authentication by the RADIUS server.

unauthorized Specifies the port is always unauthorized.

Configuring an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server
The Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 uses RADIUS servers for authentication and
accounting services. Use the no form to delete a RADIUS server.

The RADIUS server uses the secret key to validate users.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure step

1. Enable RADIUS globally by using the following command:

radius enable
2. Add an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server by using the following command:

radius server host <A.B.C.D> key <WORD 0-20> used-by eapol

Configuring an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server
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By default, the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 uses RADIUS UDP ports
1812 and 1813. You can change the port number or other RADIUS server options.
Use the following command to show all the available options as follows:

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure an EAPoL-enabled RADIUS server with the
radius server host command.

Variable Value
<A.B.C.D> Specifies the IP address of the selected server.

<WORD 0-20> Specifies the secret key, which is a string of up to 20
characters.

Use the data in the following table to use the radius server host command.

Variable Value
[port <1-65535> ] Specifies the port ID number.

[priority <1-10>] Specifies the priority number. The lowest being the
highest priority.

[retry <0-6>] Specifies the retry count of the account

[timeout <1-10>] Specifies the timeout of the server

[enable] Enables the functions used by the RADIUS server
host.

[acct-port ] Specifies the port account

[acct-enable] Enables the account.

[source-ip <A.B.C.D>] Specifies the IP source.

Configuring the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 for
EAPoL and RADIUS

You must configure the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 through which UBP users
connect to communicate with the RADIUS server to exchange EAPoL authentication
information, as well as user role information. You must specify the IP address of the RADIUS
server, as well as the shared secret (a password that authenticates the device with the RADIUS
server as an EAPoL access point). EAPoL must be enabled globally on each device, and
EAPoL authentication settings must be set on each device port through which EAPoL/UBP
users will connect.
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Use the following procedure to set up the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 for EAPoL and
RADIUS:

Procedure steps

1. Open a Telnet session and log on to the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.
2. Create a RADIUS server that is used by EAPoL by using the following command:

radius server host <ip_address> used-by eapol key <secretkey>
3. Enable the device to communicate through EAPoL and to globally enable session

management, enter the following command:

 Important:
You must log on to the Interface Configuration mode in ACLI to execute the
following commands.

eapol sess-manage-mode enable

 Important:
When EPM learns interfaces on the device, it sets the eapol port <slot/
port> sess-manage-mode command to enable on individual interfaces.

4. Enable device ports for EAPoL authentication, enter the following commands:

eapol port <slot/port> status auto
eapol port <slot/port> reauthentication enable

5. Save your changes, enter the following command:

save
For more information about EPM and UBP, see the user documentation for your Avaya
Enterprise Policy Manager (EPM) 4.2 application.

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config radius server set <ipaddr> used-
by eapol command.

Variable Value
ipaddr ipaddr indicates the IP address of the selected server.

This address tells the device where to find the RADIUS server
from which it will obtain EAPoL authentication and user role
information.

secretkey secretkey is the shared secret for RADIUS authentication. The
shared secret is held in common by the RADIUS server and all
EAPoL-enabled devices in your network. It authenticates each
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Variable Value
device with the RADIUS server as an EAPoL access point. When
you configure your RADIUS server, you will need to use the same
shared secret value as you used here.

Changing the authentication status of a port
Ports are authorized by default. This means that the ports are always authorized and are not
authenticated by the RADIUS server.

You can change this setting so that the ports are always unauthorized. You can also make the
ports controlled so that they are automatically authenticated when you globally enable EAPoL
(auto).

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the appropriate Interface Configuration mode in the ACLI, either
FastEthernet or GigabitEthernet.

Procedure steps

1. Configure a port so that it is always unauthorized by using the following command:

eapol status unauthorized
2. Configure a port so that it is authenticated automatically by using the following

command:

eapol status auto

Globally configuring EAPoL on the device
The eapol command globally enables or disables EAPoL on the device. With this one
command, you can make all the controlled ports on the switch EAPoL-enabled. Enter the
command in the global configuration mode.
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Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Globally configure EAPoL by using the following command:

eapol enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to globally configure EAPoL with the eapol enable

Variable Value
enable enable enables EAPoL globally on the device.

Configuring EAPoL on a port
Configure EAPoL on a specific port when you do not want EAPol applied to all of an Avaya
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the FastEthernet or GigabitEthernet interface configuration mode in the
ACLI.

Procedure steps

Configure EAPoL on a specific port by using the following command:

eapol port <portlist>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure EAPoL on a port with the eapol port
command.

Configuring EAPoL on a port
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Variable Value
<portlist> Specifies the port or list of ports used by EAPol. Specify

the port list using the following format: {slot/port[-slot/port]
[, ...]}

max-request <1-10> Maximum EAP requests sent to supplicant before timing
out the session.

quiet-interval <1-65535> Time interval in seconds between authentication failure
and start of a new authentication.

re-authentication enable Enables re-authenticating an existing supplicant at a
specified time interval.

re-authentication-period
<1-2147483647>

Time interval in seconds between successive re-
authentications.

server-timeout <1-65535> Time in seconds to wait for a response from RADIUS
server.

sess-manage-mode enable Enables the port session to be managed by an external
device.

sess-manage-open-immediate
enable

Sets the port to be opened immediately after 8021x
authentication.

status {authorized|auto|
unauthorized}

Set the desired EAP authentication status for this port.

supplicant-timeout <1-65535> Time in seconds to wait for response from supplicant for
all EAP packets except EAP Request/Identity.

traffic-control {in|in-out} Desired level of traffic control of port.

transmit-interval <1-65535> Time in seconds to wait for response from supplicant for
EAP Request/Identity packets.
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Chapter 30: NSNA configuration using the
ACLI

NSNA is a network access control solution that enables security policy compliance on all endpoint devices
such as PCs and IP Phones. NSNA coordinates access controllers and policy servers to enforce security
policy compliance on all devices that access network computing resources. NSNA allows network access
only to compliant and trusted endpoint devices and can restrict the access of noncompliant devices.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this section.

Table 32: Roadmap of NSNA ACLI commands

Command Parameter

Privileged EXEC mode

show nsna client

interface

nsnas

phone-signature

vlan <vlanId>

Global Configuration mode

nsna enable

nsna nsnas <A.B.C.D/0-32>

<Port 1024-65535>

nsna phone-signature
<WORD>

nsna vlan <1-4094> color {red|green|yellow|voip}
filter-id <WORD>
filter-name <WORD>
yellow-subnet <A.B.C.D/0-32>

Interface configuration mode
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Command Parameter

nsna dynamic [voip-vlans <1-4094>]

port <portList>

uplink vlans <vidList>

Configuring NSNA server
Configure the NSNA server to allow VLANS with policy restrictions to enforce security policies
for end users.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Create a VLAN by using the following command:

nsna nsnas <A.B.C.D/0-32> port <1024-65535>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the NSNA server.

Variable Value
port <1024-65535> Specifies the TCP port number used by Switch SNAS

Communication Protocol (SSCP)

A.B.C.D/0-32 Adds an entry into the table.

Configuring NSNA VLANs
Configure the filters for policy restrictions for NSNA users.
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Prerequisites

• SSH is configured.

• NSNA server configured.

• Red VLAN must be configured.

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Configure NSNA VLANs with the following command:

nsna vlan <1-4094> color {red| green|yellow|voip} filter-id
<WORD> filter-name <WORD> yellow-subnet <A.B.C.D/0-32>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configuring NSNA VLANs with the nsna vlan
command.

Variable Value
color {red|yellow|green|voip} Specify the following access on a NSNA VLAN:

• red - Restricted access allowing only authentication, DHCP
and DNS traffic to the Secure Network Access Switch
(SNAS), DHCP and DNS servers.

• yellow - Limited access allowing traffic to only remediation
networks.

• green- Full (or with certain restriction per policy) access
based on user groups.

• voip – Restricted access allowing VoIP traffic to VoIP
controllers and authenticated IP phone peers.

filter-id <WORD> The ID of the filter in the range of 1–4095. If the specified filter
ID does not exist, a default filter of the specified color is auto-
generated.

filter-name <WORD> Specify a name for the filter in the range of 1–32
characters.

vlan <1-4094> The ID of the VLAN.

yellow-subnet <A.B.C.D/
0-32>

Specify a VLAN subnet IP and mask for remedial network.
This option is present only when creating yellow VLANs.
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Configuring NSNA ports
Configure the access ports for NSNA.

Prerequisites

• You must have the following configured:

- SSH

- NSNA server

- Red VLAN

• MLT/IST cannot be an NSNA dynamic port.

• You cannot enable NSNA on an 802.1x(EAP) port.

• NSNA port is taken out of all existing VLANs and put in the Red VLAN.

• You must log on to the Interface configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Configure NSNA ports by using the following command:

nsna port <portList> dynamic [voip-vlans <1-4094>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure NSNA ports with the nsna port command.

Variable Value
<portList> Specify the port or a list of ports in the

following format: {slot/port[-slot/port][,...]}

voip-vlans <1-4094> Specify the ID of the VoIP VLAN added to the
table list.

Configuring uplink ports
Add a filter for uplinking to core for uplink port or each member port for MLT.
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Prerequisites

• SSH is configured.

• NSNAS subnet for SNAS.

• You must log on to the FastEthernet or GigabitEthernet interface configuration mode in
the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Add an filter to uplink by using the following command:

nsna uplink vlans <vidList>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure uplink ports with the nsna uplink vlans
<vidList> command.

Variable Value
vlans <vidList> The VLAN ID created with an NSNA color

filter.

Globally enable NSNA
Globally enable the configuration settings in NSNA.

You cannot change NSNA VLANs and filters when NSNA is globally enabled.

Prerequisites

• SSH is enabled

• NSNAS subnet for SNAS

• NSNA red VLAN filter

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Globally enable NSNA by using the following command:

Globally enable NSNA
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nsna enable

Adding an IP phone signature string to NSNA
Add an IP phone signature string to an NSNA IP phone device.

Prerequisites

• You must log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Add an IP phone signature string by using the following command:

nsna phone-signature <WORD>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table for the nsna phone-signature command.

Variable Value
<WORD> Specify the phone signature string in the range of 1–64

characters.
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Chapter 31: DHCP snooping configuration
using ACLI

This chapter provides the procedures to configure Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) snooping
by using the Avaya Command Line Interface (ACLI).

Job aid
The following table lists the ACLI commands and parameters that you use to perform the
procedures in this chapter.

Table 33: Roadmap of DHCP snooping ACLI commands

Command Parameter
User EXEC Mode

show ip dhcp snooping

show ip dhcp snooping binding

show ip dhcp snooping vlan

show ip dhcp snooping interface

show ip dhcp snooping [interface <interface-type>]

show ip dhcp snooping [interace <interface-type>]
[<portlist>]

Global Configuration Mode

ip dhcp snooping [enable]

no ip dhcp snooping [enable]

default ip dhcp snooping [enable]

ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid> [enable]

no ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid> [enable]

default ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid> [enable]

ip dhcp snooping binding <mac> vlan <vid> ip <ip> interface
<slot/port>

no ip dhcp snooping binding <mac>
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Command Parameter
Interface Configuration Mode

ip dhcp snooping trusted

untrusted

port <portlist>

Enabling global DHCP snooping using the ACLI
Enable global DHCP snooping to enable DHCP snooping on the switch.

 Important:
You must enable DHCP snooping globally before you configure and manage DHCP
snooping on a VLAN or port.

DHCP snooping is disabled globally by default.

Prerequisites
Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Enable DHCP snooping globally by using one of the following commands:

ip dhcp snooping
OR

ip dhcp snooping enable

Disabling global DHCP snooping using the ACLI
Perform this procedure to disable global DHCP snooping on the switch.

 Important:
You must enable DHCP snooping globally before you configure and manage DHCP
snooping on a VLAN or port.
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DHCP snooping is disabled globally by default.

Prerequisites
Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Disable global DHCP snooping by using one of the following commands:

no ip dhcp snooping [enable]
OR

default ip dhcp snooping [enable]

Enabling VLAN-based DHCP snooping using the ACLI
Perform this procedure to enable VLAN-based DHCP snooping to control the ports to which
the switch forwards DHCP reply packets.

DHCP snooping is disabled by default.

 Important:
You must separately enable DHCP snooping for each VLAN.

Prerequisites

• Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.
• Globally enable DHCP snooping.

Procedure steps

Enable VLAN-based DHCP snooping by using one of the following commands:

ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid>
OR

Enabling VLAN-based DHCP snooping using the ACLI
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ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid> enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid>
command.

Variable Value
<vid> An integer that identifies a VLAN. Values

range from 1–4094.

Disabling VLAN-based DHCP snooping using the ACLI
Perform this procedure to disable VLAN-based DHCP snooping to discontinue controlling the
ports to which the switch forwards DHCP reply packets.

DHCP snooping is disabled by default.

Prerequisites
Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Disable VLAN-based DHCP snooping:

no ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid> [enable]
OR

defaul ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid> [enable]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the no ip dhcp snooping vlan <vid>
command.
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Variable Value
<vid> An integer that identifies a VLAN. Values

range from 1–4094.

Configuring port-based DHCP snooping using the ACLI
Perform this procedure to configure port-based DHCP snooping to specify whether a port or
a range of ports is configured as trusted or untrusted.

All ports on the switch are untrusted by default.

Prerequisites

• Enable DHCP snooping globally.
• Log on to the Interface Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Configure the currently accessed port to trusted or untrusted:

ip dhcp snooping <trusted|untrusted>
2. Configure a specific port or range of ports to trusted or untrusted:

ip dhcp snooping [port <portlist>] <trusted|untrusted>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the ip dhcp snooping [port
<portlist>] <trusted|untrusted> command.

Variable Value
<portlist> Specifies a single port or range of ports,

entered as {slot/port [-slot/port][,...]}.

<trusted> Specifies that the DHCP snooping state for a
port or ports is configured as trusted.

<untrusted> Specifies that the DHCP snooping state for a
port or ports is configured as untrusted.
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Configuring static binding entries for DHCP snooping using
the ACLI

Configure static binding entries to manually add an IP-to-MAC binding entry in the DHCP
snooping binding table.

Prerequisites
Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Configure static DHCP snooping binding entries by using the following command:

ip dhcp snooping binding <mac> vlan <vid> ip <ip> interface
<slot/port>

2. To delete a static DHCP snooping binding entry, use the following command:

no ip dhcp snooping binding <mac>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the ip dhcp snooping binding
command.

Variable Value
<mac> Specifies the MAC address for the static

binding entry.

vlan <vid> Specifies the VLAN to associate with the
static binding entry.

ip <ip> Specifies the IP address for the static binding
entry.

interface <slot/port> Specifies the port to associate with the static
binding entry.
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Viewing the global DHCP snooping status using the ACLI
View the global DHCP snooping status to determine if DHCP snooping is enabled or disabled
on the switch.

Prerequisites
Log on to the User EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

View the global DHCP snooping status:

show ip dhcp snooping

Viewing VLAN-based DHCP snooping status using the
ACLI

View VLAN-based DHCP snooping status to determine if DHCP snooping is enabled or
disabled on VLANs.

Prerequisites
You must log on to the User EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

View VLAN-based DHCP snooping status:

Viewing the global DHCP snooping status using the ACLI
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show ip dhcp snooping vlan

Viewing port-based DHCP snooping status using the ACLI
View port-based DHCP snooping status to determine if ports are configured as DHCP snooping
trusted or untrusted.

Prerequisites
You must log on to the User EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. View the DHCP snooping port status for all interfaces on the switch:

show ip dhcp snooping interface
2. View the DHCP snooping port status for a specific interface type:

show ip dhcp snooping [interface <interface-type>]
3. View the DHCP snooping port status for a specific interface port:

show ip dhcp snooping [interface <interface-type>]
[<portlist>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the show ip dhcp snooping [interface
<interface-type>] or show ip dhcp snooping [interface <interface-
type>] [<portlist>] command.

Variable Value
[<interface-type>] Specifies the port type (for example,

FastEthernet).

<portlist> Specifies a single port or range of ports,
entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.
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Viewing DHCP snooping binding information using the
ACLI

View DHCP snooping binding information to determine the DHCP snooping binding table.

Prerequisites
You must log on to the User EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

View DHCP snooping binding information:

show ip dhcp snooping binding

Job aid
The following table describes the information displayed in the DHCP-snooping binding table.

Table 34: show ip dhcp snooping binding ACLI command output

Field Description
MAC Indicates the DHCP client MAC address.

IP Indicates the DHCP client IP address.

Lease (sec) Indicates the DHCP client binding lease time
(in seconds).

Time-to-Expiry Indicates the time (in seconds) before a
DHCP client binding expires.

PORT NUM Indicates the DHCP client port number.

STATIC Indicates whether the entry is static or
dynamic.

Viewing DHCP snooping binding information using the ACLI
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Chapter 32: Dynamic ARP inspection
configuration using ACLI

This chapter provides the procedures to configure Dynamic Address Resolution Protocol (Dynamic ARP)
inspection by using the Avaya command line interface (ACLI).

 Important:
For Dynamic ARP inspection to function, DHCP snooping must be globally enabled. For more
information about configuring DHCP snooping, see DHCP snooping configuration using Enterprise
Device Manager on page 133, DHCP snooping configuration using CLI on page 213, and DHCP
snooping configuration using ACLI on page 293.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and parameters that you use to perform the procedures
in this chapter.

Table 35: Roadmap of Dynamic ARP inspection ACLI commands

Command Parameter
User EXEC Mode

show ip arp inspection vlan

show ip arp inspection interface

show ip arp inspection interface <interface-type> <ports>

Global Configuration Mode

ip arp inspection vlan <vid>

no ip arp inspection vlan

no ip arp inspection vlan <vid>

Interface Configuration Mode

ip arp inspection [port <portlist>] trusted

untrusted

default ip arp inspection [port <portlist>]
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Enabling VLAN-based Dynamic ARP inspection
Perform this procedure to enable VLAN-based Dynamic ARP inspection and apply ARP
validation security on a VLAN.

Prerequisites

• Globally enable DHCP snooping.
• Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Enable Dynamic ARP inspection on a VLAN:

ip arp inspection vlan <vid>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the ip arp inspection vlan <vid>
command.

Variable Value
<vid> An integer that identifies a VLAN. Values

range from 1–4094.

Disabling VLAN Dynamic ARP inspection
Perform this procedure to disable Dynamic ARP inspection on a VLAN to stop applying ARP
validation security on a specific VLAN or all VLANs configured on the switch.
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Prerequisites

• Enable DHCP snooping globally.
• Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Disable Dynamic ARP inspection on a specific VLAN:

no ip arp inspection vlan <vid>
2. Disable Dynamic ARP inspection on all VLANs configured on the switch:

no ip arp inspection vlan

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the ip arp inspection vlan <vid>
command.

Variable Value
<vid> An integer that identifies a VLAN. Values

range from 1–4094.

Configuring port ARP status
Perform this procedure to configure port ARP status to specify whether a port or range of ports
is trusted or untrusted.

Prerequisites
Log on to the Interface Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Configure the port ARP status:

Configuring port ARP status
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ip arp inspection [port <portlist>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the ip arp inspection [port
<portlist>] command.

Variable Value
<portlist> Specifies a single port or range of ports,

entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.

<trusted> Specifies that ARP traffic is not subject to
Dynamic ARP inspection.

<untrusted> Specifies that ARP traffic is subject to
Dynamic ARP inspection.

Viewing VLAN Dynamic ARP inspection configuration
View the Dynamic ARP inspection configuration to display the VLANs on which Dynamic ARP
inspection is enabled.

Prerequisites
Log on to the User EXEC mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

View the Dynamic ARP inspection configuration:

show ip arp inspection vlan

Viewing interface Dynamic ARP inspection status
View the interface Dynamic ARP inspection status to display the ARP inspection state for all
interface ports on the switch, a specific interface ports, or a range of interface ports.
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Prerequisites
Log on to the Interface Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. View the port Dynamic ARP inspection status for all interface ports on the switch:

show ip arp inspection interface
2. View the port Dynamic ARP inspection status for a specific interface port or a range

of interface ports:

show ip arp inspection interface [<interface-type>] [<port>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the show ip arp inspection interface
[interface-type>] [<port>] command.

Variable Value
<interface type> Identifies the type of interface for which to

display port ARP inspection status. Values
are FastEthernet and GigabitEthernet.

<port> Specifies the port number for a single port or
range of ports, entered as {slot/port[-slot/
port][,...]}.

Viewing interface Dynamic ARP inspection status
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Chapter 33: IP Source Guard configuration
using the ACLI

This chapter provides the procedures to configure IP Source Guard by using the Avaya Command Line
Interface (ACLI).

Prerequisites
Before you can configure IP Source Guard, you must ensure the following:

• Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) snooping is globally enabled. For information see,
Enabling global DHCP snooping using the ACLI on page 294.

• The port is a member of a Virtual LAN (VLAN) configured with DHCP snooping and
dynamic Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Inspection.

• The port is an untrusted DHCP snooping and Dynamic ARP Inspection port.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and parameters that you use to perform the procedures
in this chapter.

Table 36: Roadmap of IP Source Guard ACLI commands

Command Parameter
Privileged EXEC Mode

show ip verify source

show ip verify source [interface <interface-
type>] [<portlist>]

show ip source binding [<A.B.C.D>]
[interface <interface-type>]

show ip source binding [<A.B.C.D>]
[interface <interface-type>] [<portlist>]

Interface Configuration Mode
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Command Parameter
ip verify source [interface <interface-type>]
[<portlist>]

no ip verify source [interface <interface-
type>] [<portlist>]

Enabling IP Source Guard
Perform this procedure to enable IP Source Guard to add a high level of security to the desired
port by preventing IP spoofing.

Prerequisites
Log on to the Interface Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Enable IP Source Guard:

ip verify source interface [<interface type>] [<portlist>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to configure the ip verify source [interface
<interface type>] [<portlist>] command.

Variable Value
<interface type> Identifies the interface on which you want IP

Source Guard enabled. Values are
FastEthernet and GigabitEthernet.

<portlist> Specifies a single port or range of ports,
entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.
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Viewing interface IP Source Guard configuration
information

View interface IP Source Guard configuration information to display the IP Source Guard
configuration for all switch interface ports, a specific interface port, or a range of interface
ports.

Prerequisites
Log on to the Privileged Exec mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. View interface IP Source Guard configuration information for all switch interface
ports:

show ip verify source
2. View interface IP Source Guard configuration information for a specific interface

port or a range of interface ports by using one the following command:

show ip verify source [interface <interface type>]
[<portlist>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the show ip verify source [interface
<interface type>] [<portlist>] command.

Variable Value
<interface type> Identifies the type of interface for which you

want to view IP Source Guard configuration
information. Values are FastEthernet and
GigabitEthernet.

<portlist> Specifies a single port or range of ports,
entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.

Viewing interface IP Source Guard configuration information
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Viewing IP Source Guard binding information
Display IP Source Guard binding information to view the IP Source Guard binding table. You
can display binding information for all interface ports on the switch, a single interface port, or
a range of interface ports.

Prerequisites
Log on to the Privileged Exec mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. View IP Source Guard binding information for all interface ports on the switch:

show ip source binding [<A.B.C.D>] [interface <interface
type>]

2. View IP Source Guard binding information for a single interface port or a range of
interface ports:

show ip source binding [<A.B.C.D>] [interface <interface
type>] [<portlist>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the show ip source binding <A.B.C.D>
command

Variable Value
<A.B.C.D> Identifies the IP address or group of

addresses that IP Source Guard allowed.

<interface type> Identifies the ID of the interface for which you
want IP Source Guard-allowed addresses
displayed.

<portlist> Specifies a single port or range of ports,
entered as {slot/port[-slot/ port][,...]}.
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Chapter 34: TACACS+ configuration using
the ACLI

Perform the procedures in this chapter to configure Terminal Access Controller Access Control System
plus (TACACS+) by using the Avaya command line interface (ACLI).

For conceptual information about TACACS+, see Terminal Access Controller Access Control System
plus on page 55.

Job aid
The following table lists the commands and their parameters that you use to complete the
procedures in this chapter.

Table 37: Roadmap of TACACS+ ACLI commands

Command Parameters
Global Configuration Mode

tacacs enable

tacacs server <A.B.C.D> key <WORD 1–
128>

[key <WORD 1–128>][port <0–65535>]
[priority <1–65535>] [single-connection
enable] [source <A.B.C.D>] [source-ip-
interface enable][timeout <10–30>]

show tacacs

Enabling TACACS+ authentication
Enable TACACS+ authentication to provide centralized validation of users attempting to gain
access to a router or network access server.
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Prerequisites

• Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Enable TACACS+ authentication globally on the switch by using the following
command:

tacacs enable

Disabling TACACS+ authentication
Disable TACACS+ authentication to remove the centralized validation of users attempting to
gain access to a router or network access server.

Prerequisites

• Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Disable TACACS+ authentication globally on the switch by using the following
command:

no tacacs enable

Configuring a TACACS+ server
Configure a TACACS+ server to create the server and specify the authentication process.
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Prerequisites

• Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

1. Add a TACACS+ server by using the following command:

tacacs server <A.B.C.D> key <WORD 1–128> priority <value>

2. Configure the remaining parameters as required.

3. Display the status of the TACACS+ configuration by using the following command:

show tacacs

Variable definitions
The following table describes variables that you enter in the tacacs server <A.B.C.D> key
<WORD 1–128> command.

Variable Value
<A.B.C.D> Specifies the IP address of the server you

want to add.
The no form of this command is no tacacs
server.
The default form of this command is no
tacacs server <A.B.C.D>.

key <WORD 1–128> Specifies the authentication and encryption
key for all TACACS+ communications
between the device and the TACACS+
server. This key must match the encryption
used on the TACACS+ daemon. The string
length is 1–128 characters.

 Important:
The key <value>: parameter is a required
parameter only when adding a new server
entry. The parameter is optional when
modifying an existing entry.

The no form of this command is no tacacs
server <A.B.C.D> key.

Configuring a TACACS+ server
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Variable Value
The default form of this command is default
tacacs server <A.B.C.D> key .

After you add the TACACS+ server, the following table describes optional parameters that you
enter after the tacacs server <A.B.C.D> command to further configure the TACACS+
server settings.

Variable Value
[key <WORD 1–128>][port <0–65535>]
[priority <primary|backup>] [single-
connection enable] [source <A.B.C.D>]
[source-ip-interface enable][timeout <10–
30>]

• key <WORD 1–128>: Specifies the
authentication and encryption key for all
TACACS+ communications between the
device and the TACACS+ server. This key
must match the encryption used on the
TACACS+ daemon. The string length is 1–
128 characters.
The no form of this command is no tacacs
server <A.B.C.D> key.
The default form of this command is default
tacacs server <A.B.C.D> key .

• port <0–65535>: Specifies the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) port
you want to use. If unspecified, the default
port number is 49. The range of values is
0–65535.

• single-connection enable: Rather than
keep the device open and close a TCP
connection to the daemon each time the
daemon must communicate, the single-
connection option maintains a single open
connection between the device and the
daemon. By default, single-connection is
disabled.
The no form of this command is no tacacs
server <A.B.C.D> single-connection
enable:

• source <A.B.C.D>: Specifies the source IP
address to use for communication. Enter
0.0.0.0 to use the IP address of the
outgoing IP interface. The default value is
0.0.0.0.

• source-ip-interface enable: enables the
source IP interface. The default state is
disabled.
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Variable Value

The default form of this command is default
tacacs server <A.B.C.D> source-ip-
interface:

• timeout <10–30>: Specifies the timeout
value (in seconds) for communications
with the TACACS+ server. The default
value is 10 seconds and the range of
values is 10–30.

Job aid
The following table shows the field descriptions for this command.

Field Description
IP address Specifies the IP address of the configured

TACACS+ server.

Status Specifies whether the server is connected.

Key Specifies the authentication and encryption
key for all TACACS+ communications
between the device and the TACACS+
server.

Port Specifies the TCP port.

Prio Specifies the priority that determines the
order in which the servers are used.

Timeout Specifies the timeout value.

Single Specifies whether the connection is single.

Source IP Specifies the source IP address used for
communication.

SourceEnable Specifies whether the source is enabled.

Example of Enabling TACACS+ and adding a TACACS+ server
Procedure steps

1. Enable TACACS+ globally:

ERS-8610:5(config)# tacacs enable
2. Add a TACACS+ server with an IP address of 12.12.12.12 and a key of myKey:

Configuring a TACACS+ server
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ERS-8610:5(config)# tacacs server create 12.12.12.12 key
myKey priority primary

Deleting a TACACS+ server
Delete a TACACS+ server to remove the centralized validation of users attempting to gain
access to a router or network access server.

Prerequisites

• Log on to the Global Configuration mode in the ACLI.

Procedure steps

Delete a TACACS+ server by using the following command:

no tacacs server <ipaddr>

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to help you use the command in this procedure.

Variable Value
<A.B.C.D> Specifies the IP address of the server you

want to delete.
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Chapter 35: Common procedures

The following section describes common procedures that you use while configuring security services for
the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600.

Downloading the SNMPv3 encryption software
Download the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Data Encryption Standard (DES)
software before you enable the encryption algorithms and use SNMPv3.

Due to export restrictions, the encryption capability is separate from the main software image.
SNMPv3 does not function properly without the use of this image.

The AES and DES encryption modules exist in a single file and can be enabled when the file
is stored on flash.

Procedure steps

1. Go to the Avaya technical support portal: www.avaya.com/support

2. To download software you must do one of the following:

• Click Register and follow the registration instructions.

• Click Sign In and enter your login credentials.

Once you are registered or signed in, the Support pane reappears.

3. From the list on the left side of the Support pane, click Downloads.

A dialog box appears.

4. In the dialog box, do one of the following:

• Enter your product name.

• Click A-Z List, click a letter from the selections, and select your product from
the list.

The product support page appears.

5. From the list on the left side of the product support pane, click Downloads.

The software downloads dialog appears.
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6. Click the link that appears beneath the software downloads dialog, for example:
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Downloads.

The product Downloads page appears.

7. On the product Downloads page, click the Downloads tab.

A list of available software downloads appears.

8. Click the appropriate .aes software file to download for your release and SF/CPU
type, and follow the instructions on the screen.

 Important:
You must load the encryption modules on the device before you can use the AES and DES
protocols.

Configuring the SNMPv3 engine
Configure the SNMPv3 engine to provide services for sending and receiving messages,
authenticating and encrypting messages, and controlling access to managed objects. A one-
to-one association exists between an SNMP engine and the SNMP entity, which contains it.

1. Create a user (for example, rdalton).

config snmp-v3 usm create rdalton md5 auth password priv
password

2. Create a group and assign the group to the user:

config snmp-v3 group-member create rdalton usm group newgroup
3. Assign an access level to the newly created group.

config snmp-v3 group-access create newgroup pref usm authPriv
4. Assign a MIB view to the group.

config snmp-v3 group-access view newgroup pre usm authPriv
read newmibview write newmibview

5. Create a MIB view.

config snmpv-v3 mib-view create newmibview subtree 1.3
6. Load the AES encryption module by entering the following command:

ERS-8606:5/config# load-module AES /flash/p80c5000.aes
Use the data in the following table to complete the Open Device dialog box.
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Table 38: Variable Definitions

Variable Value
User Name Indicates the name of the user in the USM.

Context Name Identifies a context for accessing management
information at a SNMP entity. The range is 1–32
characters. This parameter is required for certain
devices.

Authentication Protocol Identifies the authentication protocol used.

Authentication Password Creates a password that is used for authentication
purposes. If no value is entered, the entry has no
authentication capability.

Privacy Protocol Identifies the privacy protocol used.

Privacy Password Creates a password that is used for privacy purposes. If
no value is entered, the entry has no privacy capability.
(Privacy has to be set with authentication.)

Downloading the SSH encryption software
Download the SSH encryption software before you enable the 3DES encryption module and
use SSH.

Due to export restrictions, the encryption capability is separate from the main software image.
The SSH server does not function properly without the use of this image.

Procedure steps

1. Go to the Avaya technical support portal: www.avaya.com/support

2. To download software you must do one of the following:

• Click Register and follow the registration instructions.

• Click Sign In and enter your login credentials.

Once you are registered or signed in, the Support pane reappears.

3. From the list on the left side of the Support pane, click Downloads.

A dialog box appears.

4. In the dialog box, do one of the following:

• Enter your product name.

Downloading the SSH encryption software
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• Click A-Z List, click a letter from the selections, and select your product from
the list.

The product support page appears.

5. From the list on the left side of the product support pane, click Downloads.

The software downloads dialog appears.

6. Click the link that appears beneath the software downloads dialog, for example:
Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Downloads.

The product Downloads page appears.

7. On the product Downloads page, click the Downloads tab.

A list of available software downloads appears.

8. Click the .des software file to download for your software release and SF/CPU type,
and follow the instructions on the screen.

 Important:
You must load the 3DES encryption module on the device before you can use the
protocol.

Common procedures
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Chapter 36: Mappings between OctaPIDs
and ports

This chapter includes information about the following topics:

• Mappings between OctaPIDs and ports on page 323
• OctaPID ID and port assignments on page 323

Mappings between OctaPIDs and ports
The following table shows the available module types and OctaPID ID assignments.

Table 39: Available module types and OctaPID ID assignments

Module type Port type OctaPID ID assignment
8681XLR Module 10GBASE-LR Table 40: 8681XLR module

OctaPID, Port
assignments on page 324

8681XLW Module 10GBASE-LW Table 41: 8681XLW module
OctaPID, Port
assignments on page 324

8648GBRC and 8648GTRS 100BASE-FX/1000BASE-
X/T SFP (PIM)

10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/
1000BASE-T (PIM)

OctaPID ID and port assignments
The following table describes the OctaPID ID and port assignments for the 8681XLR
module.
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Table 40: 8681XLR module OctaPID, Port assignments

OctaPID ID assignment Port assignment
OctaPID ID: 0 Port 1

OctaPID ID: 1

OctaPID ID: 2

OctaPID ID: 3

OctaPID ID: 4

OctaPID ID: 5

OctaPID ID: 6

OctaPID ID: 7

The following table describes the OctaPID ID and port assignments for the 8681XLW
module.

Table 41: 8681XLW module OctaPID, Port assignments

OctaPID ID assignment Port assignment
OctaPID ID: 0 Port 1

OctaPID ID: 1

OctaPID ID: 2

OctaPID ID: 3

OctaPID ID: 4

OctaPID ID: 5

OctaPID ID: 6

OctaPID ID: 7

Mappings between OctaPIDs and ports
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Appendix A: Differences between SNMP CLI
and ACLI commands

This document explains the differences between the SNMP CLI and ACLI commands. The implementation
differs because the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 ACLI SNMP implementation is compatible
with the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 SNMP implementation. This document organizes these
SNMP differences according to the tables that SNMP modifies:

Each command set lists the advantages of using ACLI commands.

The ACLI command syntax list (snmp.txt) is required to understand how each command is
implemented.

snmpCommunityTable
You can use the CLI to access the following four parameters in the community table: Index,
Name (Community String), Security Name and Transport Tag.

The following list identifies the differences:

• In the CLI, Avaya creates a community table entry with Index as the index for the table.
In ACLI, Name (CommunityString) is the index for the table. The CLI and ACLI commands
are functionally the same, but the order of parameters varies in ACLI. Both Index and
Name are unique in the snmpCommunityTable.

• In the CLI, you can update the CommunityString of a particular snmpCommunityTable
entry. This option is not available in the ACLI. To change the CommunityString using the
ACLI, you must delete and recreate the entry.

• When you use the ACLI to create an snmpCommunityTable entry two entries in the
vacmSecurityToGroupTable (Group-membership table) are created. One entry is for
SNMPv1 and the other for SNMPv2. If you entered a GroupName, GroupName is
updated. When you create a nondefault community two entries in the vacmAccessTable
(Group-access table) are created. One entry is for SNMPv1 and the other for SNMPv2
with default access. Specify the group name when creating the community entry.

• If you update the SecurityName in the snmpCommunityTable, corresponding entries in
the vacmSecurityToGroupTable also update with the SecurityName. The system deletes
and recreates the vacmSecurityToGroupTable entries with the new SecurityName.

• You can use the CLI to configure the TransportTag. The configuration is stored in a hidden
file. The system retains the configuration across reboots. You cannot use the ACLI to
configure the TransportTag parameter.
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• In the ACLI SnmpCommunityTable entry deletion is based on the CommunityString. In
the CLI, entry deletion is based on the Index.

• If you delete an snmpCommunityTable entry, you delete all the corresponding entries in
the vacmSecurityToGroupTable and the nondefault vacmAccessTable.

CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 community create <Comm Idx> <name> <security> [context <value>] [tag
<value>]

• config snmp-v3 community delete <Comm Idx>

• config snmp-v3 community info

• config snmp-v3 community commname <Comm Idx> new-commname <value>

• config snmp-v3 community secname <Comm Idx> new-secname <value>

• config snmp-v3 community tag <Comm Idx> new-tag <value>

• config snmp-v3 community rmtag <Comm Idx>

ACLI commands

• snmp-server community [WORD <1-32>] [group <WORD/ 0-32>] [index WORD/1-32>]
[secname WORD/1-32>] [context WORD/0-32>]

• no snmp-server community [<WORD/ 1-32>]

Advantages of Avaya commands

• In the Avaya, you can add entries in snmpCommunityTable, vacmSecurityToGroupTable,
and vacmAccessTable by creating one community table entry. In the CLI you must use
three commands:

- config snmp-v3 community create <Comm Idx> <name> <security>

- config snmp-v3 group-member create <user name> <model> [<group name>]

- config snmp-v3 group-access create <group name> <prefix> <model> <level>

You must add all the entries to obtain access for an SNMP user. The entries reduce the
command overhead by combining the preceding three Avaya commands.

• You can add two entries to the vacmSecurityToGroupTable and two entries to the
vacmAccessTable (one for SNMPv1 and the other for SNMPv2) in the Avaya, which
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require you to use the CLI commands twice for each of these tables. The Avaya reduces
the total number of commands from five to one.

• The following example shows the difference between the CLI and Avaya commands. The
Avaya is more secure and less error-prone for creating a valid user. You do not need to
remember the secname and group-name association; entry creation occurs
immediately.

- CLI

• config snmp-v3 community create aaaIdx aaaCommStr aaaSecname

• config snmp-v3 group-member create aaaSecname snmpv1 aaaGroup

• config snmp-v3 group-member create aaaSecname snmpv2c aaaGroup

• config snmp-v3 group-access create aaaGroup “” snmpv1 noAuthNoPriv

• config snmp-v3 group-access create aaaGroup “” snmpv2c noAuthNoPriv

- Avaya

• snmp-server community aaaCommstr group aaaGroup index aaaIdx secname
aaaSecname

vacmSecurityToGroupTable

 Important:
This table is not directly accessible in the ACLI. You can add or delete entries based on the
users you create for SNMPv1, SNMPv2, or SNMPv3.

You can access the following three parameters in the vacmSecurityToGroupTable through
CLI:

• SecurityName
• GroupName
• SecurityModel
• In the CLI, you can explicitly create entries for this table and associate them to the

snmpCommunityTable through the SecurityName. In the ACLI, the table entries are
created, modified, and deleted based on the entries you create or delete in the community
table.

• After you modify or update the SecurityName of the community table, the corresponding
entry in the vacmSecurityToGroupTable is deleted and recreated.

vacmSecurityToGroupTable
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CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 group-member create <user name> <model> [<group name>]

• config snmp-v3 group-member delete <user name> <model>

• config snmp-v3 group-member info

• config snmp-v3 group-member name <user name> <model> <group name>

ACLI commands

• snmp-server community [WORD <1-32>] [group <WORD/0-32>] [index <WORD/1-32>]
[secname <WORD/1-32>]

• no snmp-server community [<WORD/1-32>]

Advantages of ACLI commands

• In the ACLI, you can add entries in snmpCommunityTable, vacmSecurityToGroupTable,
and vacmAccessTable by creating one community table entry. In the CLI you must use
three commands:

- config snmp-v3 community create <Comm Idx> <name> <security>

- config snmp-v3 group-member create <user name> <model> [<group name>]

- config snmp-v3 group-access create <group name> <prefix> <model> <level>

• You can add two entries to the vacmSecurityToGroupTable and two entries to the
vacmAccessTable (one for SNMPv1 and the other for SNMPv2) in the ACLI, which require
you to use the CLI commands twice for each of these tables. The ACLI reduces the total
number of commands from five to one.

• The following example shows the difference between the CLI and ACLI commands. The
ACLI is more secure and less error-prone for creating a valid user. You do not need to
remember the secname and group-name association; entry creation occurs
immediately.

- CLI

• config snmp-v3 community create aaaIdx aaaCommStr aaaSecname

• config snmp-v3 group-member create aaaSecname snmpv1 aaaGroup

• config snmp-v3 group-member create aaaSecname snmpv2c aaaGroup

• config snmp-v3 group-access create aaaGroup “” snmpv1 noAuthNoPriv
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• config snmp-v3 group-access create aaaGroup “” snmpv2c noAuthNoPriv

- ACLI

• snmp-server community aaaCommstr group aaaGroup index aaaIdx secname
aaaSecname

vacmAccessTable
You can access the following seven parameters in the vacmAccessTable through the CLI:

• GroupName
• ContextName
• SecurityLevel
• SecurityModel
• ReadViewName
• WriteViewName
• NotifyViewName
• In the CLI, you can specify the first four parameters when you create an entry in the table.

In ACLI, you can specify only three of these parameters (GroupName , ContextName and
Securitylevel). Based on the Securitylevel, the entries for the table are created. If you
include the no-auth-no-priv parameter, the command creates three entries, one for
SNMPv1 access, one for SNMPv2c access, and one for SNMPv3 access. If you include
the auth-no-priv parameter, the command creates one entry for SNMPv3 access. If you
include the auth-priv parameter, the command creates one entry for SNMPv3 access.

• Table entry deletion also is different in the CLI and ACLI. In the CLI, you can specify all
four parameters for the deletion of an entry. In the ACLI, you specify GroupName and
Prefix (optional). The command deletes all entries for a particular GroupName, or deletes
all entries for a particular GroupName and ContextName, depending on whether you
specify the GroupName. To delete entries for just the default context, enter double
quotation marks ("") for the ContextName parameter.

CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 group-access create <group name> <prefix> <model> <level>

• config snmp-v3 group-access delete <group name> <prefix> <model> <level>

• config snmp-v3 group-access info

• config snmp-v3 group-access view <group name> <prefix> <model> <level> [read
<value>] [write <value>] [notify <value>]

vacmAccessTable
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ACLI commands

• snmp-server group <groupName:WORD> [<contextName:WORD>]

- [no-auth-no-priv [read-view <WORD/0-32>] [write-view <WORD/0-32>] [notify-view
<WORD/0-32>]]

- [auth-no-priv [read-view <WORD/0-32>] [write-view <WORD/0-32>] [notify-view
<WORD/0-32>]]

- [auth-priv [read-view <WORD/0-32>] [write-view <WORD/0-32>] [notify-view
<WORD/0-32>]]

• no snmp-server group <groupName:WORD> [<contextName:WORD/1-32>]

Advantages of ACLI commands

• This set of commands prevents creating unwanted entries such as an entry with level
auth-priv and model snmpv1 or snmpv2. You can create these entries in the CLI but they
do not work. The same logic applies for auth-noPriv and snmpv1 or snmpv2 combination.
In the CLI, you can create the following entry: config snmp-v3 group-access
create xxxGroup "" snmpv1 authNoPriv The ACLI avoids unwanted entries by
automatically choosing the model based on the security level.

• To create a valid entry, the ACLI requires the following commands: snmp-server view
userRead +1.3 snmp-server view userWrite +1.3.6.1.2.1.1 snmp-server user joe read-
view userRead md5 passphrase read-view userRead write-view userWrite

Compare the ACLI commands to the sequence of required CLI commands: config snmp-
v3 mib-view create userRead 1.3 config snmp-v3 mib-view create userWrite 1.3.6.1.2.1.1
config snmp-v3 group-member create joe usm joeGroup config snmp-v3 group-access
create joeGroup "" usm noAuthNoPriv config snmp-v3 group-access view joeGroup ""
usm NoAuthNoPriv read userRead config snmp-v3 group-access create joeGroup "" usm
authNoPriv config snmp-v3 group-access view joeGroup "" usm authNoPriv read
userRead write userWrite config snmp-v3 usm create joe md5 auth passphrase

vacmViewTreeFamilyTable and snmpNotifyFilterTable
Using the CLI you can configure the following four parameters for these tables: ViewName,
Subtree, Mask, and Type.

• In the CLI, you specify the Type as include or exclude. In the ACLI, you specify the Type
with the Subtree OID. If you prefix the <OID: WORD> parameter with an addition sign (+)
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or no prefix, it is an include statement. If you prefix the <OID: WORD> parameter with a
subtraction sign (-), it is an exclude statement.

• In the CLI, you explicitly provide the Mask in the command in the hexadecimal-colon
format. In ACLI, you do not need to calculate the mask. You can use a wildcard (*) to
specify the mask within the OID itself. You do not need to specify the OID in the dotted
decimal format. You can specify the mib-parameter names. The OIDs are automatically
calculated. Example: snmp-server view abc ifEntry.*.2 This command creates the
following entry: ViewName = abc, Subtree = 1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.0.2 and Mask = FF: A0

• You lose the mask option when you transition from the CLI to the ACLI.

CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 mib-view create <View Name> <subtree oid> [mask <value>] [type
<value>]

• config snmp-v3 mib-view delete <View Name> <subtree oid>

• config snmp-v3 mib-view info

• config snmp-v3 mib-view mask <View Name> <subtree oid> <new-mask>

• config snmp-v3 mib-view type <View Name> <subtree oid> <new-type>

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-filter create <Profile Name> <subtree oid> [mask <value>] [type
<value>]

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-filter delete <Profile Name> <subtree oid>

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-filter info

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-filter mask <Profile Name> <subtree oid> new-mask <value>

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-filter type <Profile Name> <subtree oid> new-type <value>

ACLI commands

• snmp-server view <viewName:WORD> <OID:WORD>

• no snmp-server view <viewName:WORD> [<OID:WORD>]

• snmp-server notify-filter <filterName:WORD> <OID:WORD>

• no snmp-server notify-filter <filterName:WORD> [<OID:WORD>]

 Important:
You cannot modify the type and mask options in the ACLI.

vacmViewTreeFamilyTable and snmpNotifyFilterTable
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Advantages of ACLI commands

• The ACLI reduces user overhead by automatically calculating the OID for a particular mib-
parameter. To apply a particular mask in the CLI, you have to calculate the value of the
mask, convert it into hexadecimal-colon format, and then add an entry. In the ACLI you
just have to specify the mib-parameter with the wild card entry and the mask is
automatically calculated and updated in the table.

• When you crerate entries the + and - options for include and exclude are logical.

snmpTargetAddrTable
This table has the following differences in configuration between the CLI and ACLI:

• You can provide the TargetName in the CLI, but in the ACLI it is generated based on the
TargetAddress, SecurityModel, and SecurityName you provide when you create an entry.
Port option is optional in the ACLI unlike CLI. If you do not specify the port number, the
default port value is 162.

• You can specify the TargetAddrTaglist only for SNMPv2 and SNMPv3 users. If you do
not specify Inform, the value is Trap.

• The TargetAddrParamsName is same as the TargetName in ACLI unlike CLI where you
specify both of these names explicitly.

• The ACLI does not support the mask option. See the CLI commands in the following
section.

• The ACLI does not support the default command for a host created as an SNMPv1
host.

• The ACLI does not save IPV6 address across reboots if you provide the address in short
format.

CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 target-addr create <Target Name> <Ip addr:port> <Target parm> [timeout
<value>] [retry <value>] [taglist <value>] [mask <value>] [mms <value>] [tdomain
<value>]

• config snmp-v3 target-addr delete <Target Name>

• config snmp-v3 target-addr info

• config snmp-v3 target-addr mask <Target Name> new-mask <value>

• config snmp-v3 target-addr mms <Target Name> new-mms <value>
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• config snmp-v3 target-addr parms <Target Name> new-parms <value>

• config snmp-v3 target-addr retry <Target Name> new-retry <value>

• config snmp-v3 target-addr taglist <Target Name> new-taglist <value>

• config snmp-v3 target-addr timeout <Target Name> new-timeout <value>

ACLI commands

• snmp-server host <A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>] { <communityString:WORD> | v1
<communityString:WORD> | v2c <communityString:WORD> [inform [timeout
<1-2147483647>] [retries <0-255>][mms <0-2147483647>]] | v3 <no-auth | auth | auth-
priv> <userName:WORD> [inform [timeout <1-2147483647>] [retries <0-255>] ]> } [filter
<WORD>]

• no snmp-server host [<A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>] <<communityString:WORD> | v1 | v2c
| v3 [<userName:WORD>]>

• default snmp-server host <A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>]<<communityString:WORD> | v2c
| v3 [<userName:WORD>]> [timeout] [retries] [mms]

Advantages of ACLI commands

• Using the CLI, you can create any type of entry with any combination without checking
the validity of the entry or parameter requirement. The ACLI only allows valid entry
creation.

• SNMPv1 does not support parameters like timeout, retries and mms. In the ACLI you
cannot configure these parameters. SNMPv2 supports mms but SNMPv3 does not
support it. The ACLI blocks all unwanted configurations at the entry level. Using the ACLI,
all the three tables are updated at the same time. You do not have to be concerned with
the validity and access-levels for the entries as you when you use the CLI.

• Below are the set of commands that need to be executed in the CLI and ACLI to create
valid entries. This example illustrates how simple it is to configure commands in the ACLI.
These commands apply to tables 4, 5 and 6. A major advantage of the ACLI is that the
target-name, target-param and notify-profile name are the same and they are encrypted.
This encryption makes the ACLI more secure.

- CLI

• config snmp-v3 target-addr create aaaTarget 10.1.1.1:168 aaaTargetParam

• config snmp-v3 target-param create aaaTargetParam mp-model snmpv1 sec-
level noAuthNoPriv sec-name aaaSecname

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-profile create aaantfyprofile profile aaaSecname

snmpTargetAddrTable
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- ACLI

• snmp-server host 10.1.1.1 port 168 v1 aaaSecname filter aaantfyfilter

snmpTargetParamsTable
An entry for this table is created along with the snmpTargetAddrTable. The index for this table
is same as that of the snmpTargetAddrTable.

CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 target-param create <Tparm Name> mp-model <value> sec-level
<value> [sec-name <value>]

• config snmp-v3 target-param delete <Tparm Name>

• config snmp-v3 target-param info

• config snmp-v3 target-param mp-model <Tparm Name> new-mpmodel <value>

• config snmp-v3 target-param sec-level <Tparm Name> new-seclevel <value>

• config snmp-v3 target-param sec-name <Tparm Name> [new-secname <value>]

ACLI commands

• snmp-server host <A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>] { < <communityString:WORD> | v1
<communityString:WORD> | v2c <communityString:WORD> [inform [timeout
<1-2147483647>] [retries <0-255>][mms <0-2147483647>]] | v3 <no-auth | auth | auth-
priv> <userName:WORD> [inform [timeout <1-2147483647>] [retries <0-255>] ] } [filter
<WORD>]

• no snmp-server host [<A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>] <<communityString:WORD> | v2c | v3
[<userName:WORD>]>

• default snmp-server host <A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>] <<communityString:WORD> | v2c
| v3 [<userName:WORD>]> [timeout] [retries] [mms]

snmpNotifyFilterProfileTable
An entry for this table is created along with the snmpTargetAddrTable. The index for this table
is same as that of the snmpTargetAddrTable.
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CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-profile create <Params Name> [profile <value>]

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-profile delete <Params Name>

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-profile info

• config snmp-v3 ntfy-profile profile <Params Name> <new-profile>

ACLI commands

• snmp-server host <A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>] < <communityString:WORD> | v1
<communityString:WORD> | v2c <communityString:WORD> [inform [timeout
<1-2147483647>] [retries <0-255>][mms <0-2147483647>]] | v3 <no-auth | auth | auth-
priv> <userName:WORD> [inform [timeout <1-2147483647>] [retries <0-255>] ] > [filter
<WORD>]

• no snmp-server host [<A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>] <<communityString:WORD> | v1 | v2c
| v3 [<userName:WORD>]>

• default snmp-server host <A.B.C.D> [port <1-65535>] <<communityString:WORD> | v2c
| v3 [<userName:WORD>]> [timeout] [retries] [mms]

 Important:
Tables 5, 6 and 7 are created using the ACLI command snmp-server host. If you delete an
entry in the snmpTargetAddrTable, all the entries corresponding to that entry will be deleted
from Tables 5, 6, and 7.

Toggling between the CLI and the ACLI may cause configuration data loss because the
target address table configurations are different in the CLI and the ACLI. The <Tparm Name>
parameter will be lost while changing from the CLI to the ACLI because the ACLI generates
the parameter based on the target-address. The target-name is also lost when changing
from the CLI to ACLI. The target-name is updated by the target-name generated from the
ACLI. This update will be retained after rebooting and when you toggle again between the
CLI and ACLI.

snmpNotifyTable
There must be two pre-configured entries in the snmpNotifyTable. You cannot modify or delete
these entries. The ACLI command set does not allow you to create or delete entries in the
snmpNotifyTable, because it is not considered useful. Entries created in the CLI will not be
retained in the ACLI.

snmpNotifyTable
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CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 notify create <Notify Name> [tag <value>] [type <value>]

• config snmp-v3 notify delete <Notify Name>

• config snmp-v3 notify info

• config snmp-v3 notify tag <Notify Name> new-tag <value>

• config snmp-v3 notify type <Notify Name> new-type <value>

ACLI commands
There are no ACLI commands.

usmUserTable
In this table:

• Creation of an entry will create another entry in the vacmSecurityToGroupTable and
vacmAccessTable based on the authentication and privacy options entered.

• Deletion of an entry will delete the corresponding entries from all the 3 tables.
• The vacmAccessTable entries can also be explicitly deleted using the command “no

snmp-server group”.

CLI commands

• config snmp-v3 usm auth <User Name> old-pass <value> new-pass <value> [engid
<value>]

• config snmp-v3 usm create <User Name> [<auth protocol>] [auth <value>] [priv-prot
<value>] [priv <value>] [engid <value>]

• config snmp-v3 usm delete <User Name> [engid <value>]

• config snmp-v3 usm info

• config snmp-v3 usm priv <User Name> old-pass <value> new-pass <value> [engid
<value>]
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ACLI commands

• snmp-server user <userName:WORD> [read-view <WORD>] [write-view <WORD>]
[notify-view <WORD>][ <md5 | sha> [<LINE>] [read-view <WORD>] [write-view
<WORD>] [notify-view <WORD>] [<aes | des | 3des> [<LINE>] [read-view <WORD>]
[write-view <WORD>] [notify-view <WORD>]]]

• snmp-server user <userName:WORD> group <WORD> [<md5 | sha> [<LINE>] [<aes |
des | 3des> [<LINE>]]]

• no snmp-server user [engine-id <WORD>] <userName:WORD>

Advantages of ACLI commands

• When you use the ACLI to create a new user in the USM table, you automatically create an
entry in the vacmGroupAccess table. So you can assign the read/write/notify views
immediately at the time of creation.

To create a valid usm user using the CLI requires the following steps:

- config snmp-v3 usm create abcd md5 abcdpass aes abcdprivpass

- config snmp-v3 mib-view create abcdRead 1.3.1

- config snmp-v3 group-member create abcdgrp usm abcdGroup

- config snmp-v3 group-access create abcdGroup "" usm authPriv

- config snmp-v3 group-access view abcdGroup "" usm authPriv read abcdRead

Perform the following procedure to ceate a valid usm user:

• snmp-server user abcd group abcdGroup md5 abcdpass aes abcdprivpass

• snmp-server view abcdRead 1.3.1

• snmp-server user abcd readview abcdRead

ACLI commands reduce the effort to create an usm entry.

usmUserTable
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Glossary

Avaya command
line interface
(ACLI)

A textual user interface. When you use ACLI, you respond to a prompt
by typing a command. After you enter the command, you receive a
system response.

Address
Resolution
Protocol (ARP)

Maps an IP address to a physical machine address, for example, maps
an IP address to an Ethernet media access control (MAC) address.

Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP)

An inter-domain routing protocol that provides loop-free inter-domain
routing between Autonomous Systems (AS) or within an AS.

Domain Name
System (DNS)

A system that maps and converts domain and host names to IP
addresses.

Dynamic Host
Configuration
Protocol (DHCP)

A standard Internet protocol that dynamically configures hosts on an
Internet Protocol (IP) network for either IPv4 or IPv6. DHCP extends the
Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP).

Extensible
Authentication
Protocol over LAN
(EAPoL)

A port-based network access control protocol. EAPoL provides security
in that it prevents users from accessing network resources before they
are authenticated.

File Transfer
Protocol (FTP)

A protocol that governs transferring files between nodes, as documented
in RFC 959. FTP is not secure. FTP does not encrypt transferred data.
Use FTP access only after you determine it is safe in your network.

Layer 2 The Data Link Layer of the OSI model. Examples of Layer 2 protocols
are Ethernet and Frame Relay.

Layer 3 The Network Layer of the OSI model. Example of a Layer 3 protocol is
Internet Protocol (IP).

management
information base
(MIB)

Defines system operations and parameters used for the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP).

Message Digest 5
(MD5)

A one-way hash function that creates a message digest for digital
signatures.

Open Shortest
Path First (OSPF)

A link-state routing protocol used as an Interior Gateway Protocol
(IGP).
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Remote
Authentication
Dial-in User
Service (RADIUS)

A protocol that authenticates, authorizes, and accounts for remote
access connections that use dial-up networking and Virtual Private
Network (VPN) functionality.

reverse path
checking (RPC)

Prevents packet forwarding for incoming IP packets with incorrect or
forged (spoofed) IP addresses.

Secure Copy
(SCP)

Securely transfers files between the switch and a remote station.

Secure Shell (SSH) Used for secure remote logons and data transfer over the Internet. SSH
uses encryption to provide security.

Simple Network
Management
Protocol (SNMP)

Administratively monitors network performance through agents and
management stations.

user-based
policies (UBP)

Establishes and enforces roles and conditions on an individual user basis
for access ports in the network.

User Datagram
Protocol (UDP)

In TCP/IP, a packet-level protocol built directly on the Internet Protocol
layer. TCP/IP host systems use UDP for application-to-application
programs.

view-based
access control
model (VACM)

Provides context, group access, and group security levels based on a
predefined subset of management information base (MIB) objects.

Remote Authentication Dial-in User Service (RADIUS)
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